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Abstract
This thesis intends to give a concise yet meaningful overview about the progress
in the physical realization of quantum information processing using hybrid systems
of ultracold atoms and superconducting microwave resonators, describing our own
theoretical and experimental contributions to advancing.
Ultracold atoms in their ground states are well-isolated quantum systems offer-
ing long coherence times, and therefore are prime candidates for quantum memory
applications. Their performance is limited by their sensitivity on external magnetic-
field noises and inhomogeneous Zeeman shifts inherently present in magnetic traps.
We have developed an efficient method to eliminate the magnetic-field dependence
of the differential Zeeman shift between the magnetically trappable clock-states up
to second order around an arbitrarily chosen offset field, hence rendering atom-based
quantum memory insensitive to magnetic noises.
We describe two protocols to mediate long-range interactions between Ryd-
berg atoms using a thermally populated microwave cavity, realizing universal 2-bit
quantum gates. This is of great practical interest, since in existing hybrid atom-
superconducting resonator experiments the attainable temperature is not low enough
to reach the vacuum state of the cavity mode. The first method relies on active mode
cooling using an auxiliary reservoir of atoms. The second method makes use of a
destructive quantum interference between different excitation paths, making the
scheme insensitive to the actual photon state of the cavity.
We also report on a new laboratory for optical lattice clocks that we have es-
tablished in parallel with this work. We present a novel concept for continuously
operated atomic clocks, along with the steps we have taken towards its experimental
realization.
I
Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation soll einen kurzen aber dennoch aussagekra¨ftigen U¨berblick u¨ber
die Fortschritte bei der Realisierung von Quanteninformationsverarbeitung mit Hy-
bridsystemen aus ultrakalten Atomen und supraleitenden Resonatoren geben. Dabei
sollen in erster Linie unsere eigenen theoretischen und experimentellen Beitra¨ge zu
diesem Forschungsfeld dargestellt werden.
Ultrakalte Atome im Grundzusta¨nd sind von der Umgebung gut isoliert. Sie
ermo¨glichen daher lange Koha¨renzzeiten und sind erstklassige Kandidaten fu¨r die
Anwendung als Quantenspeicher. Ihre Leistungsfa¨higkeit ist jedoch durch ihre Emp-
findlichkeit gegenu¨ber a¨ußeren Magnetfeldfluktuationen und durch die inhomogene
Zeeman-Verschiebung in magnetischen Fallen limitiert. Es wird eine effiziente Me-
thode entwickelt, um die differenzielle Zeeman-Verschiebung zwischen den beiden
magnetisch fangbaren Uhrenzusta¨nden bis zur zweiten Ordnung im Magnetfeld um
ein beliebiges Offsetfeld auszugleichen. Damit werden gegen Magnetfeldfluktuatio-
nen unempfindliche atom-basierte Quantenspeicher ermo¨glicht.
Es werden zwei Protokolle beschrieben, mit denen sich langreichweitige Wechsel-
wirkungen zwischen Rydberg-Atomen u¨ber einen thermisch besetzten Mikrowellen-
resonator und damit 2-Bit Quantengatter realisieren lassen. Die Entwicklung solcher
Protokolle ist von großem praktischem Interesse, da die erreichbare Temperatur in
bestehenden Versuchsaufbauten mit Atomen und Supraleitern nicht tief genug ist,
um den Resonator in einen Vakuumzustand zu bringen. Die erste Methode basiert
auf der kontinuerlichen Entnahme von thermischen Photonen aus dem Resonator
mithilfe einer zusa¨tzlichen Atomwolke. Die zweite Methode nutzt die destrukti-
ve Quanteninterferenz zwischen unterschiedlichen Anregungspfaden und macht das
Schema damit von der Anzahl der Photonen im Resonator unabha¨ngig.
Daru¨ber hinaus wird der Aufbau eines neuen Labors fu¨r optische Atomuhren be-
schrieben. Insbesondere soll ein neuartiges Konzept fu¨r den kontinuerlichen Betrieb
von Atomuhren sowie die durchgefu¨hrten Schritte zu dessen Realisierung dargestellt
werden.
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1.2 Contributions
• Publication [PUB 1]
I have proposed the idea of microwave dressing as a possible technique to
combat the detrimental effects of the magnetic-field noises and inhomogeneities
on the phase coherence of an atomic cloud, and established the theoretical
foundation of the experiment. The measurements were done by H. Hattermann
and myself, the evaluation was predominantly my duty, the manuscript was
written by H. Hattermann with contributions from J. Forta´gh and myself.
• Publication [PUB 2]
All three authors have participated in developing the main idea behind this
work. The analytical calculations were done by D. Petrosyan and myself,
while I have performed all the numerical calculations. The manuscript was
written mostly by J. Forta´gh and myself, with significant contributions from
D. Petrosyan.
• Publication [PUB 3]
All three authors have contributed to developing the main idea behind this
work. I have participated in the analytical and numerical calculations, as well
as in writing the manuscript.
• Publication [PUB 4]
I have contributed to the evaluation of the effects of the quantized magnetic
flux on the magnetic trapping potentials.
• Publication [PUB 5]
I have participated in the conception of the experiment, building up and main-
taining the setup.
• Publication [PUB 6]
I have provided the microwave dressing framework for the experiment, and
participated in discussing the results.
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2 Hardware for quantum computation
Calculating the behavior of large quantum systems using classical computers is an
extremely difficult task, since the necessary resources grow exponentially with the
size of the system. A natural alternative approach is to consider if we could utilize
quantum systems to perform simulations and calculations about another one on a
more fundamental level.
R. Feynman has proposed the idea of quantum simulation, also called analog
quantum computing [1]. A few years later D. Deutsch has created the concept
of the universal (digital) quantum computer [2] that serves as the core concept
of quantum computation (QC). Independently, following the pioneering work of S.
Wiesner [3] that has established the field of quantum cryptography, C. Bennett and
G. Brassard have invented the first quantum key distribution protocol [4].
Ever since the field has exploded. A large number of efficient quantum algorithms
have been developed that provide us with an exponential speed-up compared to the
classical algorithms for various complex problems [5]. Famous examples include the
Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [6], Shor’s algorithm for integer-factorization [7], or the
HHL algorithm for solving systems of linear equations [8]. Other algorithms, such
as the quantum Fourier transform, or Grover’s algorithm for searching efficiently
in a large unstructured database [9] also provide significant reduction in necessary
computational effort. Ultracold atom-based analog quantum simulators have been
realized to study the properties of spin chains [10–12]. Large-scale optimization
problems are tackled by commercially available quantum annealers operating with
1000+ solid-state qubits [13].
In order to harness the benefits of quantum algorithms, current research is de-
voted to construct the quantum analogue of digital computers. Since digital quan-
tum computers mimic the architecture of classical computers, the tasks to be solved
are rather familiar: information must be represented, processed, stored and trans-
ported, leading to the need for qubits, quantum gates, quantum memories and
quantum communication. Each of this subsystems should fulfil different require-
ments, e.g a quantum processor must be able to process information fast, but not
necessarily be able to store it for a longer period of time, while an ideal memory
possesses exactly the opposite properties.
Many computationally equivalent paradigms exist for quantum computing, e.g.
the cluster-state QC which assumes a highly entangled many-qubit state, but uses
only one-bit gates afterwards [14] or the topological QC operating with anyons [15].
Here, we focus on the most common architecture, the circuit-QC [16, 17]. The
five general criteria of this approach were first summarized by DiVincenzo [18]. First,
information is represented on two-level quantum systems with long-lived states |0〉
and |1〉 (called qubits) by superposition states |Ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉. Quantum algo-
rithms are unitary operations carried out by quantum gates acting on either a single
or multiple qubit(s), following the Boolean-logic based approach from classical com-
puters. Second, one must be able to initialize the qubits in a well-defined and known
initial state. Third, since in a realistic qubit quantum information will be degraded
due to dephasing originating from the qubit’s intrinsic decay processes as well as its
coupling to the environment, every operation on qubits must be performed faster
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than the timescale of any of the relevant decohering processes to minimize infor-
mation loss. In classical computers the equivalent challenge is efficiently overcome
by periodicly rewriting the information to the memory bits before they have de-
cayed completely. Unfortunately, this strategy does not work with qubits due to the
no-cloning theorem [19], but the issue can still be partially handled by using quan-
tum error correction codes [20] which are also helpful in fighting the errors caused
by non-perfect execution of gate operations. Fourth, one must be able to perform
multiple-qubit operations in order to harness the resource provided by quantum
entanglement. In principle, it is enough to realize single- and certain two-qubit
operations (called universal gates), since every multiple-qubit operation can be de-
composed to a product of such gates [16], but from a practical point of view it might
be advantegous to have gates acting on multiple quantum bits as well, since they
might significantly reduce the number of required gate operations. Famous universal
quantum gates include the controlled NOT (cnot), controlled PHASE (cphase),
and controlled SWAP gates (cswap) [16]. Fifth, the final state of the qubit must
be measurable.
The accuracy or degree of success of any particular gate execution is measured
by the fidelity, defined as F ≡ |〈Ψtarget|Ψact〉|, where |Ψtarget〉 is the target quantum
state and |Ψact〉 is the state actually obtained after performing the operation. When
designing a quantum gate, higher fidelity is surely desirable, but at some point fur-
ther improvement will invoke severe technological challenges, therefore it is vital to
know what we should aim for. This is a non-trivial question to answer, it depends
(among many other factors) on the applied error-correction code, the physical real-
ization of the qubits, and the type of gates being considered. For a detailed review
see [21]. According to the current state-of-the-art research, the acceptable infidelity
level lies around 10−2 − 10−4.
We note that the DiVincenzo criteria are much more stringent than what is ne-
cessary for quantum annealing. The reason is that in this latter case the task is to
find the ground state of a system, which represents the solution of the optimization
problem. This is usually done by adiabatically transforming the Hamiltonian from
an easily preparable and accessible staring point by turning on couplings and inter-
actions within the system. In case of QC, we aim for much more. The benefit is
of course that a quantum computer is a general purpose device, while an optimizer
is problem-specific. This point is well-demonstrated by the fact that optimizators
are available with more than thousand qubits [13], while the current world-record
general-purpose quantum computer has 14 qubits [22], to the best of our knowledge.
After performing the specified quantum algorithm, quantum information must
be stored in a local quantum memory, similarly to classical computers. The memory
and the processor might be realized in the same quantum system, e.g. with ultracold
atoms (see Sec. 2.1), but in general they might be two different quantum systems as
well, since contradicting needs have to be fulfilled. A good processor should interact
strongly with external fields, which also makes it susceptible to decoherence induced
by environmental noises. Vice verse, a good quantum memory, i.e. an isolated
quantum system, does not interact strongly. Therefore a quantum bus might be
necessary to transfer information between the different subsystems. The bus can
also be used to introduce long-range interactions between qubits, see Sec. 2.3.
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Such “combined” systems are called hybrid systems. A crucial requirement for
this scheme to be useful is that each connection between the subsystems should be
strong enough so that information can be transferred without significant decoher-
ence. In particular, the Hamiltonian describing the coupling typically has the form
HAB = ~g(a+a†)(b+b†), where g is the coupling strength, a and b are the bosonic de-
excitation operators in subsystems A and B, e.g. atomic lowering operators, photon
or phonon annihilator [23, 24]. Furthermore, let γ be the typical rate of decoherence
in the system, including possible atomic decay rates, cavity damping rate, dephas-
ing etc. Ideally γ = 0, in this case the coupling Hamiltonian leads to coherent Rabi
oscillations between A and B. The coupling is said to be weak, if ωA, ωB  γ > g,
where ωA ≈ ωB are the excitation energies in the corresponding subsystems. In this
case, the oscillation is damped before a complete oscillation could be completed,
coherent exchange of quantum information is not possible. For ωA, ωB  g  γ we
have strong coupling. Here, exchange is possible with high fidelity, and the dynam-
ics of the system can be well approximated by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
HJC = ~g(a†b+ b†a), which is essentially a rotating-frame approximation (RWA) of
HAB. The coupling is said to be ultrastrong if ωA, ωB ∼ g > γ. In this regime RWA
breaks down, and more involved calculations are necessary to study the dynamics.
Ultrastrong coupling has been established in certain systems (see below). However,
in atomic physics strong coupling is usually aimed for.
A commonly used technique to enhance the coupling strength is to couple an
ensemble of N indistinguishable particles from subsystem A instead of a single one.
In this case the system is described by the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian HTC =
~
√
Ng (A†b + Ab†), where A = 1/√N ∑Ni=1 ai is the collective lowering operator
[25]. The ensemble behaves as a large collective spin that couples to B with an
effective coupling strength geff =
√
Ng.
Various quantum systems have been investigated as qubit candidates, e.g. single
photons [26], ultracold neutral atoms [27] and ions [28, 29], polar molecules [30,
31], ensembles of electronic and nuclear spins [32–34], mesoscopic superconducting
[35–37] and mechanical devices [38]. Each of these systems have their own merits.
For example, superconducting structures are primary candidates for quantum pro-
cessors due to their (ultra)strong coupling to microwave fields with technologically
convenient frequencies [39], integrability to solid-state circuits, and well-established
fabrication techniques. However, they are known to be susceptible to decoherence
arising from spurious interactions with magnetic moments and phonons in the sub-
strates [24, 37], limiting their coherence times only to a couple of µs, and they do
not couple directly to optical photons, which would be a necessity to be able to
transfer quantum information over large distances.
Much progress has been achieved in experimental realization of hybrid quantum
systems as well. Coupling ensembles of nitrogen vacancy centers (NV) in diamond to
superconducting qubits via microwave resonators was one of the earliest proposals
[40, 41]. Strong coupling strength on the order of 5 − 50 MHz has indeed been
achieved, although the storage time is severly limited to a few hundred nanoseconds
[42, 43]. Nuclear spin systems offer significantly higher storage time (∼ 1s) [33]
at a cost of weaker coupling. Direct coupling between NV centers and flux qubits
has been demonstrated [44]. Ions in solid-state systems have also been successfully
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coupled strongly to microwave resonators [45–47].
2.1 Ultracold atoms
Ultracold alkaline atoms in their hyperfine ground states are well isolated quantum
systems, providing long coherence times [48], therefore they are ideal candidates
for quantum memories. Ensembles of ultracold atoms [49, 50] and even a single
atom in an optical cavity [51] have indeed been utilized for this purpose. An ele-
mentary quantum network has been demonstrated with the latter system [52], and
recently coherent microwave-to-infrared upconversion has been proposed with ul-
tracold atoms [53, 54]. On the other hand, quantum gates based on the strong
dipole-dipole interaction between highly-excited Rydberg atoms have also been pro-
posed and realized [55–59].
Here we consider 87Rb to illustrate this dual usability of ultracold atoms. Its
level structure is depicted in Fig. 1. The ground state is split into two hyperfine-
states with total angular momentum F = 1 and F = 2, the splitting is ωHFS ≈
2pi × 6.834 GHz. The transition between the two states is magnetic-dipole-allowed.
In presence of magnetic fields they are further split into three resp. five Zeeman
sublevels. The dependence of the energy on the field strength can be calculated
analiticly and is given by the Breit-Rabi formula [60]. The states |5S1/2F = 1,mF =
−1〉, |5S1/2F = 2,mF = 1〉, and |5S1/2F = 2,mF = 2〉 are magnetically trappable.
As the magnetic moments of the former two have similar magnitudes, they are
often used in magnetically trapped atomic clock experiments, and as qubit states
in quantum memory applications [61–64]. However, the slight mismatch between
them is still a dominant source of error. We have developed an efficient method to
5𝑆1/2 𝐹 = 1
5𝑆1/2 𝐹 = 2
5𝑃3/2 𝐹 = 3
6𝑃3/2 𝐹 = 3
n𝑆1/2
n𝐷3/2 / n𝐷5/2
1
𝑚𝐹
0
−1
1
0
−1
−2
2
𝜔𝐻𝐹𝑆
780 nm
480 nm
420 nm
1016 nm
Figure 1: Level structure of 87Rb. The ground-state is split into two hyperfine states
(F = 1 and F = 2) with separation ωHFS = 2pi × 6.834 GHz. In external magnetic
fields they are further split into three and five Zeeman sublevels. Two possible two-
photon Rydberg excitation pathways used in our research group are depicted, the
intermediate state is either 5P3/2 or 6P3/2.
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Property n-scaling 87Rb (50P )
Radiative lifetime n3 106 µs
Orbital radius n2 170 nm
Dipole moment 〈ns|d|np〉 n2 3200 ea0
Scalar polarizability n7 ∼ GHz cm2/V 2
Table 1: Scaling laws for basic Rydberg properties. Values are taken from [68], a0
is denoting the Bohr radius.
overcome this issue, presented in Sec. 2.1.1.
Transitions between highly-excited Rydberg states also lie in the microwave
regime. Rydberg atoms possess remarkable properties putting them in the lime-
light of recent research. Their energy spectrum is similar to that of hydrogen:
En,l,j = E∞ − Ry
∗
(n∗)2
, (1)
where E∞/~ = 2pi × 1010.0291646 THz is the ionization energy, Ry∗/~ = 2pi ×
3289.82119466 THz is the Rydberg-constant corrected for the reduced electron mass
in 87Rb, and n∗ ≡ n − δn,l,j with δn,l,j being the so-called quantum defect [65]. The
physical picture behind this formula is that the single valence electron experiences
the potential of the point-like nucleus shielded by the core electrons accounted for
by the quantum defect. This effective potential is well-understood [66], the energy
levels can be accurately calculated and measured experimentally [65]. Rydberg
states of 87Rb can be directly excited from the ground state with a 297 nm laser.
Due to technological complexity associated with UV-lasers, it is common to use a
two-photon excitation via the 5P3/2 (6P3/2) state instead using 780 nm / 480 nm (420
nm / 1016 nm) lasers, either by resonant pi-pulses or using Stimulated Adiabatic
Raman Passage (STIRAP). For an exhaustive review comparing the two methods
see [67]. While the choice of the intermediate state, the detunings and the applied
laser power do make a difference in how coherent the excitation is, for our purpose
now we can treat the excitation as an effective process, neglecting these details.
Several key properties of Rydberg atoms exhibit scaling laws in powers of n [68].
The ones that will be important for us are summarized in Tab. 1. What makes
Rydberg atoms particularly interesting for QC is their exceptionally high electric
dipole moments, promising strong electric dipole coupling to microwave fields, cf.
Sec. 2.2.1.
The strong interaction between Rydberg atoms leads to another remarkable ef-
fect, the Rydberg blockade [55]. Consider N atoms in the ground state subjected
to a laser exciting them into a Rydberg state. In vague terms if one atom is pro-
moted to a Rydberg state, the excitation frequency for any sufficiently nearby atom
is shifted due to the strong interaction. Hence, if the excitation laser frequency is
kept constant, a second Rydberg excitation is forbidden within a certain distance
called the blockade radius. Since atoms are equivalent, as long as this simple picture
holds, the ensemble can be described with collective Dicke-states |G〉 = |g1 . . . gN〉
and |R〉 = 1/√N∑Ni=1 |gg . . . grig . . . g〉 [69]. The blockade effect ensures that the
system is confined to the subspace spanned by these two vectors, hence the whole
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ensemble behaves as an effective two-level system, called the superatom. Further-
more, the effective coupling between |G〉 and |R〉 is enhanched by a factor of √N
with respect to the single atom value Ω, analogously to the Tavis-Cummings model
discussed earlier.
This effect has been demonstrated experimentally [70–73], and is of great practi-
cal interest, since simply by turning to ensembles, one wins a significant enhancene-
ment in the excitation rate, which is usually severely limited by the available laser
power. However, it is easy to see, that one does not have such enhancement be-
tween two symmetric states, e.g. when coupling two neighboring Rydberg states
(both blockaded) with a microwave.
The blockade radius is defined as the distance where the interaction shift equals
the effective linewidth of the excitation [74]. In general, the interaction potential is
not isotropic, and can only be calculated numerically [75–77]. As a first approxima-
tion, it shows a crossover from dipole-dipole: Udd = C3/R
3 (valid for R  Rc) to
van der Waals interaction: UvdW = C6/R
6 (for R  Rc), upon varying the inter-
atomic distance. Here, Rc is the crossover-distance, which is highly state-dependent
and typically lies around Rc = 1 − 8 µm [75]. This leads to the following formula
for the blockade radius:
db =
(
Cp
2Ω
√
Γr
γrg
)1/p
, (2)
where the target Rydberg state with natural decay rate Γr is excited with Rabi
frequency Ω. Here, γrg ≡ Γr/2+2Γz is the total dephasing rate of the Rydberg state,
while Γz quantifies the dephasing rate with respect to the ground state including all
the technical dephasings as well (e.g. laser linewidth). For dipole-dipole and van
der Waals interaction, p = 3 and p = 6, respectively.
It is important to emphasise that the blockade radius is not an intrinsic atomic
property, it depends on the applied excitation laser power, the linewidth of the laser,
and, via the effective dephasing rate, also on the lifetime of the intermediate state
and the detuning involved in the two-photon excitation path. There are limitations
on the validity of this simple picture [56], and the physics of Rydberg atoms is a
rich field on its own.
The lifetime of the Rydberg states is, however, rather short. As stated above,
it scales with n3, but using too high principal quantum numbers quickly becomes
counterproductive, due to the increased susceptibility to noise, spurious fields, and
collisional ionizations [78]. While turning to circular states, Rydberg states with
highest allowed angular momentum, i.e. l = n − 1, greatly increases the lifetime
to the order of 10 ms [79], it is still too short for quantum memory applications.
Hence the proposed usage of atoms in quantum computation is the following. Ryd-
berg atoms can be used to perform the gate operation itself by making use of the
strong dipole-dipole interaction between them. Alternatively, they can be coupled
to a microwave cavity to receive quantum information from a separate quantum
processor. Afterwards, the information must be coherently mapped to the hyperfine
ground states for storing.
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2.1.1 Noise-insensitive quantum memory
For quantum memory applications it is essential to have long lifetime of atomic co-
herence. The performance of magnetically trapped atoms are limited by three main
factors: electromagnetic noise from the surrounding environment, quadratic resi-
dual differential Zeeman shift (see below), and density-dependent collisional shifts
[62, 63]. Several methods have been suggested to overcome these hurdles. By care-
fully choosing the density of the cloud and the trapping parameters, the latter two
effects can partially compensate for each other [61]. The identical spin rotation
effect, which is essentially a spin-echo-like effect originating from inter-atom inter-
actions and indistinguishability of the atoms has also been demonstrated to increase
the coherence times [48, 80]. With careful engineering, coherence times on the order
of 10 s have been established in the vicinity of a superconducting CPW resonator
[48].
Here, we present a flexible method we have developed to control the magnetic-
field sensitivity of the atomic qubit operated at an arbitrary magnetic offset field
[PUB 1]. In particular, it is an efficient way to combat magnetic field noises and
dephasing originating from moving in the inhomogeneous magnetic field that defines
the trapping potential itself. The method allows us to choose the density of the cloud
and the offset field of the trap almost arbitrarily and independently from each other.
The energies of 87Rb in magnetic fields are given by Breit-Rabi formula [60]. By
expanding it up to second order in B we obtain:
~ω(F = 1,mF ) = −mF µ1B − (4−m2F )βB2, (3)
~ω(F = 2,mF ) = +mF µ2B + (4−m2F )βB2 + ωHFS, (4)
with
µ1 = µB ·
(
−5
4
gI +
1
4
gJ
)
≈ 2pi × 702.37 kHz/G,
µ2 = µB ·
(
3
4
gI +
1
4
gJ
)
≈ 2pi × 699.58 kHz/G,
β =
1
16ωHFS
(gI − gJ)2 µ2B ≈ 2pi × 71.89 Hz/G2,
where gI and gJ are the Lande´ g-factors for the nucleus and the electron, respectively.
Since µ1 are µ2 are “almost equal”, when working with magnetic traps one typically
chooses |0〉 ≡ |5S1/2F = 1,mF = −1〉 and |1〉 ≡ |5S1/2F = 2,mF = +1〉 as the
two-level system, since their differential Zeeman shift is only weakly depending on
the magnetic field. Actually, by setting the offset field of the magnetic trap to
Boff = Bmagic =
6β
2(µ2 − µ1) ≈ 3.228 G, (5)
the so-called magic offset field, the first order dependence of the differential shift is
eliminated, leaving a residual shift of 6β (B − Bmagic)2 ≈ 2pi × 431 Hz/G2 · (B −
Bmagic)
2.
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Figure 2: (a) Ground hyperfine-structure and Zeeman sublevels in 87Rb in magnetic
field. A microwave field with frequency ωdress and Rabi frequency Ωdress is applied
to dress the qubit states. (b) The atomic transition is probed by means of Ramsey
interferometry. A two-photon pulse with ωMW ≈ 2pi × 6.833 GHz and ωRF ≈ 2pi ×
2 MHz is used to drive the transition. (c) Schematic of the experimental sequence.
A pi/2 pulse is used to prepare the atoms in a superposition state 1/
√
2 (|0〉 + |1〉).
After a variable hold time TRamsey , the interferometer is closed by the application of
a second pi/2 pulse and the population of the two states, oscillating with frequency
δ, is measured. The dressing field is left on throughout the interferometer sequence.
The magnetic-field sensitivity is changed if the atoms are subjected to an off-
resonant microwave dressing field with frequency ωdress and Rabi frequency Ωdress, see
Fig. 2. By choosing these parameters appropriately, the differential Zeeman shift can
be shaped nearly arbitrarily around a chosen center point Bcenter, in particular it can
be eliminated up to second order in B, leaving only a weak third-order dependence
behind. The dressing field exerts AC-Stark shifts on the qubit states, which have
the following form in rotating-wave approximation:
∆ωdress,i =
∑
i,α
Ω2i,α
∆i,α
, (6)
where i = |0〉 or |1〉, and α = pi, σ+, σ− denotes the possible polarizations of the
dressing field with corresponding Rabi frequencies and detunings denoted by Ωi,α and
∆i,α, respectively. To simplify the situation we have worked with a linearly polarized
dressing field with the polarization being perpendicular to the quantization axis.
Hence, we only need to take into account σ+ and σ− transitions. In this case only
three states are relevant for the dressing: |F = 2,mF = −2〉 and |F = 2,mF = 0〉
for |0〉, and |F = 1,mF = 0〉 for |1〉. The relevant detunings are given by
∆1 = ∆dress + (µ1 + 2µ2)B − 3βB2, (7)
∆2 = ∆dress + µ1B − 7βB2, (8)
∆3 = ∆dress − µ2B − 7βB2, (9)
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where ∆dress ≡ ωdress − ωHFS. With this notation, the differential Zeeman shift
between the two states reads as:
∆ω =ωHFS + (µ2 − µ1)B + 6βB2−
− Ω2dress ·
(
3
∆1(B)
+
1/2
∆2(B)
+
3/2
∆3(B)
)
,
(10)
where the state-independent Rabi frequency is defined as
Ωdress =
1
2
√
2
µB gF |Bdress|. (11)
By requiring that the first and second derivatives of Eq. (10) with respect to B
disappear at a given offset field Bcenter, we obtain an optimal dressing field charac-
terized by ωdress and Ωdress. By dressing with this field, the differential Zeeman shift
is eliminated up to second order around Bcenter. We remark that the choice of Bcenter
is only limited by the available microwave power.
To demonstrate the validity of the theory, we have measured the two-photon
transition frequency between |0〉 and |1〉 as a function of the offset field for different
dressing powers. The experimental setup is described elsewhere in detail [48, 81].
An ensemble of ultracold 87Rb atoms is prepared in a magneto-optical trap and
subsequently transferred into an Ioffe-Pritchard-type magnetic trap situated in the
room-temperature environment of our setup. The atomic cloud is further cooled
by forced radio-frequency evaporation and then loaded into an optical dipole trap
used to transport the ensemble to a position below the superconducting atom chip
at 4.2 K. We load an ensemble of ∼ 1× 106 atoms at a temperature of ∼ 1 µK into
the magnetic chip trap, which is based on a Z-wire geometry. The atomic cloud in
the magnetic trap is cooled to a temperature of ∼ 250 nK by evaporation. After
this sequence, which is repeated every 23 s, we end up with an ensemble of roughly
1 × 105 atoms. The frequency of the transition is measured by means of Ramsey
interferometry. The interferometric sequence is started 100 ms after switching on the
dressing field by applying a combined microwave and radio-frequency two-photon
pulse with a pulse area of pi/2, which prepares the atomic ensemble in a coherent
superposition of states |0〉 and |1〉 see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The microwave pulses
are irradiated from an external antenna with a wave vector perpendicular to the
quantization axis, while the radio-frequency field is generated by an alternating
current in the trapping wire. Both frequencies are chosen with a detuning of ∆ =
2pi × 310 kHz with respect to the transition to the intermediate level |5S1/2 F =
2,mF = 0〉, so that the probability of populating this level is negligible. After a
variable hold time TRamsey, the interferometer is closed by a second pi/2 pulse and
we measure the population of the two qubit states, which oscillates with the angular
frequency δ = |ωMW +ωRF−ω01|. We determine this frequency δ for different offset
fields Boff and seek to eliminate the magnetic-field dependence of the transition.
We have chosen to cancel the magnetic-field dependence around Boff = 2.65 G.
The results of the measurement are plotted in Fig. 3, along with the results of
the theoretical calculations. The data indeed demonstrate the suppression of the
variations in the differential Zeeman shift. The analysis of the theory curves in
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Figure 3: Measurement of the differential Zeeman shift between states |0〉 and |1〉 for
different dressing powers. The frequency zero point was set to the frequency at the
magic offset field without dressing. For a Rabi frequency Ωdress = Ω0 = 2pi × 20.1
kHz, the frequency is nearly independent of the magnetic offset field in a range
of ±100 mG around the chosen value Bcenter = 2.65 G. Inset: Detail of the curve
with Ωdress = 0.99Ω0. We estimate a measurement error of ±5 Hz resulting from
fluctuations of the MW power. The theory curve (solid red line) is plotted along a
polynomial fit (dotted black line), showing the suppression of the first- and second-
order Zeeman shift down to a level of −7.3 Hz/G and 5.0 Hz/G2.
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Figure 4: Frequency difference of the clock transition as a function of the Rabi
frequency of the dressing for different magnetic fields. The data was extracted
from the measurements in Fig. 3. Inset : Frequency difference for different offset
fields with respect to the measurements at Boff = 2.72 G as a function of the Rabi
frequency. At the optimal Rabi frequency Ω0, the three curves show nearly identical
frequencies, proving the cancellation of the differential Zeeman shift up to second
order.
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Figure 5: Double magic dressing of the qubit states, for which the dependence of
the frequency on both the magnetic field and the Rabi frequency disappears around
a field value Bcenter = 2.59 G. The calculation assumes a Rabi-frequency imbalance
of
√
6 Ω0,σ+/Ω0,σ− = 1.25, the obtained optimal parameters are Ω0 = 2pi×86.7 kHz,
∆dress = −2pi × 309 kHz.
Fig. 3 shows that it is possible to generate plateaus where the frequency differs by
less than 0.1 Hz over a magnetic-field range of more than 100 mG. As is visible
in the inset of Fig. 3, the measurement does not reach this accuracy. We estimate
a frequency uncertainty of ±5 Hz, based on the limited time between the Ramsey
pulses and the uncertainty of the unstabilized microwave power.
The reduced sensitivity of the clock transition to magnetic-field variations is
shown in Fig. 4. Here we plot the measured frequencies and the theory curves for
three different offset fields as a function of the Rabi frequency, as extracted from the
values in Fig. 4. For the optimum Rabi frequency Ω0, all three curves show the same
AC Zeeman shift. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the frequency difference between the
curves measured for the three offset fields with respect to the value Boff = 2.72 G.
The three curves cross nearly at the same point, showing the strong suppression of
the differential Zeeman shift over a field range larger than 0.2 G.
The stability of the microwave power is expected to be the strongest limitation
on the frequency stability. In order to reach the 0.1 Hz range at the field point of
2.65 G, a power stability on the order of ∆Ωdress/Ωdress ∼ 1×10−4 would be required.
For certain offset fields, however, it is possible to find solutions for Eq. (10) where
both the B-field dependency as well as the dependency on the Rabi frequency Ωdress
disappear. An example for such a solution can be seen in Fig. 5: Here, we calculate
that the transition frequency varies by less than ±0.1 Hz over a range of 100 mG
around Bcenter = 2.59 G. At the center of the plateau, the frequency δ becomes
independent of the Rabi frequency for a detuning of Ωdress = −2pi × 309 kHz. In a
range of ±10 mG around Bcenter a Rabi-frequency stabilization on the order of 1%
would be sufficient to reach a level of 0.1-Hz stability. Such double magic dressing
enables the employment of this technique with on-chip microwave devices, where
Rabi frequencies are inversely proportional to the distance to the chip.
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Figure 6: Principle of a CPW resonator consisting of ground planes (blue) and
a central conductor (red). Atoms are trapped far away from the surface in a Z-
trap formed by the current in the green wire and external fields (not shown), then
moved towards the surface by simultaneously reducing the current and the bias field.
External magnetic fields induce supercurrents in the resonator, as illustrated by the
current distribution curves (black). These fields along with external bias fields form
the magnetic trapping potential above the chip [48].
2.2 Microwave cavity as quantum bus
A key component of a hybrid quantum system is the quantum bus that connects the
various subsystems. We focus our discussion to microwave resonators, since they
are a natural choice in ultracold atom-superconducting qubit systems due to the
transition frequencies in the subsystems, the ultrastrong coupling demonstrated to
superconducting qubits [39], and finally their well-understood manufacturing tech-
nology. We note however, that alternative approaches have also started to emerge
recently, e.g. usage of nanomechanical oscillators [82, 83].
Irrespectively of the particular resonator in question, two parameters are crucial:
(1) The decay rate κ of the field in the resonator (or equivalently its quality factor
defined as Q ≡ ω/κ, with ω being the mode frequency), and (2) the field strength
generated by a single photon, since these determine if the coupling between the
cavity and the quantum subsystem is strong enough.
Early experiments were using macroscopic, three-dimensional bulk superconduct-
ing resonators, which is a familiar technology from experimental particle physics.
These resonators provide extremely high quality factors, Q = 108 . . . 1010 [84], but
due to the large mode volume, the field strengths are relatively small. Nonethe-
less, several experiments have achieved strong coupling between the atoms and the
cavity. Superradiance and transient micromaser effect have been demonstrated [69,
85, 86]. Single Rydberg atoms were shot through the cavity, and coherent exchange
of microwave photons between the atoms and the cavity were observed [87, 88],
demonstrating the quantized nature of the cavity field.
Inspired by the solid-state community, coplanar waveguide resonators (CPW)
started to take place in cold atomic research as well. The basic structure is depicted
in Fig. 6 [48]. The resonator consists of thin conducting strips deposited on a
substrate forming the waveguide structure. Originally they were made of copper
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Figure 7: Photo of the atom chip used in experiments [PUB 1] and [PUB 4]. The
Z-shaped wires on (a) and (b) are used for trapping purposes. The superconducting
ring is shown on (c). For studying periodic and quasiperiodic magnetic lattices the
chip also contains Nb-pillars arranged in square lattice (d) and Penrose tiling (e)
(not used in our experiments). Photo is taken from [93].
[89] or gold [90], but recently typically superconductors are used to reduce ohmic
losses and to suppress thermic Johnson noise [91]. CPW resonators have small mode
volumes, therefore offer high field strengths, but possess significantly lower quality
factors, Q = 104 . . . 105 at T = 4 K [92].
Naturally, all superconducting resonators must be operated under cryogenic con-
ditions to reach the superconducting transition temperature. For Nb-resonators
Tc = 9.2 K. In practice, the quality factor of the resonator tumbles significantly at
elevated temperatures due to the BCS-resistance [84, 94], therefore it is desirable
to cool them to 1 K. A photo of the chip used in experiments [PUB 1] and [PUB
4] is presented in Fig. 7. The resonator is formed by the central conductor and the
ground planes (curved structures in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b)), the Z-shaped wires are
for trapping purposes. Since the resonator forms a closed superconducting loop, the
flux it encloses is quantized and conserved [95, 96], i.e. any perpendicular external
magnetic field is compensated by the induced supercurrents. These effects must be
taken into account when designing the trapping above the resonator [48, 97]. To
study the effect rigorously, a separate superconducting ring was placed onto the
chip, see Fig. 7(c). By freezing different amounts of magnetic flux into the ring, the
quantized effect on the resulting trapping potential has been investigated in detail,
finding perfect agreement with the predictions [PUB 4].
A key advantage of this CPW approach is that the resonator can be integrated
with additional current-carrying thin-layer wires. By properly designing the layout,
the currents, and external bias magnetic fields, a magnetic microtrap is formed in
the vicinity of the surface [98]. The technique is versatile and extremely precise:
atoms can be guided [99] or positioned with sub-micrometer accuracy in all three
dimensions [100], can be split [101], or, by forming a magnetic conveyor belt, they
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3D 2D CPW
Size 5cm× 5cm× 5cm 15µm× 15µm× 1cm
Mode volume [cm3] 125 2× 10−6
Q 108 104
κ 68 Hz 680 kHz
E [V/m] 5× 10−5 0.34
B [µG] 1.5× 10−3 10
E-coupling 1.5 kHz 10 MHz
B-coupling 2 Hz 16 kHz
Table 2: Expected fields and coupling strengths for 3D superconducting and 2D-
CPW resonators. The mode frequency is set to f = 6.8 GHz. The coupling strength
calculations assume a single n = 50 Rydberg atom and scaling laws from Tab. 1
(electric case), and a collective enhancement with N = 106 ground-state atoms
(magnetic case). The values Q and κ for CPW resonators are based on in-house
measurements [PUB 6].
can be transported on large, macroscopic distances [102, 103]. The resulting atom
chip is a compact and fully integrated system, it can be used to create ultra-cold
mirror MOTs without any additional out-of-the-chip trapping wires [104].
2.2.1 Coupling atoms to cavities
There are two possibilities to couple atoms to microwave fields: either using magnetic
dipole transitions in the ground state, or electric dipole transitions between Rydberg
states. The achievable coupling strengths can be estimated roughly in the following
way. The field strength of single photon confined in an effective Veff volume is
E =
√
~ω
20Veff
. (12)
With this the electric coupling strength between two neighbouring Rydberg states
|nS〉 and |nP3/2〉 is gE ≈ n2a0e ·E, while the single-atom magnetic coupling between
the cavity and the ground state is gB ≈ µBB = µB · E/c. The order of magnitude
estimations are summarized in Tab. 2, taking into account a
√
N enhancement factor
for the magnetic coupling when working with a ground-state ensemble.
Although strong collective magnetic coupling between ground state 87Rb and
CPW resonators has been proposed theoretically [105], we will pursue coupling via
Rydberg states. Indeed, recently magnetic coupling between an ensemble of 105
ground-state atoms and a driven CPW resonator has been demonstrated for the
first time [PUB 6]. With cavity decay rate κ = 2pi × 3 MHz, and single-atom
coupling strength g = 2pi × 0.5 Hz estimated from simulating the magnetic field of
the resonator, the established coupling was weak.
Working with Rydberg atoms in the vicinity of a solid-state surface raises a num-
ber of challenges to be solved. First, due to their high polarizability (cf. Sec. 2.1),
Rydberg atoms are exceptionally sensitive to electric field noises and stray electric
fields. The level shifts and state mixing can be calculated and measured accurately
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[106], the results show that for n = 70 the Stark shift stops being quadratic and
is getting chaotic for fields as low as 2.5 V/cm. As long as the disturbing field is
homogeneous, it can be compensated for, but the system is extremely sensitive to
any inhomogeneity. Unfortunetely, such inhomogeneities are expected to occur: due
to the relation between the ionization energy of the atom and the work function of
chip material, atoms tend to get deposited onto the surface, where a dipole layer is
formed after a partial electron transfer from the atom to the surface, creating an
inhomogenous stray electric field, resulting in a spatially dependent shift [107–109].
The extent of this charge transfer heavily depends on the material properties of the
surface which might be used to control this effect [110, 111]. Coating the surface
with a bulk layer of rubidium has been shown to be helpful [112], although addi-
tional work needs to be done when working with CPW resonators, since the central
conductor and the ground planes cannot be shorted. Investigating the Stark maps,
it turns out that around certain electric fields the differential shifts between |nS1/2〉
and |nP3/2〉 is nearly zero, which seems to be a proper working point. We intend
to study this in the future. Another possibility is to dress the Rydberg atoms with
microwave fields to modify the polarizabilities, rendering the differential shift to be
zero [113].
Another issue is the temperature of the surface. Blackbody radiation induces
transitions between neighbouring Rydberg states, severly shortening their lifetime
[114]. A systematic study of this effect has been carried out recently [PUB 5],
qualitatively confirming the theoretical predictions.
A third challenge is the incoherent thermal population of the microwave mode,
reducing the fidelity of existing Rydberg-cavity quantum gates. We address this
issue in detail in Sec. 2.3.
2.3 Long-range interaction via a thermal microwave cavity
In recent years, several proposals have been devised about how to realize universal
quantum gates in hybrid systems, e.g. [115–118]. A common feature of these pro-
tocols is that the microwave cavity mode is assumed to be at practically T = 0 K
temperature containing initially zero photons. Since the coupling strength between
the atoms and the cavity being in a Fock state with n photons is proportional to√
n+ 1, at finite temperatures the coupling strength will follow the thermal distri-
bution of the photons p(n|n¯th) = n¯nth/(n¯th + 1)n+1, where n¯th = (e~ω/kBT ) − 1)−1
is the mean thermal photon number at temperature T . Similarly, the atom-cavity
coupling exerts an n-dependent AC-Stark shift onto the atoms. This means that
the phase of the atomic dipole after interacting with the cavity for a fixed duration
will severely depend on n, causing the overall fidelity of the interaction (summed up
to n) dropping below unusable levels.
It is a standard procedure to cool down solid-state systems to T ' 20 mK using
dilution refrigerators. However, it is an extremely challenging engineering task to
combine this technology with ultracold atoms [119]. The CPW resonators in state-
of-the-art ultracold atom experiments are cooled instead by liquid 4He to T = 4.2 K.
At this temperature, the cavity is heavily populated from its environment, due to
the relatively low mode frequency ω ∼ 2pi × 10 GHz. At T = 4.2 K it contains
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Figure 8: Level scheme of the system. (a) Two atoms with levels |a〉, |b〉 are coupled
to the cavity field cˆ with the coupling strengths g1 and g2 and detunings ∆1 and
∆2 , respectively. (b) Transitions between states |ba, n〉 and |ab, n〉 containing n
cavity photons can occur via two paths involving intermediate non-resonant states
|bb, n− 1〉 and |aa, n+ 1〉.
n¯th ∼ 10 thermal photons on average. This is in stark contrast with optical cavities
that are in vacuum state even in a room-temperature environment. Therefore it is of
crucial importance to develop methods that are compatible with existing cryogenic
technology and can handle the constant inflow of thermal photons.
As demonstrated in [120], it is possible to remove thermal photons by shooting
Rydberg atoms through the cavity. The atoms absorb the photon, and quite literally
take it out from the cavity. This creates a non-equilibrium situation, but since for
high-Q cavities (Q ∼ 108) it takes∼ 10 ms for the environment to re-contaminate the
cavity mode, this is a working solution. However, for CPW resonators with limited
Q-factors this method fails, because the mode is repopulated within ∼ 10 µs, which
is comparable with the typical timescale to excite Rydberg atoms at all.
We have managed to create two fundamentally different solutions to overcome
this problem, as will be discussed in this section. Both of them realize a universal
2-bit quantum gate, mediating interaction between two spatially separated quantum
systems via a thermal cavity. Here we only highlight the basic ideas, for detailed
discussions see the referred publications.
2.3.1 Continuous cooling with atoms
The first method is based on continuous removal of thermal photons from the cavity.
This lowers the effective mode temperature even though the environment is still at
T ' 4 K. By appropriate choice of experimental parameters, the very same mode
can be used off-resonantly to mediate interactions between two atomic ensembles,
realizing a swap or
√
swap gate [PUB 3].
Let us consider two two-level systems coupled off-resonantly to the same cavity
mode cˆ with coupling strengths g1 and g2, see Fig. 8(a). The detunings are de-
noted by ∆1 and ∆2, respectively. The Hamiltonian of the system in rotating-wave
approximation is
H =
∑
i=1,2
[
1
2
∆i(σˆ
(i)
bb − σˆ(i)aa ) + gi(cˆσˆ(i)ba + cˆ†σˆ(i)ab )
]
, (13)
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where σµν = |µ〉〈ν|. The system is subjected to several relaxation processes: both
Rydberg states in the atoms |a〉 and |b〉 decay with rate Γ to some lower state(s) |s〉
that are decoupled from the cavity field, and the cavity field relaxes to the thermal
equilibrium. These processes are described by the following Liouvillian:
L = La1 + La2 + Lc, (14)
with
Lai ρˆ =
1
2
Γ(2σˆ(i)sa ρˆσˆ
(i)
as − σˆ(i)aa ρˆ− ρˆσˆ(i)aa ) +
1
2
Γ(2σˆ
(i)
sb ρˆσˆ
(i)
bs − σˆ(i)bb ρˆ− ρˆσˆ(i)bb )
Lcρˆ = 1
2
κ(1 + n¯th)(2cˆρˆcˆ
† − cˆ†cˆρˆ− ρˆcˆ†cˆ) + 1
2
κn¯th(2cˆ
†ρˆcˆ− cˆcˆ†ρˆ− ρˆcˆcˆ†).
Here, ρˆ is the density operator of the total system which obeys the master equation
∂tρˆ = − i~ [H, ρˆ] + Lρˆ.
Let us consider states |ba, n〉 and |ab, n〉. Our goal is to establish coherent Rabi
oscillations between these two states with an amplitude and Rabi frequency that
are independent from n. We have two excitation paths: either via |aa, n + 1〉 or
|bb, n − 1〉, involving a photon addition to or subtraction from the cavity mode, as
illustrated in Fig. 8 (b). In order to minimize the detrimental effect of the cavity field
relaxation and thermalization, the two subsystems should exchange virtual photons.
Therefore we choose the qubit and atom detunings large (and roughly equal): ∆1,2 
|∆1 −∆2|, g1,2√nmax, where nmax is the maximum number of thermal photons that
we can expect with reasonable probabilty (typically nmax ' 2− 10× n¯th). We now
adiabatically eliminate these intermediate states. With ∆ ≡ ∆2 and δ ≡ ∆1 −∆2,
for ∆  δ the detuning δE(n) ≡ Eba,n − Eab,n between the two target states and
the transition rate G(n) between them is given by
δE(n) ' δ + g
2
1 − g22
∆
(2n+ 1)
G(n) ' g1g2
∆
(
1− δ
2∆
− g
2
1 + g
2
2
∆2
(2n+ 1)
)
,
(15)
where we have neglected terms on the order of δ g
2
∆2
, g
4
∆3
and higher. We thus see that
in general both the detuning and the transition rate heavily depend on n. Although
in case of g1 = g2 and for extremely large detunings n¯th(g1,2/∆)
2  1 we do obtain
nearly n-independent Rabi-oscillations, for mismatched coupling strengths coherent
oscillation is not possible, since the difference between δE(n) for various n is on the
order of the transition rate G.
If, on the other hand, we could pinpoint the photon distribution to n = 0 by
reducing the effective photon number in the cavity, we could obtain high-fidelity
oscillations. Let us now assume we can indeed remove photons from the cavity with
a rate γc. This cooling effect is described by the Liouvillian
L′cρˆ =
1
2
γc(2cˆρˆcˆ
† − cˆ†cˆρˆ− ρˆcˆ†cˆ). (16)
Projecting the master equation to the photon space and introducing Pn ≡ 〈n|ρˆ|n〉,
the probabilty of having n photons in the cavity, the evolution of the field in absence
of atoms is described by the following set of equations:
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Figure 9: Schematics of the cooling setup. Atoms in the ground state |g〉 are excited
to the Rydberg state |r〉 by a two-photon transition via intermediate nonresonant
state |i〉. The resonant two-photon transition involves a photon absorption from the
laser field acting on the transition |g〉 → |i〉 with Rabi frequency Ω and detuning
∆c  Ω, and a photon absorption from the cavity field coupled with strength
gc  ∆c to the Rydberg transition |i〉 → |r〉 detuned by −∆c . State |r〉 decays with
rate Γr either by ionization or by an induced cascade to state |g〉 via intermediate
state |e〉 having large decay rate Γs.
∂tPn = d(n+ 1)Pn+1 + anPn−1 − dnPn − a(n+ 1)Pn, (17)
where a = κn¯th, and d = κ(n¯th + 1) + γc. The steady-state solution is
Pn =
n¯neff
(1 + n¯eff)n+1
, (18)
which corresponds to an equilibrium with effective photon number n¯eff =
n¯th
1+γc/κ
, i.e.
the thermal mean number is reduced by a factor of (1 + γc/κ). This means that for
γc  κ the effective temperature of the mode is indeed significantly lowered.
Removing photons from the cavity can be realized for example by assuming Nc
“cooling” atoms in the ground state |g〉 trapped near a cavity antinode. A laser
field acts on the transition from |g〉 to a Rydberg state |i〉 with Rabi frequency Ω
and (large) detuning ∆c  Ω, see Fig. 9. Each atom is coupled to the cavity field
cˆ on the Rydberg transition |i〉 → |r〉 with strength gc  ∆c. Upon adiabatically
eliminating the off-resonant intermediate state we obtain an effective Rabi frequency
Ω
(2)
n = Ωgc
√
n/∆c for the two-photon transition |g, n〉 → |r, n − 1〉 which involves
absorption of a laser photon and a cavity photon. The amplitude Ag,n and Ar,n−1
for states |g, n〉 and |r, n− 1〉 obey the following equations:
∂tAg,n = −iΩ(2)n Ar,n−1,
∂tAr,n−1 = −1
2
ΓrAr,n−1 − iΩ(2)n Ag,n,
(19)
where Γr is the population decay rate of the Rydberg state |r〉 and we assume the
two-photon resonance. Assuming fast decay Γr  Ω(2)n , we can set ∂tAr,n−1 = 0 and
obtain the incoherent transition rate 1
2
Rn =
|Ω(2)n |2
Γr/2
from |g, n〉 to |r, n − 1〉. With
Nc cooling atoms, we can then identify the photon extraction rate via γcn = NcRn,
leading to γc = Nc
4Ω2g2c
∆2cΓr
. Typically the natural decay of Rydberg states is rather slow.
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Larger rates can be obtained either by laser-induced or selective-field ionization of
|r〉, which however would continuously deplete the available cooling atoms. A better
alternative is to use a laser field with Rabi frequency Ωr to resonantly couple |r〉 to
a lower excited state |e〉 that decays back to the ground state with rate Γe  Ωr.
With this, the effective decay of |r〉 is Γ ' 4Ω2r
Γe
.
Let us now estimate the fidelity. Starting from |ba, n〉 at time t = 0, in absence
of relaxation, the probabilty for the system to be in state |ab, n〉 at time t is given
by
pab,n(t) =
∣∣∣∣G(n)G¯(n)
∣∣∣∣2 sin2 [G¯(n)t], (20)
where G¯(n) =
√
G(n)2 + 1
4
|δE(n)|2 is the generalized Rabi frequency. Relaxations
lead to exponential damping of the transfer probabilty. The decay of states |a〉 and
|b〉 introduces a factor of e−Γt. The cavity decay is strongly suppressed by (g1,2/∆)2,
thus we neglect it for the time being. With this we have the following formula for
the transfer probabilty
pab,n(t) = e
−2Γt
∣∣∣∣G(n)G¯(n)
∣∣∣∣2 sin2 [G¯(n)t]. (21)
If initially we have a distribution Pn of photon states, the total probabilty is given
by
pab(t) =
∑
n
Pnpab,n(t). (22)
Turning on the cooling and thus also assuming n¯eff  1 the transfer probability can
be estimated as
pab(t) > P0 pab,0 =
1
1 + n¯eff
e−2Γt × 1
2
(
1− cos[2G(0)t] e−κefft), (23)
with κeff = (κ + γc)
g2
∆2
, where g2 = 1
2
(g21 + g
2
2). From this we obtain the following
estimation for the fidelity:
F ≡ P0 pab,0(ttr) &[
1− κn¯th
κ+ γc
] [
1− pi
2
Γ∆
g1g2
] [
1− pi κ+ γc
4∆
g2
g1g2
]
,
(24)
It is instructive to observe that three conditions are required for obtaining high
fidelities:
(i) κ+γc  κn¯th, i.e. the cooling rate should be high enough to achieve n¯eff  1.
(ii) g1g2
∆
 Γ, i.e. the transition rate G(0) should be high enough so that the
probabilty of atomic or qubit decay shall be small during the transfer.
(iii) ∆  γc + κ, i.e. the cavity field should be strongly detuned to have small
thermal population and therefore decay during the transfer.
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Figure 10: Population of state |ab〉 for different cooling rates γc, as obtined from
solving the master equation (solid blue), and from the approximate Eq. (22)
(dashed black). The cooling rates are γc = (4, 9, 24, 49)κ, corresponding to
n¯eff = (1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1) for the graphs with progressively larger amplitudes. The dot-
ted vertical line indicates time ttr =
pi
2G(0)
, when the population of |ab, 0〉 is peaked.
Other parameters: ∆ = 30g2, δ =
g22−g21
∆
, κ = 10−3g2, n¯th = 5, Γ = 3 × 10−4g2,
g1 = 1.4g2.
We have confirmed the validity of this theory by exact numerical simulations. Since
the photon distributions is now highly peaked around n = 0, we choose δ =
g22−g21
∆
to
satisfy δE(0) = 0 in Eq. (15), and the transfer time as ttr =
pi
2G(0)
. We indeed observe
coherent Rabi oscillations with enhanced fidelity as the effective photon number is
gradually reduced with higher cooling rates, as can be seen in Fig. 10.
2.3.2 Temperature-resistent quantum gate
The second possibility is that we do not even try to remove the thermal photons,
but instead come up with a scheme that is simply resistant against their detrimental
effect. The scheme is inspired by the work of Sørensen and Mølmer [121, 122], and
relies on a destructive quantum interference between multiple excitation pathways.
We only recall here the basic ideas, for full discussion see [PUB 2].
Let us have two identical atoms with ground state |g〉 and a Rydberg state |r〉,
as illustrated in Fig. 11. The atoms interact non-resonantly with a common cavity
mode via the dipole-allowed microwave transitions to adjacent Rydberg states |a〉
and |b〉 with coupling strengths ga,b. Two excitation lasers with optical frequencies
ω1,2 and Rabi frequencies Ω1,2 act on the transitions |g〉1 → |a〉1 and |g〉2 → |b〉2.
The detunings with respect to the corresponding atomic states are denoted by δ1,2.
The Hamiltonian of the system is
H = ωc
(
cˆ†cˆ+
1
2
)
+
∑
i=1,2
[
H(i)a + V
(i)
ac + V
(i)
al
]
, (25)
where ωc is the cavity mode frequency, H
(i)
a =
∑
µ ωµ|µ〉i〈µ| is the Hamiltonian
of the unperturbed atom i (µ = g, r, a, b), V
(i)
ac = gacˆ |a〉i〈r| + gbcˆ† |b〉i〈r| + h.c.
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Figure 11: (a) Level scheme of two atoms interacting with the cavity field on the
Rydberg transitions |r〉 ↔ |a〉, |b〉 with strengths ga,b and driven by the laser fields
with Rabi frequencies Ω1,2 on the transitions from the ground state |g〉 to states
|a〉, |b〉. (b) Under appropriate conditions (see text for details), there are two inter-
fering excitation pathways from the two-atom ground state |gg, n〉 to the double-
excited Rydberg state |rr, n〉, which cancel the dependence of the total transition
amplitude Ω¯ on the cavity photon number n.
describes the atom-cavity interactions, and V
(1)
al = Ω1e
−iω1t |a〉i〈g|+ h.c. and V (2)al =
Ω2e
−iω2t |b〉i〈g|+ h.c. describe the laser drivings of atoms 1 and 2, respectively.
Our aim is to achieve coherent oscillations between the collective states |gg, n〉
and |rr, n〉 with maximal amplitude and oscillation frequency which do not de-
pend on n. Assuming Ω1,2  δ1,2, we adiabatically eliminate intermediate states
|a〉1 and |b〉2, obtaining the two-photon Rabi frequencies Ω˜1(n) = Ω1ga
√
n+1
δ1
and
Ω˜2(n) =
Ω2gb
√
n
δ2
on the transitions |gg, n〉 → |rg, n + 1〉 and |gg, n〉 → |gr, n − 1〉.
These processes are accompanied by addition and removal of a single cavity photon,
respectively. If we now choose the two-photon detunings ∆1,2 of |rg, n + 1〉 and
|gr, n − 1〉 to have equal magnitude, but opposite sign ∆1 = −∆2 ≡ ∆  Ω˜1,2, we
can also eliminate these intermediate states to obtain a resonant multiphoton tran-
sition between |gg, n〉 and |rr, n〉 involving two laser photons and an exchange of a
virtual cavity photon between the two atoms. The resulting effective Rabi frequency
is
Ω¯ =
Ω˜1(n)Ω˜2(n+ 1)
∆1(n)
+
Ω˜2(n)Ω˜1(n− 1)
∆2(n)
=
Ω1Ω2gagb
δ1δ2∆
. (26)
However, here ∆1,2 both depend on n via the Stark shifts caused by the coupling
to the cavity. The central question is how to choose the experimental parameters
(ω1,2, Ω1,2, δ1,2, ga,b, and ∆a,b) to indeed keep the multiphoton transition resonant,
to achieve ∆1(n) = −∆2(n), and to eliminate the n-dependence from them at the
same time.
Performing a fourth order perturbation calculation in the laser and cavity cou-
plings, we have established that the following constraints must be satisfied:
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Figure 12: Rabi oscillations between |gg, n〉 and |rr, n〉 for cavity photon numbers
n = 0, 5, 10, 20. Thick lines show coherent oscillations of populations ρgg,gg =
〈gg|ρˆ|gg〉, ρrr,rr = 〈rr|ρˆ|rr〉, and coherence ρgg,rr = 〈gg|ρˆ|rr〉 for Rydberg state
decay Γ = 0.142 [Ω¯(0)/2pi] and no dephasing, γ = 0, while thinner lines show the
same quantities for large dephasing γ = 0.4 [Ω¯(0)/2pi]. Parameters are Ω1 = 56.50,
Ω2 = 60.00, δ1 = 663.8, δ2 = −742.0, ga = 9.5, gb = 10.0, ∆a = 722.0, ∆b = 800.0
(×2pi MHz), leading to Ω¯(0) ≈ 2pi × 21.1 kHz. Time is in units of [2pi/Ω¯(0)].
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Figure 13: Transfer fidelity F at time tpi = pi/Ω¯(0) vs. the mean number n¯th
of thermal photons in the cavity, for dephasing rates γ = 0, 0.06, 0.2, 0.4 and decay
rates Γ = 0 (uppermost curve) and Γ = 0.142 (all other curves), in units of [Ω¯(0)/2pi].
Other parameters as are in Fig. 12.
g2a
∆a
=
g2b
∆b
, (27)
gaΩ1
|δ1| =
gbΩ2
|δ2| , (28)
|∆a −∆b|  gagb
∣∣∣∣n+ 1∆b − n∆a
∣∣∣∣ , for n < nmax, (29)
where nmax is the maximal possible thermal photon number given by the temperature
of the cavity. Respecting these equations the leftover four-photon detuning scales as
Srr =
g4an
2
∆3a
which is negligible, and the n dependence of the effective Rabi frequency
is highly suppressed, Ω¯(n) ≈ Ω¯(0) (1 − g2a
∆2a
n). These results have been confirmed
by exact numerical simulations, the results of which are shown in Fig. 12. We
have also taken into account the most relevant decaying and dephasing processes
using standard Liouvillians [123] with Lindblad generators Lˆ
(i)
ν =
√
Γ |g〉i〈ν| for the
decaying of the states ν = r, a, b, and Lˆ
(i)
g =
√
γ/2 (|g〉i〈g| −
∑
ν |ν〉i〈ν|) for the
dephasing with respect to the ground state with rate γ. We observe that although
the oscillations are damped by atomic decay and dephasing, the amplitude and
frequency are remarkably stable with increasing temperatures.
The fidelity of the transfer defined as F =
∑
n p(n|n¯th) 〈rr, n|ρˆ(tpi)|rr, n〉 at time
tpi = pi/Ω¯(0) is plotted in Fig. 13 for various dephasing rates γ and mean thermal
photon numbers n¯th. While dephasing indeed has a detrimental effect on the transfer
fidelity, it only weakly and nearly linearly depends on n¯th, due to the slight decrease
of the effective Rabi frequency Ω¯(n) discussed above. This can be compensated for
by appropriately correcting the transfer time tpi if n¯th is approximately known.
The effect of dephasing can be suppressed by increasing Ω¯(0), therefore the
maximum attainable value is an important parameter. We assume that it is limited
by the cavity couplings ga,b, since the laser Rabi frequencies can be collectively
enhanced in the superatom regime (cf. Sec. 2.1). With η = |δ2|/Ω2  1 and
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η¯ = |∆1|/Ω¯1  1 for each n . nmax, we obtain Ω¯max < gbηη¯√nmax+1 . As an estimate,
assuming ga,b = 2pi× 10 MHz, η, η¯ = 10, and a cavity mode with ωc = 2pi× 15 GHz
at T = 4 K, leading to nmax ≈ 2n¯th ≈ 10, we have Ω¯max ≈ 2pi × 30 kHz.
Since every single-photon and two-photon coupling is off-resonant in the scheme,
Rabi oscillation occurs if and only if the two atoms are in the same state initally.
By keeping the coupling lasers on for time t2pi = 2pi/Ω¯, a complete Rabi cycle will
be driven on the transition |gg〉 ↔ |rr〉, resulting in a sign-change of |gg〉. This
transformation corresponds to a universal two-bit CPHASE gate [16, 123]. With
this we have indeed established a flexible framework for quantum computation in
a thermal environment. Each atom with long-lived hyperfine ground-states |g〉 and
|s〉 encodes a qubit. Gate operation can be performed on any pair of atoms within
the cavity by addressing them with coupling lasers Ω1,2. The physical distance of
the atoms is of no importance, as long as they are coupled to the same cavity mode,
meaning that there is no restriction on the geometrical arrangement of qubits.
The presented methods allow us to perform hybrid quantum gates with Rydberg
atoms in existing 4 K setups, which is of great practical interest, since at the time of
writing this thesis, no existing 100 mK setups suitable for ultracold atomic experi-
ments are available, to the best of our knowledge. The long-range nature of the gates
promises efficient scalability of the system. Indeed, coupling multiple atomic clouds
to the same cavity mode, the corresponding 2-bit gates can be executed on any
pairs of clouds, irrespectively of their physical separation. This is in strong contrast
with existing Rydberg atom-based gates, where the quickly decaying dipole-dipole
interaction allows only nearest-neighbour atoms to interact.
The fidelity of the proposed gates is determined by the relation between the
effective Rabi frequency and the decay rate of the Rydberg states. It can be im-
proved by either increasing the gate speed or the lifetime of Rydberg states. For
the former, the coupling strength between the resonator and the atom should be
enhanced by utilizing higher Rydberg states. For the latter, proper thermal shield-
ing is beneficial, since it suppresses black-body radiation. Furthermore, circular
Rydberg states can be used in the first gate. Their exceptionally long lifetimes eli-
minate this source of infidelity. The second gate is slow by construction. Next to the
aforementioned points of improvement, performance can be significantly increased
by reducing the intermediate detuning ∆, analogously to the fast-gate regime of the
Sørensen-Mølmer ion gate [124].
The microwave dressing scheme, and in particular double magic dressing provides
the possibility of noise-insensitive quantum memories. By coherently mapping the
Rydberg states to hyperfine ground states, quantum information can be stored in
the same atoms that were used for performing the gate operation, hence leading to
an integrated, chip-based, T = 4 K temperature quantum architecture capable of
processing and storing quantum information.
As a further development, one could think about realizing coherent microwave-
to-optical photon conversion with the atoms [53, 54], which would also allow coherent
quantum communication between distant systems.
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3 Optical lattice clocks
Frequency is by far the one physical quantity that can be determined with the high-
est accuracy [125]. Portable hydrogen masers [126] and chip-scale caesium atomic
frequency references are commercially available [127, 128], and it is difficult to over-
estimate their role in modern technology, such as satellite synchronization and navi-
gation [129], telecommunication [130] or defence industry. They are of fundamental
interest in metrology, the very definition of the SI second is based on atomic fre-
quency references: the second is defined as the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of
the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of
the ground state of the 133Cs atom at T = 0 temperature [131]. State-of-the-art
caesium fountain clocks have a stability of ∼ 1 × 10−16, therefore the accuracy of
the second is per definitionem limited to this level. Still, time is defined with the
lowest uncertainity among all the SI units.
Atomic clocks using trapped ions with optical clock transitions have been pro-
posed in the ’70s [132], and by 2008 ion clock frequencies have been tested against
each other with a total uncertainty of ∼ 5 × 10−17 after three hours of averaging
[133].
Due to the strong Coulomb interaction between ions, ion clocks usually operate
with a single trapped particle, which poses a major limitation to the stability due
to the quatum projection noise [134]. Therefore, ensembles of neutral atoms with
ultranarrow transitions suitable for spectroscopic measurements (alkaline-earth and
alkaline-earth-like elements, such as ytterbium) have been investigated for metro-
logical purposes, but their usefulness was severly limited in free space by gravity,
residual Doppler shifts arising from an imperfect wavefront of the probe beam, and
atom-atom collisions [135–137]. On the other hand, trapping the atoms in an optical
dipole trap would have caused uncontrolled Stark shifts. The breakthrough was the
concept of magic wavelength trapping: by properly choosing the trap wavelength
and polarization, the differential Stark shift of the the clock states could be greatly
suppressed [138]. The first demonstration of a neutral strontium-based optical lat-
tice clock followed shortly [139], and due to the ongoing research and development,
by now they are in direct competition with ion clocks. The stability of neutral atom-
based optical frequency standards have now reached the 5 × 10−19 level after one
hour interrogation [140], and they are currently used to detect the effects of special
[141] and general relativity in a laboratory environment, such as relativistic geodesy
[142] or gravitational waves [143], to measure atom-surface interactions [144], or to
test the constancy of the fundamental constants of nature [145, 146].
In this section, we describe our efforts to build the first clock experiment at the
University, in cooperation with Prof. Hidetoshi Katori (University of Tokyo). We
present the conceptual improvements we have proposed to push the performance
of neutral atom optical lattice clocks even further. Apart from the fundamental
research goals, the secondary aim of the project is to provide a stable, absolute, and
narrow-line optical frequency reference system, which is essential for the Rydberg
quantum information research presented in the previous section. This work describes
a work in progress, the first publications are yet to be submitted.
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Figure 14: Principle of operation of a passive atomic clock. Atoms are interrogated
with the clock laser. using the spectroscopic signal, the laser is frequency stabilized
to the clock transition. The frequency comb is stabilized to a reference oscillator
(e.g. caesium reference), then the beat signal between the comb and the clock laser
is detected and counted.
3.1 State-of-the-art
The operation principle of atomic optical clocks is depicted in Fig. 14. Atoms are
laser-cooled and trapped in a magic wavelength optical lattice. The clock transition
with frequency f0 and linewidth ∆f0 serves as stable frequency standard. Our
goal is to measure this frequency against some reference. For this purpose first a
highly phase-coherent local oscillator (the clock laser) is frequency-stabilized to the
clock transition. This is ususally achieved by performing either Rabi or Ramsey
spectroscopy [147], and then the spectroscopic signal is used to create a feedback
loop to control the laser frequency.
If the reference and clock frequencies happen to be almost equal, the measure-
ment can be finished by counting their beat signal directly. However, this is typi-
cally not the case, in fact there is a 4 − 5 orders of magnitude difference between
the primary microwave standards and the optical clock frequencies that needs to be
bridged. In certain special cases this can be achieved with longish frequency chains
[148, 149].
Since the development of optical frequency combs the experimental complexity
of the task has been greatly reduced [150]. The comb is essentially a pulsed laser,
the spectrum of which has the form fn = fCEO + n · frep. With proper design,
the comb may have modes in the microwave and the UV-VIS range at the same
time. Here, fCEO is the carrier-envelope offset frequency, and frep is the repetition
rate of the comb, typically lying in the 100 MHz – 10 GHz range. Usually they
are two independent parameters, although in certain combs one of them is fixed by
design (offset-free combs [151]). By stabilizing the comb to a stable radio frequency
or microwave reference oscillator (e.g. caesium standard) and forming the beat
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signal between the appropriate comb mode and the clock laser, the clock laser is
referenced against the reference oscillator, enabling its frequency to be measured.
The frequency comb may also be used to test two different optical clocks against
each other. In order to do this, the comb is stabilized to one of the clock transitions
instead of a microwave standard. The accuracy of such measurements is determined
by the superior stability of the optical clocks instead of the microwave standards.
Let us now investigate the properties of strontium as well as the standard work-
flow with them [139, 152, 153] in order to be able to identify the possibilities for
improvement. For simplicity, we focus on the bosonic 88Sr isotope.
𝑃11
𝑆01
𝑃03 𝑃13
𝑃23
𝑆13 5𝑠5𝑑 𝐷𝐽3
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689 nm
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Figure 15: Atomic levels of strontium involved in laser cooling. Magneto-optical
traps are operated on the transitions denoted by solid lines, dashed lines denote the
repumpers.
Strontium (and alkaline-earth elements in general) facilitate multiple transitions
suitable for laser cooling, as illustrated in Fig. 15. The basic properties of the
transitions are summarized in Tab. 3.
In order to achieve a sufficient flux of ultracold (∼ 2µK) atoms, multiple cool-
ing steps have to be utilized. First, a MOT operated on the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 1P1
transition (461 nm) is loaded from a Zeeman slower. Due to the broadness of the
transition the typical magnetic gradient is ∼ 50 G/cm. The MOT can be oper-
ated without any repumping, since the transition is “almost” closed, see Sec. 3.2.
However, without repumping a fraction of atoms ends up in the metastable 5s5p 3P2
state, removing them from the cooling cycle. To prevent this, the 5s5p 3P0−5s6s 3S1
and 5s5p 3P2− 5s6s 3S1 are usually also driven with 679 nm and 707 nm lasers, res-
Transition Γ (/2pi) λ [nm] Isat TDoppler Trecoil vc
5s2 1S0 − 5s5p 1P1 32 MHz 461 42.7 mW/cm2 770µK 1µK 15 m/s
5s2 1S0 − 5s5p 3P1 7.6 kHz 689 3µW/cm2 180 nK 460 nK 5 cm/s
5s5p 3P2 − 5s5d 3D3 8.7 MHz 497 9.3 mW/cm2 210µK 880 nK 4 m/s
5s5p 3P2 − 5s4d 3D3 54 kHz 2923 0.3µW/cm2 1.3µK 25 nK 16 cm/s
Table 3: Basic properties of the cooling transitions. Data are taken from [152, 154].
The capture velocities are calculated as vc = Γ/k.
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pectively. The temperature of the cloud in the blue MOT is ∼ 1 − 2 mK. Since
this is still too high for the narrow 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 transition to capture, an
intermediate cooling step is necessary to lower the temperature. For this purpose,
one can use either the 5s5p 3P2 → 5s5d 3D3 transition (497 nm) or one can drive the
5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 transition (689 nm) with a frequency-broadened laser. Finally,
the field gradient is lowered to ∼ 5 − 10 G/cm and the narrow-line MOT is oper-
ated on the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 transition, leading to a typical temperature of 1µK.
Finally the atoms are loaded to an optical lattice operated on the magic wavelength
at 813 nm to perform the clock spectroscopy on the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P0 transition in
the Lamb-Dicke regime, and the clock frequency is measured as discussed above. We
note that in absence of nuclear magnetic momentum in 88Sr (I = 0), the clock tran-
sition is dipole-forbidden. Finite transition amplitude can be induced by external
magnetic fields causing a state-mixing [155]. Oftentimes, the fermionic 87Sr isotope
is used instead which has a magnetic moment I = 9/2 and with this a naturally
allowed clock transition with a linewidth of ∼ 1 mHz [153].
A central quantity describing the stability of clocks is the Allan-deviation [156].
Let us denote the clock laser frequency by fLO, and the transition frequency of the
system by fc (this may not be equal to the atomic f0 due to systematic errors).
Assuming we can measure the fractional frequency difference y ≡ (fc− fLO)/f0, the
Allan-deviation σy is defined as
σ2y(M) =
1
2(M − 1)
M∑
i=1
[〈y〉i+1 − 〈y〉i]2, (30)
where 〈y〉i is the ith measurement of the average fractional frequency difference.
Under reasonable assumptions [134], we arrive to the following formula:
σy(τ) =
η
2piQ · S/N
√
Tc
τ
, (31)
where Q ≡ f0/∆f0 is the quality factor of the clock transition, S/N is the signal-
to-noise ratio of the detection, Tc is the cycle-time of the clock, and τ is the total
elapsed time. For quantum projection noise limited measurements the S/N ratio
scales as
√
N where N is the number of atoms participating in the measurement.
This is precisely what makes neutral atom lattice clocks competitive with ion clocks.
The performance of neutral atom optical clocks is limited by several factors. The
most significant systematic uncertainty is caused by the black-body radiation (BBR),
which couples non-resonantly to the clock states, shifting the clock frequency [157].
The uncertainty can be reduced by measuring and controlling the temperature of
the environment [158], operating the clock under cryogenic conditions [159], or by
turning to atomic species that are more resistent against BBR-shifts (e.g. Hg, Cd)
[160].
The main limitation for the stability of neutral atom optical lattice clocks orig-
inates from their cyclic operation principle [147] which creates a two-fold problem.
First, according to Eq. (31) the instability scales as
√
Tc/τ . Each operation cycle
lasts Tc = tm + tp time: first the preparation of the new atomic cloud takes up
tp seconds, and the useful measurement time is tm. For a typical neutral atomic
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clock system Tc ∼ 1 s, tm ∼ 300 ms < tp, therefore most of the operation time is
“wasted” on preparation. Additionally, stability is limited by the Dick effect [161].
Essentially, by sampling the short-term fluctuations of the clock laser with the cycle
frequency, these instabilities are down-converted to low-frequency noise deteriorat-
ing the long-term stability. The precise impact on the clock stability depends on the
amount of dead-time, the interrogation method (Rabi or Ramsey), and the exact
noise spectrum of the clock laser [161, 162]. This is by far the most severe limita-
tion to the stability: in principle, assuming N = 105 − 106 atoms participating in
the clock measurement, the stability should reach a few times 10−18/
√
τ [138, 163],
while the Dick limit is lying at ∼ 10−15/√τ [164], i.e. current performance is two to
three orders of magnitude behind the predicted potential. Therefore, it is of crucial
importance to combat this effect.
One obvious point for improvement is to reduce the phase fluctuation of the
clock laser. To do this, lasers have been stabilized to specially designed long cavities
made of ultralow expansion materials, carefully isolated from thermal and mechani-
cal perturbations [165, 166]. To suppress the Brownian motion of the mirror coatings
cryogenic cavities have been developed [167], and recently crystalline coating mate-
rials have been utilized [168]. The lowest linewidth reported to date is below 40 mHz
using a piece of single-crystal silicon cooled to 120 K as the laser cavity, reducing
the Dick limit to ∼ 10−16√Tc/τ [169].
Another strategy for mitigation is to optimize the clock cycle [170], or to lock the
clock laser to two atomic ensembles to obtain an interleaved, dead-time free interro-
gation [171]. By turning to non-destructive detection in the clock spectroscopy, the
dead-time can be reduced since atoms can be “reused” [172]. In case of comparing
two optical clocks, interrogating them with the same laser with a small delay has
been demonstrated to surpass the Dick limit [163].
3.2 Towards a continuous optical lattice clock
Our research is addressing the cycle problem in a more fundamental way. Instead
of seeking for shortcuts, we have proposed a novel cooling principle, which we call
the core-shell MOT, to produce a continuous stream of ultracold strontium atoms
trapped in a moving optical lattice. By performing interruption-free clock spec-
troscopy without any cycles and dead-time, the Dick effect would be completely
eliminated.
As opposed to “traditional” cooling schemes, where two cooling steps are per-
formed sequentially at the same physical place, in our scheme the situation is re-
versed: we apply two cooling stages simultaneously but separated in space, as illus-
trated in Fig. 16b.
The collection and pre-cooling of atoms is realized in the outer shell with a broad-
line cooling. The inner volume, the “core”, is used for the final narrow-line cooling.
One must choose the cooling transitions and other experimental parameters in a
way that a hot atom entering the shell from outside slows down enough, so that
upon entering the core region, the narrow-line MOT can capture and further cool it
to ultra-low temperatures. Finally, we aim to extract the atoms from the core with
a moving optical lattice operated at the magic wavelength.
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Figure 16: Operation principle of the core-shell MOT
After considering several possibilities, the most promising choice of cooling tran-
sitions is depicted in Fig. 16a. We use the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 1P1 transition in the shell,
and make use of the fact that the transition is not completely closed. Indeed, atoms
in the 1P1 state may not only decay to the ground state, but also to the 5s4d
1D2
state with a rate of γ0 = 2pi×620 s−1. This is ∼ 5×104 times smaller than the decay
back to the ground state. From the 1D2 state, atoms decay further into
3P1 and
3P2 states. The former decays back to the ground state, the latter is a metastable
state with a lifetime of γ = 500 s. The effective accumulation rate for this state is
γeff = (14 ms)
−1 [173]. This is a reasonable compromise: it is large enough to have
an appreciable accumulation speed, but also small enough so that hot atoms can
scatter enough photons from the blue transition to be pre-cooled.
In the absence of any repumping, once in the 3P2 state, atoms are dark for
the blue transition and will leave the shell. Upon entering the core region, they
are further cooled on the 5s5p 3P2 → 5s4d 3D3 transition at 2923 nm. Note that
the capture velocity of this is transition is three times larger as that of 5s2 1S0 →
5s5p 3P1, see Tab. 3.
There have been attempts recently to realize core-shell cooling [174, 175], but
they were unable to reach ultra-low temperatures for a simple reason: the authors
have used the standard blue and red transitions for cooling. Since they share a
common level (the ground state), scattered photons from the continuously operated
blue transition heated up the cloud to the usual blue temperature. The situation is
entirely different in our case, since the two transitions are independent.
Since the broad and narrow-line cooling steps require magnetic field gradients
that differ by ∼ 1 order of magnitude, we have built a special coil system delivering
the field profile shown in Fig. 17. The system consists of two pairs of overlapping
Helmholtz coils. The homogeneity of the field in the core region is better than 1 %,
and is ramped up to 50 G/cm in the shell region.
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Figure 17: Magnetic field gradient along the strong axis. The core region extends
from z = −2 . . . 2 mm, the total beam diameter is 16 mm.
Experimental setup To date a basic setup has been developed and installed,
allowing us to perform laser cooling on the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 1P1 transition, and to
perform spectroscopic measurements to calibrate the laser system and to measure
the basic properties of the MOT.
Laser system The 679 nm and 707 nm repump lasers are grating-stabilized
extended-cavity diode lasers (ECDL). The 461 nm cooling laser is frequency doubled
from a 922 nm tapered amplifier (TA) (Pmax = 2 W) using a fiber-coupled ridge-
waveguide periodicly-poled lithium niobate crystal (PPLN) from NTT Electronics.
The TA is seeded from a grating-stabilized ECDL, see Fig. 18. The build-up of the
497 nm laser is identical.
The narrow-line 689 nm laser is a cateye-reflector ECDL stabilized to a high-
finesse ULE cavity residing in a vacuum chamber (F = 2 · 105, FSR = 2 GHz). A
slave laser is injected from the master, whose absolute frequency is determined from
its beat signal with a frequency comb, and is adjusted using a double-pass acousto-
optic modulator (AOM), (Fig. 19, 20). The frequency comb (Toptica Difference
Frequency Comb) is an offset-free comb with repetition rate frep = 80 MHz. It
provides all the wavelengths necessary for running the rubidium Rydberg and the
strontium clock experiments: 420, 689, 698, 780, 960, 1016, 1550 nm.
The 2923 nm laser is created using difference-frequency generation (DFG). The
light from a 780 nm and a 1064 nm TA are mode-filtered with a single-mode polar-
ization maintaining fiber, combined in free space, and guided into a fiber-coupled
PPLN-DFG module, see Fig. 21.
Vacuum system Compactness was of primary concern, therefore the design
differs from traditional setups significantly. The section view of the system is shown
in Fig. 23. The magnetic field shown in Fig. 17 is generated by two overlapping
pairs of anti-Helmholtz coils. The currents are flowing in opposite directions, and
with proper design their fields compensate each other in the core region, producing
the desired low and homogeneous gradient. The MOT is formed by three pairs of
counter propagating lasers. Two dispensers (AlfaVakuo 50 mg) are installed into
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to MOT
Figure 18: Generation of the 461 nm light: a grating-stabilized ECDL seeds the TA
with ∼ 15 mW of light. After passing through various beam-shaping optics (not
shown) the light is frequency-doubled by a fiber-coupled ridge-waveguide PPLN.
The frequency of the seed laser is stabilized using a commercial wavelength meter.
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Figure 19: Schematics for the 689 nm laser system. The master laser is stabilized
to an ULE cavity, and seeds the slave laser. The absolute frequency is determined
by beating the light with the frequency comb, which is used to create a feedback-
loop for stabilizing the frequency via a double-pass AOM. (right) The master laser
is stabilized to an ULE cavity using Pound-Driver-Hall scheme. Multiple optical
isolators are installed to prevent etalon effects. The purity of the polarization is
ensured by a Glan–Taylor prism.
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Figure 20: Optical setup for generating the beat signal between the narrow-line
MOT laser and the frequency comb.
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Figure 21: Mid-IR laser system operated at 2923 nm. The target light is created
by DFG occuring in fiber-coupled PPLN crystal. The two seed laser systems are
identical in principle design with the 922 nm pump laser in Fig. 18
.
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Figure 22: Photo of the mounted copper holder with the dispensers and the MOT
coils. The inner coil pair is not visible, it resides below the outer pair. The holder
is mounted on a 17 mm diameter copper rod for efficient heat removal.
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the chamber. They are clamped between two Macor plates which are screwed to the
central copper holder. Direct impact of hot atoms in the MOT region is shielded
by two wires with 1 mm diameter. To keep the system as compact as possible,
in contrast to other setups, there is no Zeeman slower installed into the chamber.
For imaging and absorption spectroscopy there is a separate light path that is not
overlapped with the MOT beams, permitting in situ measurements. The assembled
system is shown in Fig. 22.
Currently only one dispenser is in use, its first activation curve is shown in
Fig. 24. The current is gradually increased from 1.5 A. When the temperature
reaches the melting point of the indium seal (190 ◦C), the seal melts down, releasing
the protective argon gas enclosed into the dispenser. This is marked by the sudden
increase in pressure at 3.7 A. Appreciable strontium emission is signaled by the
second peak, around 4 A. When strontium is emitted, it precipates to the cold
surfaces and acts as a getter material, actually lowering the pressure by capturing
contaminations. However, the MOT only becomes visible at much higher currents,
I & 10 A, most likely due to the imperfect heat isolation of the dispensers and
partial oxidization upon storage.
The coils and the dispensers are generating significant amount of heat that is
extracted through a copper rod with diameter of 17 mm. Due to size constraints,
the vacuum chamber is assembled from three parts: the upper and lower part host
the coils and the dispensers, while the lowest part is used for mounting the electric
feedthrough and the vacuum pump (NEXTorr ion getter pump with a passive non-
emission getter).
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CF-40 SIDE WINDOW
TRAPPING REGION
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LOWER CHAMBER
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BREADBOARD
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Figure 23: Section view of the vacuum chamber.
Preliminary results We have established a blue MOT using 679 and 707 nm
repumpers, and characterized its basic properties. The cooling beam and the two
repumper beams were expanded to have a diameter of 15 mm, and were over-
lapped. The cooling laser was red-detuned by 65 MHz from resonance and had a
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Figure 24: Activation curve of the dispenser in use. Melting of the indium seal
occurs around 3.7 A (first emission peak), while evaporation of strontium starts
around 4 A (second peak).
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Figure 25: Expansion of the atomic cloud during time-of-flight imaging.
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Figure 26: Fluorescence of the blue MOT for various core gradients.
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power of P (461 nm) = 30 mW, the repump powers were P (679 nm) = 2.5 mW and
P (707 nm) = 1 mW. The applied gradient was 50 G/cm. The dispenser was heated
with I = 11 A, the pressure in the vacuum chamber was p = 2 · 10−9 mbar. The
density distribution of the cloud was measured by absorption imaging using resonant
461 nm light and a CMOS camera (uEye UI1240SE-NIR). The temperature of the
atoms is determined from time-of-flight images following standard procedure [176].
The exact timings of the imaging pulse sequence has been summarized elsewhere
[177]. The density profile of the atoms is fitted with a Gaussian with half-width σ(t),
see Fig. 25. From this the expansion speed can be inferred using σ(t) =
√
σ20 + v
2t2.
Finally, the temperature is given by the equipartition theorem 1
2
kBT =
1
2
mv2.
In the core-shell MOT we will need to capture the atoms released from the shell
in the core region. We have performed a series of measurements to investigate the
behaviour of the blue MOT in the final magnetic field, see Fig. 17. After fixing the
current in the outer coils, the inner coil current has been gradually increased and
with this the magnetic field gradient has been lowered in the central region. We have
detected the fluorescence of the MOT by the same camera as before. The results
are summarized in Fig. 26. The gradients in the core region as well as the maximal
gradient in the shell region are plotted on the left figures, while the fluorescence of
the atoms are shown on the right. To our surprise, the blue MOT is proven to be
extremely robust against lowered gradients, and the fluorescence remains detectable
at gradients as low as 15 G/cm. This is a very encouraging result for the core-shell
concept, since it seems possible to detect the core and the shell MOT at the same
time.
This research is at a very early stage. The established setup allows us to perform
experiments with ultracold strontium atoms. We have presented a novel concept
for continuous cooling. Upon lowering the gradients at the core, the confinement
potential of the blue MOT gets weaker and weaker, until it is no longer able to
contain the atoms. The breakdown point therefore is determined by the confinement
strength (which is in turn limited by available laser power in our case) and the
temperature of the atoms. Nonetheless, a high concentration of atoms is expected in
the core region, which we first indend to collect using a MOT operated on 5s5p 3P2 →
5s5d 3D3 for demonstration purposes.
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4 Conclusion and outlook
Hybrid quantum systems consisting of ultracold atoms and superconducting mi-
crostructures have been rapidly developed in the recent years. Still, many open
questions have to be answered. In this thesis we have reviewed the major challenges
and presented our own contributions to combat some of these critical issues.
We have developed an efficient method to control the Zeeman shifts of the hy-
perfine ground states of alkaline atoms using off-resonant microwave dressing. The
differential Zeeman shift between the magnetically trappable clock states of 87Rb
has been eliminated up to second order in the magnetic field, reducing the sensi-
tivity to magnetic field inhomogeneities by two orders of magnitude. We believe
this method is a powerful way to reduce dephasings in atomic quantum memories
originating from magnetic field inhomogeneities and environmental noises.
Mediating long-range interactions between atomic ensembles to perform uni-
versal quantum gates between any pairs of qubits is of crucial importance for the
scalability of quantum computing. The state-of-the-art technology is to use ther-
mally populated CPW resonators for this purpose, which is insufficient to facilitate
currently existing theoretical proposals, because thermal photons reduce the gate
fidelities below unusable levels. We have devised two fundamentally different meth-
ods to overcome this hurdle. In the first method, we have proposed to actively and
continuously remove photons from the cavity, hence reaching a new thermal equi-
librium with significantly lowered mode temperature. Using the same cavity mode
off-resonantly, a coherent
√
swap gate is realizable even at high environmental tem-
peratures. The second method relies on a destructive quantum interference between
two possible excitation pathways, making our scheme resistant against the photon
population of the cavity. This allows us to perform a cphase operation with high
fidelity. These methods are yet to be demonstrated experimentally, which is the
main goal of the newly initiated GiRyd project hosted in our group [178].
The first steps towards these experiments was to learn how to work with ultra-
cold atoms in the vicinity of superconducting surfaces. A most important issue is
to establish coherent coupling between the atoms and the CPW resonator. A weak
magnetic coupling has indeed been achived using ground-state atoms. The finite
lifetime of Rydberg atoms is a limiting factor for Rydberg atom-based quantum
gates. The effect of reduced environmental temperature is believed to be helpful,
since it lowers the rate of black-body radiation-induced Rydberg-Rydberg transi-
tions. We have investigated this issue in detail. As for the next steps in these
experiments, coherent Rydberg-cavity coupling has to be demonstrated, which also
demands that we learn to control Rydberg atoms in the vicinity of superconducting
surfaces. In particular, efficient methods to reduce the sensitivity of the atoms on
external electric fields are necessary. There are also challenges for the solid-state
side. By cleverly choosing the materials used in the chip, the deposition of atoms to
the surface, and the formation of dipole layers might be suppressed. New layout for
flexible electric-field compensation is also required, as well as higher quality factors
for the microwave resonators.
In parallel with this work, we have established a highly current and relevant
field of research at the University. Indeed, ultracold strontium atoms serve as the
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backbone of precision metrology. In cooperation with the group of Prof. Hidetoshi
Katori (Riken and University of Tokyo), we have worked out a concept for con-
tinuously operated optical lattice clocks, which is expected to eliminate the most
significant source of instability of the optical lattice clock experiments. We have
built a new laboratory, and established a solid MOT setup allowing us to start
experimental research along this direction. The next milestone for the core-shell
strontium MOT project is to demonstrate the presence of cold atoms in the core
region in the final magnetic-field configuration, i.e. with low gradients in the core.
It is worthwhile to put our research into broader perspective. Based on cur-
rent trends, all-purpose, large-scale digital quantum computers still need at least a
decade of intensive development, according to the most conservative estimates [179].
Nonetheless, quantum devices have already started to appear in certain sub-fields
of information technology (e.g. secure communication), and are predicted to have a
significant impact in many areas in the next five years, e.g. simulation, optimization,
quantum internet, and even metrology [179]. Hybrid systems are expected to play
an essential role in these applications [23].
As for the lattice clock, we have already discussed that a broad range of appli-
cations would benefit from improved clock stability and how continuous operation
would enable it by eliminating the single most important limiting factor, the Dick
effect. Here, we would like to point out another appealing perspective. Laser sta-
bility is a fundamental issue for precison metrology. Currently, all lasers operate in
the good-cavity regime, where the laser linewidth is limited by the stability of the
optical cavity. With the recent technological advances, we are approaching the limit
of possible improvements, the best laser resonators are stable down to subatomic
lengths, any further improvement seems extremely difficult [169]. A most probable
disruptive technology is the so-called bad-cavity laser [180]. Here, the fundamental
limitation to the frequency is the atomic transition linewidth and not the cavity,
therefore alkaline-earth atoms are primary candidates for this technology due to the
narrow clock transition [181]. Transient operation has already been demonstrated
on the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 [182], but for a real laser, a continuous supply of ultracold
strontium atoms is necessary.
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Controlling the magnetic-field sensitivity of atomic-clock states by microwave dressing
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We demonstrate control of the differential Zeeman shift between clock states of ultracold rubidium atoms
by means of nonresonant microwave dressing. Using the dc field dependence of the microwave detuning, we
suppress the first- and second-order differential Zeeman shift in magnetically trapped 87Rb atoms. By dressing
the state pair 5S1/2 F = 1, mF = −1 and F = 2, mF = 1, a residual frequency spread of <0.1 Hz in a range of
100 mG around a chosen magnetic offset field can be achieved. This is one order of magnitude smaller than the
shift of the bare states at the magic field of the Breit-Rabi parabola. We further identify double magic points,
around which the clock frequency is insensitive to fluctuations both in the magnetic field and in the dressing Rabi
frequency. The technique is compatible with chip-based cold-atom systems and allows the creation of clock and
qubit states with reduced sensitivity to magnetic-field noise.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.90.053416 PACS number(s): 32.60.+i, 32.30.Bv, 37.25.+k, 06.30.Ft
I. INTRODUCTION
The sensitivity of atomic transitions to external field
perturbations represents a major limitation for the accuracy
and stability of atomic clocks [1,2] and for the time of
quantum-information storage in ultracold atoms and atomic
gases [3–5]. Electromagnetic-field fluctuations and inhomo-
geneous trapping potentials give rise to temporal and spatial
variations of atomic transition frequency. A common approach
to reduce the frequency broadening observed in the preparation
and readout of atomic superposition states is the use of
“magic” magnetic fields [6,7] and wavelengths [8–10] for
which the differential Zeeman and Stark shifts of a state pair
are minimized, respectively. In addition, density-dependent
collisional shifts [11,12] and the effect of identical spin rota-
tion [13–15] have been shown to counteract inhomogeneous
dephasing of superposition states in trapped atomic clouds.
Possible realizations of cold-atom quantum memories on atom
chips [15–19] and chip-based atomic clocks [12,20–22] have
to face additional perturbations due to the proximate solid
surface [23]. Controlling differential shifts between clock
states is one of the key requirements for the realization
of a coherent interface between cold atoms and solid-state
quantum electronic circuits [24–32]. It was recently shown
that Rydberg states can be rendered insensitive to small
variations of electric fields by microwave (MW) dressing [33].
Previously, radio-frequency dressing of nuclear spins has been
proposed to cancel differential Zeeman shifts between optical
clock transitions [34]. Microwave fields have further been
used to suppress the magnetic-field dependency of qubit states
in trapped ions [35] and nitrogen-vacancy centers with both
pulsed [36,37] and continuous [38,39] decoupling schemes.
Here, we demonstrate the control and suppression of the
differential Zeeman shift between atomic qubit states up to
second order by microwave dressing, thereby reducing the
magnetic-field sensitivity of the clock transition frequency.
The technique does not require the state pair to be close to
magic magnetic fields but can be applied for a wide range
*hattermann@pit.physik.uni-tuebingen.de
of chosen magnetic offset fields in the trap. By dressing
the state pair 5S1/2 F = 1, mF = −1 and F = 2, mF = 1
of 87Rb, we demonstrate that a variation of <0.1 Hz over a
magnetic field range of >100 mG can be achieved, one order
of magnitude less than the differential shift of the bare states
around the magic offset field. In addition, we demonstrate the
existence of points where this dressing becomes insensitive
to fluctuations in the dressing Rabi frequency, enabling the
generation of noise-protected qubit states. Our model and
experimental results show that the frequency of an atomic
clock can be engineered by microwave dressing to achieve
arbitrary curvatures, e.g., nearly zero differential shift, around
a given magnetic offset field.
II. MICROWAVE DRESSING OF ATOMIC TRANSITIONS
In static magnetic fields, the degeneracy of the hyperfine
levels of ground-state alkali-metal atoms is lifted according
to the Breit-Rabi formula [40]. In small and intermediate
fields, the Zeeman effect can be expanded in terms linear and
quadratic in the magnetic-field strength. The interaction of the
atom with nonresonant ac electromagnetic fields leads to the ac
shift of the levels, which depends on the detuning, e.g., E ∝
2dress/dress. As this detuning depends on the dc Zeeman shift
of the levels, a suitable choice of the microwave field allows
for compensation of spatial and temporal variations of the
differential Zeeman shift.
While the technique presented here can be applied for all
alkali-metal elements, we now discuss this for the specific
case of 87Rb. The two-photon transition 5S1/2 F = 1,mF =
−1 → F = 2,mF = 1 is commonly used as an atomic-clock
transition for magnetically trapped 87Rb. Both states exhibit
nearly the same first-order Zeeman shift, starkly reducing the
sensitivity of the transition to magnetic-field fluctuations and
making the two states ideal candidates as atomic qubit states.
The energy of the two states |0〉 ≡ 5S1/2 F = 1,mF = −1 and
|1〉 ≡ 5S1/2 F = 2,mF = 1 in a magnetic field of magnitude
B is given by
E0/~ = μ1B − 3βB2 (1)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Ground-state hyperfine structure and Zeeman sublevels of 87Rb in a magnetic field. A microwave field of
frequency ωdress and Rabi frequency dress is used for dressing the clock transition. (b) The atomic transition is probed by means of Ramsey
interferometry. A two-photon pulse with ωMW ≈ 6.833 GHz and ωRF ≈ 2 MHz is used to drive the transition. (c) Schematic of the experimental
sequence. A π/2 pulse is used to prepare the atoms in a superposition state 1/
√
2 × (|0〉 + |1〉). After a variable hold time TRamsey, the
interferometer is closed by the application of a second π/2 pulse and the population of the two states, oscillating with frequency δ, is measured.
The dressing field is left on throughout the interferometer sequence.
and
E1/~ = μ2B + 3βB2 + ω0, (2)
where μ1 = 2π × 702.37 kHz/G, μ2 = 2π × 699.58 kHz/G,
β = 2π × 71.89 Hz/G2, and ω0 = 2π × 6.8346826109 GHz
[41] is the frequency difference of the two states in the absence
of any fields. The energy difference between the two levels can
be expressed by
E0,1/~ = 6β(B − B0)2 + 2π × 6.8346781136 GHz, (3)
where B0 ≈ 3.229 G is the so-called magic offset field [42].
Using microwave dressing of the Zeeman sublevels with an
appropriate frequency ωdress and Rabi frequency dress, the
second-order Zeeman shift can be compensated for.
The microwave field leads to a correction of the form
Edress,i = ~
∑
i,α
2i,α
i,α
(4)
for both of the states i, where α = σ+,σ−,π denotes all the
possible polarizations of the dressing field, for which the
relevant detuning α and Rabi frequency α need to be
taken into account for each. If we consider a microwave field
Bdress cos(ωdresst), which is linearly polarized perpendicular to
the quantization axis (given by the magnetic offset field), the
situation is simplified, as we only need to take into account σ+
andσ− transitions, as sketched in Fig. 1(a). In the rotating-wave
approximation, the Hamiltonian relevant for the two states is
H0 = ~
⎡
⎢⎣
0
√
3dress 1√2dress√
3dress −1 0
1√
2
dress 0 −2
⎤
⎥⎦ (5)
and
H1 = ~
⎡
⎣ 0
√
3
2dress√
3
2dress −3
⎤
⎦ , (6)
where we have defined dress as state-independent Rabi
frequency
dress = 1
2
√
2~
μB gF |Bdress|, (7)
and the values of the detunings in Eqs. (5) and (6) and Fig. 1(a)
are given by
1 = dress + (μ1 + 2μ2)B − 3βB2, (8)
2 = dress + μ1B − 7βB2, (9)
3 = dress − μ2B − 7βB2, (10)
where dress = ωdress − ω0. With this notation, we can write
the frequency difference between the two states as
E0,1/~ = ω0 + (μ2 − μ1)B + 6βB2 + · · ·
+2dress
(
3
1(B)
+ 1/2
2(B)
− 3/2
3(B)
)
. (11)
For a given offset field, it is now possible to find numerical
solutions ωdress and dress for which the first and second
derivatives of Eq. (11) with respect to B disappear; i.e., the
Zeeman shift of the transitions around that offset field is
canceled up to second order. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
the frequency difference is plotted as a function of the magnetic
field for different values of the center of the plateau, Bcenter.
For each curve, different optimized values for ωdress and dress
were calculated. The choice of Bcenter is completely arbitrary
within the limits of Rabi frequencies dress that are achievable
in experimental conditions.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Calculated frequency difference of the
clock transition as a function of the magnetic field. The Breit-Rabi
parabola for the case without the dressing field is plotted in red.
The three black curves show the cancellation of the Boff dependence
around three different central values Bcenter. For an arbitrary value of
Bcenter, the optimal detuning and Rabi frequency can be calculated.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The measurements are taken with atomic clouds mag-
netically trapped on a superconducting atom chip. Atoms
are loaded into this trap as follows [15]: an ensemble of
ultracold 87Rb atoms is prepared in a magneto-optical trap and
subsequently transferred into an Ioffe-Pritchard-type magnetic
trap situated in the room-temperature environment of our
setup [43]. The atomic cloud is cooled by forced radio-
frequency evaporation and then loaded into an optical dipole
trap used to transport the ensemble to a position below the
superconducting atom chip at 4.2 K. We load an ensemble of
∼1 × 106 atoms at a temperature of ∼1 μK into the magnetic
chip trap, which is based on a Z-wire geometry [23]. The
oscillation frequencies in the trap are given by ωx = 2π ×
30 s−1, ωy = 2π × 158 s−1, and ωz = 2π × 155 s−1, and the
offset field Boff , which defines the quantization axis, is pointing
along the x direction. The atomic cloud in the magnetic trap
is cooled to a temperature of ∼250 nK by evaporation. After
this sequence, which is repeated every ∼23 s, we end up with
an ensemble of roughly 1 × 105 atoms. After a hold time of
2 s in the magnetic trap, which allows for damping of possible
eddy currents in the metallic chip holder, a microwave field
for dressing is applied.
The microwave field is irradiated from an antenna outside
of the vacuum chamber and is counterpropagating to the quan-
tization axis. We measured the polarization of the microwave
by driving resonant σ+ and σ− Rabi oscillations. We found a
ratio of
√
60,σ+/0,σ− ≈ 0.81, while for a linear (circular)
polarization the expected ratio would be 1 (0). The factor √6
stems from the different transition strengths, as visible in the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (5).
The frequency of the transition is measured by means
of Ramsey interferometry. The interferometric sequence is
started 100 ms after switching on the dressing field by
applying a combined microwave and radio-frequency two-
photon pulse with a pulse area of π/2 (Tπ/2 = 137 μs), which
prepares the atomic ensemble in a coherent superposition of
states |0〉 and |1〉; see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The microwave
pulses are irradiated from a second external antenna with a
wave vector perpendicular to the quantization axis, while the
radio-frequency field is generated by an alternating current
in the trapping wire. Both frequencies are chosen with a
detuning of  ∼ 2π × 310 kHz with respect to the transition
to the intermediate level 5S1/2 F = 2,mF = 0, so that the
probability of populating this level is negligible. After a
variable hold time TRamsey, the interferometer is closed by a
second π/2 pulse and we measure the population of the two
states |0〉 and |1〉, which oscillates with the angular frequency
δ = |ωMW + ωRF − E0,1/~|. We determine this frequency
δ for different offset fields Boff and seek to eliminate the
magnetic-field dependence of the transition.
IV. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To demonstrate the control over the differential Zeeman
shift, we measure the frequency of the Ramsey interferometer
as a function of the magnetic offset field Boff for different
powers of the dressing field (Fig. 3). For each value of Boff ,
we adjust ωRF and ωMW in order to keep the detuning  to the
intermediate-state constant, while keeping the sum frequency
Boff(G)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Measurement of the differential Zeeman
shift between the states |0〉 and |1〉 for different Rabi frequencies.
The frequency zero point was set to the frequency at the magic
offset field without dressing. For a Rabi frequency dress = 0 =
2π × 20.1 kHz, the frequency is nearly independent of the magnetic
offset field in a range of ±100 mG around the chosen value
Bcenter = 2.65 G. Inset: Detail of the curve with dress = 0.990. We
estimate a measurement error of ±5 Hz resulting from fluctuations
of the MW power. The theory curve (solid red line) is plotted along
a polynomial fit (dotted black line), showing the suppression of the
first- and second-order Zeeman shift down to a level of −7.3 Hz/G
and 5.0 Hz/G2.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Frequency difference of the clock transi-
tion as a function of the Rabi frequency of the dressing for different
magnetic fields. The data was extracted from the measurements in
Fig. 3. Inset: Frequency difference for different offset fields with
respect to the measurements at Boff = 2.72 G as a function of the
Rabi frequency. At the optimal Rabi frequency 0, the three curves
show nearly identical frequencies, proving the cancellation of the
differential Zeeman shift up to second order.
ωRF + ωMW fixed. The measurement without dressing field
yields the expected Breit-Rabi parabola which we use to
calibrate the magnetic field Boff .
For the cancellation of the magnetic-field dependence, a
magnetic offset field Boff = 2.65 G was chosen. For this Boff ,
we calculated the optimum detuning dress and Rabi frequency
dress for the measured ratio between σ+ and σ− transition
strengths. We measure δ vs Boff in the range 2.1–3.8 G for Rabi
frequencies in the range of 2π × 12 to 2π × 25 kHz with a
calculated optimal Rabi frequency 0 = 2π × 20.1 kHz. The
results of these measurements are plotted in Fig. 3 along with
the results of the analytical calculations, taking into account
the measured imbalance in the Rabi frequency. The theory
lines are obtained by leaving the Rabi frequency as a free
parameter in one of the curves and scaling the other curves
according to the MW power applied in the experiment. The
data demonstrate the compensation of the differential Zeeman
shift around the field value of Bcenter = 2.65 G.
The reduced sensitivity of the clock transition to magnetic-
field variations is shown in Fig. 4. Here we plot the measured
frequencies and the theory curves for three different offset
fields as a function of the Rabi frequency, as extracted from
the values in Fig. 3. For the optimum Rabi frequency 0,
all three curves show the same ac Zeeman shift. The inset
in Fig. 4 shows the frequency difference between the curves
measured for the three offset fields with respect to the value
Boff = 2.72 G. The three curves cross nearly at the same point,
showing the strong suppression of the differential Zeeman
shift over a field range larger than 0.2 G. The analysis of the
theory curves in Fig. 3 shows that it is possible to generate
plateaus where the frequency differs by less than 0.1 Hz over a
magnetic-field range of more than 100 mG. As is visible in the
inset of Fig. 3, the measurement does not reach this accuracy.
We estimate a frequency uncertainty of ±5 Hz, based on the
Boff
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Double magic dressing of the atomic-
clock transition, for which the dependence of the frequency on both
the magnetic field and the Rabi frequency disappears around a field
value of Bcenter = 2.59 G. The calculation assumes a Rabi-frequency
imbalance of
√
60,σ+/0,σ− = 1.25, and the obtained optimal
parameters are 0 = 2π × 86.7 kHz, dress = −2π × 309 kHz.
limited time between the Ramsey pulses and the uncertainty
of the unstabilized microwave power.
The stability of the microwave Rabi frequency is expected
to be the strongest limitation on the frequency stability. In
order to reach the 0.1-Hz range at the field point of 2.65 G,
a power stability on the order of dress/dress ∼ 1 × 10−4
would be required. For certain offset fields, however, it is
possible to find solutions for Eq. (11) where both the B-field
dependency as well as the dependency on the Rabi frequency
dress disappear. An example for such a solution can be seen
in Fig. 5: Here, we calculate that the transition frequency
varies by less than ±0.1 Hz over a range of 100 mG around
Bcenter = 2.59 G. At the center of the plateau, the frequency
δ becomes independent of the Rabi frequency for a detuning
of dress = −2π × 309 kHz. In a range of ±10 mG around
Bcenter, a Rabi-frequency stabilization on the order of 1% would
be sufficient to reach a level of 0.1-Hz stability. Such double
magic dressing enables the employment of this technique
with on-chip microwave devices, where Rabi frequencies are
inversely proportional to the distance to the chip.
Manipulation of the differential Zeeman shift can be used
to decrease the frequency spread over the size of the cloud.
For a cloud of N = 5 × 104 atoms at T = 250 nK and Boff =
2.65 G, the standard deviation of the frequency distribution due
to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field without dressing
is on the order of σinh ≈ 4 Hz, about an order of magnitude
larger than the spread σdens caused by the inhomogeneous
mean-field interaction due to the density distribution in the
trap [12]. Microwave dressing can be employed to decrease
σinh to a level on the order of σdens, thereby balancing the two
effects and leading to a nearly homogeneous frequency over
the size of the cloud. For the parameters above and our trap, we
calculate that the differential Zeeman shift can be engineered
to cancel the collisional frequency shift down to a level of
σ ≈ 2π × 0.25 Hz.
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In addition, our scheme can be used to prepare states
with nearly arbitrary δ vs Boff curvatures around the desired
field point, enabling one to suppress, enhance, or spatially
structure the differential Zeeman shifts. Enhancing the B-field
dependence could, for example, be used to counteract the
strong mean-field shifts in a Bose-Einstein condensate. Further
engineering of differential clock frequencies can be achieved
by using multifrequency microwave fields. This opens up new
possibilities for microwave and radio-frequency dressing of
atomic transitions, which has previously been used for trapping
and manipulation of cold atoms [44–48] and the generation of
state-dependent potentials [49,50].
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown both experimentally and
theoretically that dressing of Zeeman sublevels in magnetically
trapped atoms can render hyperfine transitions insensitive to
magnetic-field fluctuations around an arbitrary field value. We
have furthermore identified double magic points, where the
clock frequency becomes independent of the Rabi frequency.
Microwave dressing can be used to enhance the coherence time
of quantum superposition states in arbitrary magnetic fields
and for the creation of noise-protected quantum memories.
The scheme is further applicable in atomic-clock schemes in
magnetically noisy environments or portable setups.
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Faithful state transfer between two-level systems via an actively cooled finite-temperature cavity
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We consider state transfer between two qubits—effective two-level systems represented by Rydberg atoms—via
a common mode of a microwave cavity at finite temperature. We find that when both qubits have the same coupling
strength to the cavity field, at large enough detuning from the cavity mode frequency, quantum interference between
the transition paths makes the SWAP of the excitation between the qubits largely insensitive to the number of
thermal photons in the cavity. When, however, the coupling strengths are different, the photon-number-dependent
differential Stark shift of the transition frequencies precludes efficient transfer. Nevertheless, using an auxiliary
cooling system to continuously extract the cavity photons, we can still achieve a high-fidelity state transfer between
the qubits.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.97.032341
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum information protocols and quantum simulations
with cold atomic systems extensively utilize strong dipole-
dipole interaction between the laser-excited Rydberg states
of atoms [1–8]. Atoms are routinely trapped and manipulated
near the surfaces of superconducting atom chips [9,10] and can
couple to on-chip microwave planar resonators [11,12]. Atom
chips are typically cooled by liquid helium to the temperature
of T  4 K. At such temperatures, the black-body radiation is
sufficiently suppressed and does not detrimentally affect the
Rydberg state lifetime [3,13,14]. Rydberg qubits then exhibit
long coherence times on atom chips [15,16]. This should be
contrasted with superconducting qubits that require chips at
T . 100 mK temperature to operate [17–19].
Huge electric dipole transitions between the Rydberg states
of atoms allow their strong coupling to microwave planar
waveguides [20] and resonators [21]. The cavity field can then
serve as a quantum bus to mediate long-distance interactions
and quantum gates between the Rydberg qubits [22,23]. At
T  4 K, however, the microwave cavity or waveguide has
a large population of thermal photons. This would preclude
long-distance quantum gates and coherent state transfer, unless
inherently temperature-resistant schemes are used [24–26].
In this paper we consider a SWAP operation between a pair
of Rydberg qubits exchanging a virtual photon via a thermally
populated microwave cavity. We show that a high-fidelity
state or excitation transfer is only possible if the coupling
strengths of both atoms to the cavity mode is the same. In
the general case of unequal couplings, the photon-number-
dependent Stark shifts of the atomic transitions precludes the
state transfer. In order to overcome this problem, we propose
to continuously extract thermal photons from the cavity mode
using a separate, laser-driven ensemble of cooling atoms. This
breaks the symmetry between the cavity field population from
the thermal environment and depopulation due to the photon
decay and extraction, greatly reducing the effective mode
temperature. We find that despite the increased rate of photon
decay from the cavity, a high-fidelity SWAP operation between
the Rydberg qubits is feasible with a realistic experimental
setup.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the
system and show that the excitation transfer between two atoms
in nonequivalent positions of a thermal cavity is suppressed. In
Sec. III we present a method to reduce the number of thermal
photons of the cavity by their continuous extraction with an
optically pumped atomic ensemble. In Sec. IV we show that
this leads to increased transfer probability between the two
atoms, followed by conclusions in Sec. V
II. THE COMPOUND SYSTEM
A. Mathematical formalism
We consider a compound system consisting of two two-level
(Rydberg) atoms i = 1,2 coupled to a common mode of a
microwave resonator, as sketched in Fig. 1(a). The system is
thus equivalent to the Jaynes-Cummings model for two atoms
interacting with a cavity field [27,28]. In the frame rotating
with the frequency of the cavity mode ω, the Hamiltonian is
given by
H/h¯ =
∑
i=1,2
[ 1
2i
(
σˆ
(i)
bb − σˆ (i)aa
)+ gi(cˆσˆ (i)ba + σˆ (i)ab cˆ†)]. (1)
Here i ≡ ω(i)ba − ω is the detuning of atom i on the transition|a〉 ↔ |b〉 from the cavity mode frequency, σˆ (i)μν ≡ |μ〉i〈ν|
(μ,ν = a,b) are atomic operators, and gi is the coupling
strength of atom i to the cavity mode described by the photon
creation cˆ† and annihilation cˆ operators. The coupling strength
gi = (℘ab/h¯)εcu(ri) is proportional to the dipole matrix el-
ement ℘ab of the atom on the transition |a〉 → |b〉, field
per photon εc within the cavity volume, and the cavity mode
function u(ri) at the position ri of the atom. Since atoms 1 and
2 may be at nonequivalent positions, g1 and g2 are in general
different. We also assume that the detunings 1 and 2 can
be individually controlled by, e.g., spatially inhomogeneous
electric (dc Stark) or magnetic (Zeeman) fields or by a focused
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the system. (a) Two atoms with levels
|a〉, |b〉 are coupled to the cavity field cˆ with coupling strengths g1
and g2 and detunings 1 and 2, respectively. (b) Transitions between
states |ba,n〉 and |ab,n〉 containing n cavity photons can occur via
two paths involving intermediate, nonresonant states |bb,n − 1〉 and
|aa,n + 1〉.
nonresonant laser inducing an ac Stark shift of one of the
Rydberg states [29].
Several relaxation processes are affecting the system. We
assume that both Rydberg states |a〉 and |b〉 decay with
approximately the same rate  to some lower state(s) |s〉 which
are decoupled from the cavity field. These decay processes are
described by the Liouvillians [27,28]
Lai ρˆ = 12
(
2σˆ (i)sa ρˆσˆ
(i)
as − σˆ (i)aa ρˆ − ρˆσˆ (i)aa
)
+ 12
(
2σˆ (i)sb ρˆσˆ
(i)
bs − σˆ (i)bb ρˆ − ρˆσˆ (i)bb
) (2)
acting on the density operator ρˆ of the total system. The
relaxation of the cavity field toward thermal equilibrium with
rate κ is described by
Lcρˆ = 12κ(1 + n¯th)(2cˆρˆcˆ† − cˆ†cˆρˆ − ρˆcˆ†cˆ)
+ 12κn¯th(2cˆ†ρˆcˆ − cˆcˆ†ρˆ − ρˆcˆcˆ†), (3)
where n¯th = (eh¯ω/kBT − 1)−1 is the mean number of thermal
photons in the cavity mode at temperature T [27,28].
The density operator of the total system obeys the master
equation
∂t ρˆ = − i
h¯
[H,ρˆ] + La1 ρˆ + La2 ρˆ + Lcρˆ. (4)
We solve numerically the equations for the density matrix of
the system whose Hilbert space is a tensor product space of
two three-state atoms, { |a〉, |b〉, |s〉}i=1,2, and the cavity field
with the photon number states { |n〉} truncated at sufficiently
large n 6 100.
B. Adiabatic elimination of the cavity mode
We are interested in the state or excitation transfer between
atoms 1 and 2 using the cavity mode as a quantum bus.
Consider the states |ba,n〉 and |ab,n〉 with either one or the
other atom excited, while the cavity mode contains n photons,
see Fig. 1(b). There are two transition paths between these
states via the intermediate states |aa,n + 1〉 and |bb,n − 1〉
involving a photon addition to or subtraction from the cavity
mode. In order to minimize the effects of relaxation and
thermalization of the cavity mode during the transfer, the atoms
should exchange virtual cavity photons. We therefore choose
the atomic detunings to be similar and large enough, 1,2 
|1 − 2|,g1,2√nmax, where nmax is the maximal number of
photons that can be in the cavity with appreciable probability;
typically, nmax can be taken as 10 × n¯th, and we recall that at
thermal equilibrium the probability distribution of the cavity
photon number is
Pn = n¯
n
th
(1 + n¯th)n+1 . (5)
Using the perturbation theory, we adiabatically eliminate
the nonresonant intermediate states |aa,n + 1〉 and |bb,n −
1〉. We then obtain that the energies of states |ba,n〉 and |ab,n〉
are Stark shifted by the cavity field as
Eba,n  12δ +
g21(n + 1)
1 + S(n + 1) −
g22n
2 + Sn, (6a)
Eab,n  − 12δ +
g22(n + 1)
2 + S(n + 1) −
g21n
1 + Sn, (6b)
where δ ≡ 1 − 2 and S ≡ g
2
1
1
+ g22
2
. Simultaneously, the
transition amplitude between the states |ba,n〉 and |ab,n〉 is
given by
G(n)  g1g2(n + 1)
2
[
1
1 + S(n + 1) +
1
2 + S(n + 1)
]
− g1g2n
2
[
1
1 + Sn +
1
2 + Sn
]
, (7)
where the first and the second terms correspond to the ampli-
tudes of transitions via the states |aa,n + 1〉 and |bb,n − 1〉,
respectively.
C. Transfer probability
States |ba,n〉 and |ab,n〉 have the energy difference
δE(n) ≡ Eba,n − Eab,n and are coupled with rate G(n). Since
we assumed 1 ≈ 2 =   δ, we can cast the energy
difference and transition rate as
δE(n)  δ + g
2
1 − g22

(2n + 1), (8)
G(n)  g1g2

(
1 − δ
2
− g
2
1 + g22
2
(2n + 1)
)
, (9)
where we neglected terms of the order of δ g
2
2
,
g4
3
and higher.
We thus see that both δE(n) and G(n) depend on the cavity
photon number n. If the coupling strengths g1 and g2 are
the same, the differential Stark shifts of levels |ba,n〉 and
|ab,n〉 become n independent. Then, by choosing δ = 0, we
obtain that both atoms have the same transition frequency,
δE(n) = 0 ∀ n. Simultaneously, due to interference between
the two transition paths, G(n) only weakly depends on the
cavity photon number n, leading to resonant exchange of
excitation between the atoms. In Fig. 2 upper panel, we show
the oscillations between the states |ba〉 and |ab〉 of the two
atoms with equal couplings g1 = g2 to the cavity, which has
a large mean thermal photon number n¯th corresponding to a
broad photon number distribution Pn.
When, however, the coupling strengths g1 and g2 are differ-
ent, the energy difference δE(n) is photon number dependent.
Then, in a thermal cavity, n¯th > 0, with a broad distribution Pn
of photon numbers, δE(n) cannot be made to vanish for all n.
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FIG. 2. Oscillations between the states |ba〉 (red solid line) and
|ab〉 (blue solid line) in a cavity, as obtained from the numerical
simulations of the master equation (4). The parameters are 1 =
2 = 30g2, κ = 10−3g2, n¯th = 5,  = 3 × 10−4g2, while g1 = g2
(upper panel) and g1 = 1.4g2 (lower panel). The dashed black line
results from the approximate expression (11).
In fact, the difference between δE(n) for various n is of the
order of the transition rate G, which suppresses the amplitude
of oscillations between the states |ba〉 and |ab〉, as shown in
Fig. 2, lower panel.
We can derive an approximate expression for the transfer
probability between the states |ba〉 and |ab〉 as follows.
Assume that we start in state |ba,n〉 at time t = 0. Without
relaxations, the probability for the system to be in state |ab,n〉
would be given by
pab,n(t) =
∣∣∣∣G(n)
¯G(n)
∣∣∣∣
2
sin2[ ¯G(n)t],
where ¯G(n) =
√
|G(n)|2 + 14 |δE(n)|2 is the generalized Rabi
frequency for the oscillations between |ba,n〉 and |ab,n〉.
Relaxations will result in exponential damping of the transfer
probability. The decay of states |a〉 and |b〉 of each atom with
rate  leads to multiplication by e−t . We neglect for now the
cavity relaxation and will consider its effect later. Thus the
transfer probability from state |ba,n〉 to state |ab,n〉 is given
by
pab,n(t) = e−2t
∣∣∣∣G(n)
¯G(n)
∣∣∣∣
2
sin2[ ¯G(n)t]. (10)
If initially there is an equilibrium photon number distribution
Pn in the cavity, the total probability of transfer between |ba〉
and |ab〉 is given by
pab(t) =
∑
n
Pnpab,n(t). (11)
This expression approximates well the exact dynamics of the
system for small κ  G, as verified in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 3. Equilibrium photon number distribution Pn in the cavity
with n¯th = 5 (blue narrow bars) and with continuous photon extraction
with rate γc = 9κ (red thicker bars) leading to n¯eff = 0.5.
III. REDUCING THE NUMBER OF THERMAL PHOTONS
The thermal photons in the cavity thus preclude efficient
state transfer between the atoms when their couplings to the
cavity mode have, in general, different strength, g1 = g2.
We now outline a method to reduce the number of photons
in the cavity, which will significantly increase the transfer
probability. We will use an ensemble of stationary trapped
atoms extracting photons from the cavity by continuous optical
pumping, attaining thereby an equilibrium with a smaller mean
number of photons. We note a conceptually similar approach
[30–32] to extract thermal photons from a microwave cavity
by sending across it a sequence of atoms prepared in the lower
Rydberg state, which is typically done in the transient regime
to achieve a nearly empty cavity until it equilibrates with the
thermal environment.
A. Cavity cooling by photon extraction
Our strategy to cool the cavity is to continuously extract the
photons from it with a rate γc  κ . This process is described
by the Liouvillian
L′cρˆ = 12γc(2cˆρˆcˆ† − cˆ†cˆρˆ − ρˆcˆ†cˆ), (12)
which should be added toLcρˆ in Eq. (3). The photon extraction
thus breaks the balance between the usual photon decay to
and addition from the thermal reservoir. It follows from the
master equation for the cavity field that the photon number
probabilities obey the equation
∂tPn = d(n + 1)Pn+1 + anPn−1 − dnPn − a(n + 1)Pn,
where a = κn¯th and d = κ(n¯th + 1) + γc. In the steady state,
∂tPn = 0, we have the detailed balance d(n + 1)Pn+1 = a(n +
1)Pn [and dnPn = anPn−1] for any transition n ↔ n ± 1.
This leads to Pn = (a/d)nP0, and upon normalization of the
probability distribution Pn, we obtain the usual expression
Pn = n¯
n
eff
(1 + n¯eff )n+1 , (13)
corresponding to the equilibrium with the effective thermal
photon number n¯eff = n¯th1+γc/κ reduced from n¯th by a factor of(1 + γc/κ). In Fig. 3 we show the equilibrium photon number
distribution in a cavity at a temperature corresponding to large
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FIG. 4. Schematics of the cooling setup. Atoms in the ground state
|g〉 are excited to the Rydberg state |r〉 by a two-photon transition
via intermediate nonresonant state |i〉. The resonant two-photon
transition involves a photon absorption from the laser field acting
on the transition |g〉 → |i〉 with Rabi frequency  and detuning
c  , and a photon absorption from the cavity field coupled with
strength gc  c to the Rydberg transition |i〉 → |r〉 detuned by
−c. State |r〉 decays with rate r , either by ionization or by an
induced cascade to state |g〉 via intermediate state |e〉, having large
decay rate s .
n¯th. Upon continuous photon extraction with rate γc  κ , we
obtain a thermal distribution, with a much smaller effective
photon number n¯eff , which is highly peaked around n = 0.
B. Photon extraction by optical pumping
To extract the photons from the thermal cavity, we envision
a system depicted in Fig. 4. An ensemble of Nc “cooling”
atoms in the ground state |g〉 are trapped near the cavity
antinode. A laser field acts on the transition from state |g〉
to a Rydberg state |i〉 with the Rabi frequency  and large
detuning c  . Each atom is coupled to the cavity field cˆ on
the Rydberg transition |i〉 → |r〉with strengthgc  c. Upon
adiabatic elimination of the nonresonant intermediate state |i〉,
we obtain an effective Rabi frequency (2)n = gc
√
n/c for
the two-photon transition |g,n〉 → |r,n − 1〉, which involves
absorption of a laser photon and a cavity photon.
We can write the equations for the amplitudes Ag,n and
Ar,n−1 of states |g,n〉 and |r,n − 1〉 as
∂tAg,n = −i(2)n Ar,n−1, (14a)
∂tAr,n−1 = − 12rAr,n−1 − i(2)n Ag,n, (14b)
where r is the population decay rate of the Rydberg state
|r〉 and we assume the two-photon resonance. Assuming
r  (2)n (see below), we can set ∂tAr,n−1 = 0 and obtain
the incoherent transition rate 12Rn = |
(2)
n |2
r/2 from |g,n〉 to|r,n − 1〉. With Nc cooling atoms, we can then identify the
photon extraction rate via γcn = NcRn, leading to
γc = Nc 4
2g2c
2cr
. (15)
Note that contributions of individual atoms add incoherently
to the total extraction rate γc, and the possible variation of
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FIG. 5. Time dependence of population pab of state |ab〉 in the
presence of continuous photon extraction with different rates γc, as
obtained from exact numerical simulations of Eq. (4) (blue solid lines)
and from the approximate Eq. (11) (black dashed lines), for the initial
state |ba〉. Dotted vertical line indicates time ttr = π2G(0) when the pop-
ulation of |ab,0〉 is peaked. The parameters are g1=1.4g2, =30g2,
δ = g22−g21

,  = 3 × 10−4g2, κ = 10−2g2, n¯th = 5, while γc =
(0,1.5,4,9,49)κ , corresponding to the mean photon numbers n¯eff =
(5,2,1,0.5,0.1) for the graphs with progressively larger amplitudes.
the coupling strength gc for different atoms can be absorbed
into redefinition of the atom number Nc. In the above analysis,
we have also neglected the (Rydberg blockade) interactions
between the atoms in state |r〉. This approximation is justified
for a moderate number of photons n and large enough r 
(2)n , such that the probability of having simultaneously two or
more atoms in state |r〉 is small.
Typically, Rydberg states have slow population decay rates.
A larger decay rate r can be achieved by laser-induced
ionization of state |r〉, which, however, will result in contin-
uous depletion of the number Nc of cooling atoms. A better
alternative is to use an auxiliary laser of Rabi frequency r to
resonantly couple the Rydberg state |r〉 to a lower excited state
|e〉 having large decay rate e  r back to the ground state
|g〉, as shown in Fig. 4. This will induce a cascade from |r〉 to
|g〉 with sufficiently rapid rate r  4
2
r
e
. Thus, each cooling
cycle |g,n〉 → |r,n − 1〉 → |g,n − 1〉 will extract with rate
γc a cavity photon, while the number of cooling atoms will
be preserved. For γc  κn¯th, we can then approach a cavity
vacuum by optically pumping out thermal photons.
IV. STATE TRANSFER VIA COOLED CAVITY
In Fig. 5 we demonstrate significant enhancement of the
amplitude of oscillations between the initial |ba〉 and the
target |ab〉 states in the presence of rapid extraction of thermal
photons from the cavity. Since the probability distribution of
the cavity photons is now highly peaked at around n = 0, we
set the frequency mismatch δ = g22−g21

to satisfy the resonant
condition δE(0) = 0 in Eq. (8).
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A. Optimizing the transfer fidelity
From Eq. (9) we have for the transition rate G(0) 
g1g2

(1 − δ2 −
g21+g22
2
). Our aim is to transfer the population
of state |ba〉 to state |ab〉. Using Eq. (11), we can estimate the
lower bound for the transfer probability as being determined
mainly by the n = 0 term,
pab(t) > P0pab,0(t) = 11 + n¯eff e
−2t
× 12 {1 − cos[2G(0)t]e−κeff t }, (16)
where we included the effective damping rate κeff = (κ +
γc) g
2
1+g22
22 of the oscillation amplitude, which can be intuitively
understood as follows: During the transfer, states |ba,0〉 and
|ab,0〉 have small admixture, ∼ g1,2

, of state |aa,1〉 containing
the additional exchange photon which is damped with rate (κ +
γc). The transfer probability is peaked at time ttr = π2G(0) when
cos[2G(0)ttr] = −1. Assuming n¯eff  1 and (κeff ,)ttr  1,
the transfer fidelity is then
F ≡ P0pab,0(ttr)
&
[
1 − κn¯th
κ + γc
][
1 − π 
g1g2
][
1 − π κ + γc
4
g2
g1g2
]
,
where g2 = 12 (g21 + g22). Although the right-hand side of this
expression underestimates the maximal fidelity, we can still use
it to optimize the parameters of the system. Thus, the transfer
fidelity is reduced by three factors, and we therefore require
that each of them be small:
(i) γc + κ  κn¯th, i.e., the cooling rate γc should be suffi-
ciently large to have the mean photon number small, n¯eff  1;
(ii) g1g2

 , i.e., the transition rate G(0) should be large
enough to have small probability of the atomic decay during
the transfer;
(iii)   γc + κ , i.e., the cavity field should be strongly
detuned to have a small photon population and therefore decay
during the transfer.
With γc  κ , the total reduction of the fidelity, or infidelity,
can be estimated as
1 − F  κn¯th
γc
+ π 
g1g2
+ π γc
4
g2
g1g2
. (17)
We can minimize this expression with respect to , with the
other parameters fixed, obtaining
1 − F  κn¯th
γc
+ πg
g1g2
√
γc (18)
for  = g
√
γc
4 . Next, we minimize the resulting infidelity with
respect to γc, finally obtaining
min(1 − F ) 6 3(κn¯th)1/3
(
πg
√

2g1g2
)2/3
(19)
for γc = ( 2κn¯thg1g2
πg
√

)2/3.
B. Experimental considerations
We assume the following realistic parameters of the system:
The cavity mode resonant frequency is ω = 2π × 5 GHz, and
its quality factor is Q = 105, leading to the decay rate κ 
300 kHz. The Rydberg atom-cavity coupling rates are g1 =
2π × 5 MHz and similar for g2. The decay rates of the atoms
are  = 10 kHz. With n¯th ≈ 10 at cryogenic environment, we
need to choose the cooling rate γc & 15 MHz, which can be
achieved withNc ≈ 1000 cooling atoms, with  gc = 2π ×
0.1 MHz, c = 10, and r = 1 MHz. We then choose the
detunings 1  30g1 and 2 = 1 + g
2
1−g22

for the resonant
transfer of the excitation between the atoms. The resulting
fidelity is F & 0.95, which we verified numerically. To turn
off the transfer, one of the atoms can be strongly detuned
by |1 − 2|  G(0)  g1g2 , which can be achieved by, e.g.,
Stark shifting the resonance with a focused laser beam [29].
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have elaborated the conditions for coherent state transfer
between two two-level systems through a thermal microwave
cavity. We have demonstrated that by actively cooling a cavity
mode by continuously removing photons with a laser-driven
ensemble of atoms, a high-fidelity SWAP operation between
pairs of spatially separated Rydberg atom qubits is possible
in state-of-the-art experimental systems [12,15,16,20]. The√
SWAP is a universal entangling quantum gate [27] which can
also be realized by the present scheme.
Trapped ground-state atoms have good coherence proper-
ties and can serve as reliable qubits. The atoms can be excited
on demand by focused lasers to the Rydberg states for realizing
short-distance quantum communication and quantum logic
gates. Our results will thus pave the way for the realization
of scalable quantum information processing with cold atoms
trapped on the integrated superconducting atom chips.
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We propose an implementation of a universal quantum gate between pairs of spatially separated atoms in a
microwave cavity at finite temperature. The gate results from reversible laser excitation of Rydberg states of
atoms interacting with each other via exchange of virtual photons through a common cavity mode. Quantum
interference of different transition paths between the two-atom ground and double-excited Rydberg states makes
both the transition amplitude and resonance largely insensitive to the excitations in the microwave cavity quantum
bus which can therefore be in any superposition or mixture of photon number states. Our scheme for attaining
ultra-long-range interactions and entanglement also applies to mesoscopic atomic ensembles in the Rydberg
blockade regime and is scalable to many ensembles trapped within a centimeter-sized microwave resonator.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.92.030303 PACS number(s): 03.67.Lx, 32.80.Ee, 37.30.+i
Quantum interfaces between solid-state devices and cold
atoms are the backbone of a novel class of hybrid quan-
tum systems [1–4] linking fast quantum gates [5,6] with
long-lived quantum memories [7,8] and optical quantum
communication channels [9–11]. Superconducting coplanar
waveguide resonators operating in the microwave regime
have been demonstrated to provide strong coupling between
solid-state superconducting qubits [12–15] and to mediate
quantum state transfer between superconducting qubits and
spin ensembles [16–18]. Cold atoms trapped near the surface
of an atom chip [19–23] possess good coherence properties
and strong optical (Raman) transitions. Therefore, ensembles
of trapped atoms or molecules interacting with on-chip
microwave resonators were proposed as convenient systems
[24–28] for realizing quantum gates and memories as well as
optical interfaces. A promising approach to achieve strong
coupling of atoms to microwave resonators [27–31] is to
employ the atomic Rydberg states having huge electric dipole
moments [32].
A common feature of all these schemes is that they require
an initially empty microwave cavity which should be kept
at very low temperatures of T . 100 mK. This is routinely
achieved with solid-state superconducting circuits in dilution
refrigerators but is challenging to realize and maintain in
combination with ultracold atoms [33]. In turn, atoms are
routinely trapped on atom chips at T  4 K [22,31], but then
the integrated superconducting cavities have lower quality (Q)
factor, and the presence of thermal cavity photons and their
fluctuations would preclude high-fidelity quantum operations.
Here we present a scalable scheme for cavity-mediated
coherent interactions between Rydberg states of atoms in a
thermal microwave cavity. We show that a universal quantum
gate between pairs of laser-driven atoms, or atomic ensembles
in the Rydberg blockade regime [34,35], can be achieved with
current cold-atom experimental technology [21,30,31,36,37].
Our work has been inspired by the seminal proposal of
Sørensen and Mølmer [38] to realize quantum computation
and entanglement with ions sharing a common vibrational
mode subject to thermal fluctuations. Different from the ion
trap, in our scheme the cavity mode exchanging photons with
the thermal environment simultaneously interacts with atoms
on the transitions between neighboring Rydberg states, playing
the role of the so-called quantum bus for spatially separated
qubits [Fig. 1(a)]. Now the photon-number uncertainty affects
not only the amplitude of the laser-mediated transition between
the atomic ground and Rydberg states, but also induces
fluctuating ac-Stark shifts of atomic levels. By a suitable
choice of the system parameters, we ensure that both the
multiphoton transition amplitude and its resonant frequency
are insensitive to the cavity photon number, making the
gate operations immune to the exchange of photons with
the thermal environment, which relaxes the need for a low-
temperature high-Q cavity.
We first describe the scheme for individual atoms and
later adapt it also to atomic ensembles forming Rydberg
“superatoms” [34,35,39]. Consider a pair of identical atoms 1
and 2 with the ground state |g〉 and the highly excited Rydberg
state |r〉 [Fig. 1(b)]. The atoms interact nonresonantly with a
common mode of the microwave cavity via the dipole-allowed
transitions to the adjacent Rydberg states |a〉 and |b〉; the
corresponding coupling strengths are denoted by ga,b. Two
excitation lasers of optical frequencies ω1,2 act on the atomic
transitions |g〉1 → |a〉1 and |g〉2 → |b〉2 with the Rabi
frequencies 1,2. For simplicity we assume for now that each
laser interacts only with the corresponding atom (see below for
the symmetric coupling of both atoms). The total Hamiltonian
of the system in the rotating wave approximation takes the form
H = Hc +
∑
i=1,2[H (i)a + V (i)ac + V (i)al ]. Here Hc = ~ωc(cˆ†cˆ +
1
2 ) is the Hamiltonian for cavity field with the photon creation
cˆ† and annihilation cˆ operators in the mode of frequency
ωc, H
(i)
a = ~
∑
μ ωμ |μ〉i〈μ| is the Hamiltonian of the un-
perturbed atom i with the Bohr (excitation) frequencies ωμ
of the corresponding energy levels |μ〉 (μ = g,r,a,b), V (i)ac =
~(gacˆ |a〉i〈r| + gbcˆ† |b〉i〈r| + H.c.) describes the atom-cavity
interactions, and V (1)al = ~1e−iω1t |a〉1〈g| + H.c. and V (2)al =
~2e−iω2t |b〉2〈g| + H.c. describe the laser driving of atoms
1 and 2, respectively.
We assume that the two atoms initially in the ground state
|g〉 are in spatially separated traps at equivalent positions,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematics of the system. (a) Spatially
separated atoms, or superatoms composed of N1,2 atoms within the
Rydberg blockade distance dbl, interact with a pair of optical lasers
and a common mode of a microwave cavity. (b) Level scheme of
two atoms interacting with the cavity field on the Rydberg transitions
|r〉 ↔ |a〉, |b〉 with strengths ga,b and driven by the laser fields with
Rabi frequencies 1,2 on the transitions from the ground state |g〉 to
states |a〉, |b〉. (c) Under appropriate conditions (see text for details),
there are two interfering excitation pathways from the two-atom
ground state |gg,n〉 to the double-excited Rydberg state |rr,n〉, which
cancel the dependence of the total transition amplitude ¯ on the cavity
photon number n.
close to field antinodes of the microwave cavity containing an
arbitrary number of photons n. Our aim is to achieve coherent
oscillations between the collective states |gg,n〉 and |rr,n〉
with maximal amplitude and oscillation frequency which do
not depend on n. Denoting the detunings of the laser fields by
δ1 = ωag − ω1 and δ2 = ωbg − ω2 and taking Rabi frequencies
1,2  |δ1,2|, we adiabatically eliminate the intermediate
atomic states |a〉1 and |b〉2, obtaining two-photon Rabi
frequencies ˜1(n) = 1ga
√
n+1
δ1
and ˜2(n) = 2gb
√
n
δ2
on the
transitions |gg,n〉 → |rg,n + 1〉 and |gg,n〉 → |gr,n − 1〉
accompanied by addition and subtraction of a cavity photon,
respectively [Fig. 1(c)].
We next take large and unequal detunings a = ωar −
ωc and b = ωrb − ωc of the cavity field from the
transition resonances between the atomic Rydberg states,
|a,b| 	 ga,b. To avoid cavity-mediated Fo¨rster resonances
|rr,n〉 → |ab,n〉, |ba,n〉 [27], we require that |a − b| 	
gagb| n+1b − na | for all n . nmax, where nmax is the maximal
possible cavity photon number [typically nmax ≈ 2n¯th for
a thermal field with the mean number of photons n¯th =
(e~ωc/kBT − 1)−1]. If we now choose the two-photon detunings
1,2 ≈ δ1,2 ∓ a,b of states |rg,n + 1〉 and |gr,n − 1〉 to have
equal magnitude but opposite sign, 1 = −2 =  	 ˜1,2,
we can also eliminate these intermediate states and obtain
resonant multiphoton transitions between states |gg,n〉 and
|rr,n〉 involving two laser photons and an exchange of a
(virtual) cavity photon between the two atoms. With two
equivalent excitation paths from |gg,n〉 to |rr,n〉 [Fig. 1(c)],
the resulting transition amplitude (effective Rabi frequency) is
¯ =
˜1(n) ˜2(n + 1)
1(n)
+
˜2(n) ˜1(n − 1)
2(n)
= 12gagb
δ1δ2
.
(1)
This is the photonic cavity analog of the Sørensen-Mølmer
scheme [38] for the ion trap with phonons. The critical question
now is how to precisely tune the detunings 1,2 and achieve
the multiphoton resonance |gg,n〉 ↔ |rr,n〉 for any n.
From the perturbative analysis, we obtain that the detunings
1,2(n) depend on the cavity photon number n through the
second-order (ac Stark) shifts of levels |r〉1,2,
1(n)  δ1 + 
2
1
δ1
− a − g
2
a(n + 1)
δ1
+ g
2
b(n + 2)
b
,
2(n)  δ2 + 
2
2
δ2
+ b − g
2
a(n − 1)
a
− g
2
bn
δ2
.
With an appropriate choice of δ1,2 and 1,2, and requiring
that g
2
a
a
= g2b
b
, the n dependence of the detunings is greatly
suppressed, 1,2(n)  1,2(0)(1 + g
2
a,b
2a,b
n), and we can satisfy
the condition |1(n) + 2(n)|  ¯ for any n. This leads to
¯ that only weakly depends on n, ¯(n)  ¯(0)(1 − g2a
2a
n). In
order to ensure the multiphoton resonance on the transition
|gg,n〉 → |rr,n〉, we also need to consider higher-order level-
shifts of |gg,n〉 and |rr,n〉. To fourth order in the laser and
cavity field couplings, the largest contribution to the level
shift of |gg,n〉 is given by Sgg(n) = 
2
1g
2
a (n+1)
δ211(n)
+ 22g2bn
δ222(n)
, which,
remarkably, has the same structure as ¯. Since 1(n) 
−2(n), we can choose 1ga|δ1| =
2gb
|δ2| to make Sgg nearly
independent on n and absorb it into 1,2(n). Finally, the
fourth-order shifts of |rr,n〉, Srr (n) ∝ g
4
a,bn
2
3a,b
[27] are small in
comparison and can therefore be neglected, which we verify
below through exact numerical simulations for the complete
system.
In general, the atom-cavity couplings ga and gb are not
equal, since they are proportional to the electric dipole matrix
elements on different transitions |r〉 → |a〉 and |r〉 → |b〉,
while the corresponding detunings a and b can be tuned by
static electric (Stark) or magnetic (Zeeman) fields [32]. These,
together with the flexibility to choose the laser detunings δ1,2
and Rabi frequencies 1,2, allows us to satisfy all of the
above conditions for n-independent resonant Rabi oscillations
between states |gg〉 and |rr〉. We can estimate the maximal
attainable oscillation frequency ¯, assuming that the main
limiting factor is the atom-cavity coupling strengths ga,b
[28,30], since the laser Rabi frequencies can be collectively
enhanced in the superatom regime [34,35,39]. Recall that we
require the intermediate-state detunings |1,2(n)| 	 ˜1,2(n)
for each n . nmax. Then, with η = |δ2|/2 and η˜ = |1|/ ˜1
and all of the above conditions satisfied, we obtain that ¯max 6
gb
ηη¯
√
nmax+1 . As an estimate, assuming ga,b  2π × 10 MHz,
η,η˜  10 and a cavity mode with ωc  2π × 15 GHz at
T = 4 K, leading to n¯th ≈ 5 (nmax ≈ 2n¯th), we have ˜max ≈
2π × 30 kHz.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Rabi oscillation between states |gg,n〉
and |rr,n〉 for the cavity photon numbers n = 0,5,10,20. Thick
(full) lines show coherent oscillations of populations ρgg,gg =
〈gg| ρˆ |gg〉, ρrr,rr = 〈rr| ρˆ |rr〉 and coherence ρgg,rr = 〈gg| ρˆ |rr〉
for the Rydberg state decay 	 = 0.142 [ ¯(0)/2π ] and no dephasing,
γ = 0, while thinner (shaded) lines show damped oscillations of
the same quantities for large dephasing γ = 0.4 [ ¯(0)/2π ]. Param-
eters are 1 = 56.50,2 = 60.00,δ1 = 663.8,δ2 = −742.0,ga =
9.5,gb = 10.0,a = 722.0,b = 800.0 (×2π MHz), leading to
¯(0) ≈ 2π × 21.1 kHz. Time is in units of [2π/ ¯(0)].
Note that, similarly to the ion trap scheme [38], our scheme
would work in exactly the same way for the symmetric
coupling of both atoms to both excitation lasers [Fig. 1(b)].
This opens two new excitation paths from |gg,n〉 to |rr,n〉 via
states |rg,n − 1〉 and |gr,n + 1〉 [Fig. 1(c)], which enhances
the transition amplitude ¯ by a factor of two. Care should be
taken only to properly account for, and compensate for, the
additional second- and fourth-order level shifts of the atomic
ground states.
To validate our perturbative calculations, we numerically
solve the master equation ∂
∂t
ρˆ = − i~ [H,ρˆ] for the density
operator ρˆ using the exact Hamiltonian H for the pair of
atoms initially in the ground state |g〉 and the cavity field
with n photons. Results for different n are shown in Fig. 2,
which verifies that with a proper choice of parameters, the
transition resonance |gg,n〉 ↔ |rr,n〉 and the effective Rabi
frequency ¯ can simultaneously be made nearly independent
of the number of photons in the cavity. We have examined
various Fock, coherent and thermal states as the initial states
of the cavity field, all yielding very similar results.
We include the realistic relaxation processes affecting the
Rydberg states of atoms using the standard Liouvillians [40]
with the Lindblad generators ˆL(i)ν =
√
	 |g〉i〈ν| for the decay
with rate 	 (assumed the same for all ν = r,a,b), and ˆL(i)g =
0 5 10 15
n¯th
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1
F
γ = Γ = 0
γ = 0.0
γ = 0.06
γ = 0.2
γ = 0.4
FIG. 3. (Color online) Transfer fidelity F at time tπ = π/ ¯(0)
vs the mean number n¯th of thermal photons in the cavity, for
the dephasing rates γ = 0,0.06,0.2,0.4 and the decay rates 	 = 0
(uppermost reference curve) and 	 = 0.142 (all other curves), in
units of [ ¯(0)/2π ]. Other parameters are as in Fig. 2.
√
γ /2( |g〉i〈g| −
∑
ν |ν〉i〈ν| ) for the dephasing (with respect
to the ground state) with rate γ . In Fig. 2 we show strongly
damped Rabi oscillations caused by the single-atom decay 	
and relatively large dephasing γ comparable to ¯.
In Fig. 3 we plot the fidelity F =∑
n p(n|n¯th)〈rr,n| ρˆ(tπ ) |rr,n〉 of transfer |gg〉 → |rr〉
at time tπ = π/ ¯(0) (effective π pulse for n = 0) as a
function of the dephasing rate γ and the mean number of
thermal photons n¯th which determines the photon number
probability distribution p(n|n¯th) = n¯nth/(n¯th + 1)n+1. We
observe that large dephasing detrimentally affects the transfer
fidelity by damping the amplitude of Rabi osculations between
|gg〉 and |rr〉. On the other hand, the fidelity only weakly and
nearly linearly decreases with increasing the cavity photon
number, due to the slight decrease of the effective Rabi
frequency ¯(n) discussed above. This can be compensated
for by appropriately correcting the transfer time tπ if n¯th is
approximately known.
We now discuss the implications of our results for quantum
information applications. Each atom can encode a qubit as
a coherent superposition of long-lived states |g〉 and |s〉
[Fig. 1(b)]. Gate operation can be performed on any pair of
atoms within the cavity by addressing the desired atoms with
focused laser pulses 1,2. Assuming that state |s〉 is decoupled
from the laser field(s), the two-atom state |ss〉 is immune to
the lasers. If only one of the atoms is initially in state |g〉 and
the other atom is in |s〉, both atoms remain in their initial states
due to the absence of multiphoton resonances to any Rydberg
state. Finally, if both atoms are in state |g〉, the application of
lasers for time t2π = 2π/ ¯ will drive a complete Rabi cycle
on the transition |gg〉 ↔ |rr〉, resulting in the sign change
of |gg〉. Since the other initial states remain unaltered, this
transformation corresponds to the universal two-qubit CPHASE
logic gate [40,41].
Our scheme is also applicable to ensembles of
trapped atoms in the Rydberg blockade regime [34,35].
Individual ensembles, each containing Ni 	 1 atoms,
can encode qubits in the collective ground |G〉 ≡
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|g1,g2, . . . ,gNi 〉 and symmetric single spin-flip (hyperfine)
|S〉 ≡ 1√
Ni
∑Ni
k=1 |g1, . . . ,sk, . . . ,gNi 〉 states. For optically
dense ensembles, the qubit encoding superposition of states
|G〉 and |S〉 can be reversibly mapped onto photonic qubits via
stimulated Raman techniques [8]. We assume that each ensem-
ble of linear dimension smaller than a certain blockade distance
dbl [Fig. 1(a)] behaves as a Rydberg superatom [34,35,39],
wherein multiple excitations are suppressed by the strong
Rydberg-state interactions. This allows implementation of ar-
bitrary single-qubit and universal two-qubit quantum gates as
follows. In each ensemble, before and after the gate execution,
we apply a single-atom π pulse on the transition |s〉 → |r ′〉,
where |r ′〉 is a Rydberg state which can block excitation of
any other atom from state |g〉 to states |r ′〉, |r〉 (and, possibly,
to |a〉, |b〉) due to the strong dipole-dipole or van der Waals
interactions [35]. This operation reversibly maps the qubit state
|S〉 onto the symmetric single Rydberg excitation state |R′〉 ≡
1√
Ni
∑Ni
k=1 |g1, . . . ,r ′k, . . . ,gNi 〉. Single-qubit transformations
are then performed in the two-state subspace of |G〉 and |R′〉
by resonant lasers with collectively enhanced Rabi frequencies
 = √Ni(1), where (1) is the single-atom Rabi frequency
on the transition |g〉 ↔ |r ′〉 [34]. For the two-qubit operations,
any pair of atomic ensembles i,j trapped within the cavity can
be addressed by appropriate lasers with collectively enhanced
Rabi frequencies 1,2 =
√
Ni,j
(1)
1,2. Then, during time t2π , the
initial state |G〉i |G〉j will undergo a complete Rabi cycle to
|R〉i |R〉j and back, acquiring a π phase shift (sign change),
assuming that in each ensemble multiple excitations of |r〉 are
blocked by strong Rydberg-state interactions. If any, or both,
of the ensembles were initially in state |S〉 mapped onto |R′〉,
the atom in |r ′〉 would preclude the transfer of ground-state
atoms |g〉 to |r〉, and therefore such initial states will remain
unaltered. This completes the implementation of the CPHASE
logic gate with Rydberg superatoms.
To conclude, our scheme to implement long-range quantum
gates is feasible with present-day experimental technolo-
gies [21,22,30,31,33] involving optical excitation of Rydberg
states of trapped atoms and their interactions with microwave
resonators. This gate is largely insensitive to the number
of cavity photons and it can therefore operate in a finite-
temperature microwave cavity with modest photon lifetimes
1/κ & 1 μs. The main decoherence mechanisms reducing
the achievable gate fidelity F  1 − (	 + γ )τ during time
τ = 2π/ ¯(0) ∼ 50 μs are the decay 	  3 kHz of Rydberg
states and dephasing γ . 5 kHz of the nonresonant multi-
photon transitions [with  	 ˜1,2(n)], which are slow by
construction [38]. It would thus be interesting to explore
the near-resonant excitations [with / ˜1(0) = 2√m (m =
1,2, . . .)] analogous to the fast-gate regime of the ion traps [42].
Unlike our present gate, however, such a fast-gate scheme will
be sensitive to the change of cavity photon number [43] during
the gate time τ = 2π√m/ ˜1(0) ∼ 10 μs requiring cavities
with longer photon lifetimes 1/κ 	 τ .
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We report on the magnetic trapping of an ultracold ensemble of 87Rb atoms close to a superconducting
ring prepared in different states of quantized magnetic flux. The niobium ring of 10 μm radius is prepared
in a flux state nΦ0, where Φ0 ¼ h=2e is the flux quantum and n varying between 6. An atomic cloud of
250 nK temperature is positioned with a harmonic magnetic trapping potential at ∼18 μm distance below
the ring. The inhomogeneous magnetic field of the supercurrent in the ring contributes to the magnetic
trapping potential of the cloud. The induced deformation of the magnetic trap impacts the shape of the
cloud, the number of trapped atoms, as well as the center-of-mass oscillation frequency of Bose-Einstein
condensates. When the field applied during cooldown of the chip is varied, the change of these properties
shows discrete steps that quantitatively match flux quantization.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.113003 PACS numbers: 37.10.Gh, 74.25.Ha, 85.25.-j
The coherent coupling between atoms and single flux
quanta in a superconducting circuit is an important ingre-
dient of future cold atom—superconductor hybrid quantum
systems in which quantum states are transferred from one
system to the other. The construction of such a hybrid
quantum system is targeted in a number of recent experi-
ments and proposals [1–13], and should allow the study
of fundamental interactions between the two systems
[14–19]. One of the most prominent consequences of the
existence of a macroscopic wave function in superconduc-
tors is the quantization of the magnetic fluxoid, which has
been shown, e.g., in superconducting rings and cylinders
[20,21]. In superconducting atom chip experiments,
trapped Abrikosov vortices have been used to magnetically
trap atoms in spatially inhomogeneous fields [22–27].
These traps are affected by the motion of the vortices that
potentially cause heating and losses of the cold atoms
[28,29]. Pinning the vortices would suppress this noise
source and could be used to generate subwavelength
magnetic lattices [30], as well as hybrid quantum systems
based on atom traps formed by single pinned flux quanta
[31]. The creation of a flux superposition state could give
rise to a superposition of the magnetic trapping potential
and therefore of the position of an atomic ensemble [32].
Ultrafast state transfer (10 ns) between cold Rydberg atoms
and superconducting quantum interference devices has
also been theoretically predicted [33]. It is therefore crucial
to understand the impact of single flux quanta onto an
ensemble of trapped ultracold atoms.
In this Letter, we report on how a discrete number of flux
quanta stored in a superconducting ring affects the trapping
parameters of a superimposed magnetic trap. The discrete
nature of the magnetic flux in the ring is observed both in
the atom number and the oscillation frequency of atoms in
the trap.
We magnetically trap an ensemble of cold 87Rb atoms on
a superconducting atom chip and guide it to the vicinity of a
superconducting ring, as sketched in Fig. 1(a). The atom
chip [Fig. 1(b)] is a sapphire substrate (∼330 μm thick)
with patterned niobium thin film structures (thickness
d ¼ 500 nm). The chip contains several Z-shaped lines
(“trapping wires”) of different widths used for trapping and
moving the atoms, the broadest of which (100 μm wide) is
used to trap atoms in the experiments described in this
Letter. The ring has an inner radius ri ¼ 9 μm and an outer
radius ro ¼ 11 μm. It is placed 70 μm from the edge of the
trapping wire in the y direction. The superconducting
atom chip [5] is attached to the cold finger of a helium
flow cryostat at temperature T ¼ 4.2 K. The atoms
are prepared in the hyperfine ground state 5S1=2F ¼ 1;
mF ¼ −1 in a room temperature part of the setup and
subsequently transported to a position below the super-
conducting chip by means of optical tweezers, as detailed
in Ref. [34].
The microtrap is realized by the superposition of the
fields generated by a current in the trapping wire and a
homogeneous external bias field ~Bbias. An ensemble of
N ∼ 1.5 × 106 atoms at Tatom ∼ 1 μK is loaded from the
optical tweezers into this superconducting microtrap,
formed at 400 μm from the chip surface. After adiabatic
compression, the cloud is evaporatively cooled to achieve
either a thermal cloud or a nearly pure Bose-Einstein
condensate. The ensemble is then magnetically transported
to a position z ∼ 18 μm below the superconducting ring by
rotating ~Bbias around the x axis [Fig. 1(b)] and adjusting the
current in the wire. The longitudinal position of the cloud
along x is controlled by an additional field ~Bconf created by
a confinement wire on the back side of the chip, see Ref. [5]
for details.
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The macroscopic superconducting ring exhibits quantum
behavior that impacts the cold atomic cloud. In the super-
conducting state the fluxoid is quantized [35] as
n · Φ0 ¼ μ0λ2L
I
~j · d~sþ Φ: ð1Þ
This follows from the fact that the single-valuedness of the
wave function requires any closed integral over the wave
vector to be an integer multiple of 2π. Here, Φ0 ¼ h=2e is
the magnetic flux quantum and the right hand side needs
to be evaluated along a closed contour within the super-
conductor. λL (∼100 nm for our Nb thin films) is the
London penetration depth, ~j is the supercurrent density, and
Φ is the total magnetic flux through the closed contour.
If the superconductor is large compared to λL, which is
the case for our geometry at temperatures well below the
transition temperature Tc, the integral over ~j can be
neglected. Then, Φ is quantized in multiples of Φ0:
n · Φ0 ¼ Φ ¼
Z
~B · d~A: ð2Þ
Φ is given by the sum of the flux applied above Tc,
Φfreeze ¼
R
~Bfreeze · d~A, and the flux LJ created by the
supercurrents J circulating around the ring
n · Φ0 ¼ Φfreeze þ LJ: ð3Þ
Here, L is the inductance of the ring and ~Bfreeze is the
magnetic field applied to the ring during cooling. After
cooling through Tc the value of n is defined as the integer
closest to Φfreeze=Φ0.
Using Φ0 ¼ ΔBfreezeπriro [36], we expect for our geom-
etry a field increment ΔBfreeze of about 66.5 mG to change
the flux in the ring by 1Φ0. Having turned off ~Bfreeze, the
(quantized) flux through the ring is conserved by the
induced circulating current Jfreeze. Any fields applied to
the ring in the superconducting state, for instance, by the
magnetic trap, are compensated by screening currents
Jscreen, so that the total current is J ¼ Jfreeze þ Jscreen.
The magnetic (dipole) field ~Bring created by currents
J locally modifies the magnetic trapping potential for
the atoms in the vicinity of the structure. To estimate
the contribution of ~Bring and its impact on the trapping
potential, let us consider a cigar-shaped harmonic trap with
oscillation frequencies ωx ≪ ωy;z, whose radial axis y is
centered above the ring and whose size is on the order of
the ring diameter. The offset field Bx at the minimum
of the trap is considered to point along the x axis. The
x component of ~Bring increases Bx on one side of the ring
and reduces it on the other [Fig. 2(a)], which leads to an
asymmetric double well potential for the cold atomic cloud
[Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. Hence, ~Bring leads to a position shift of
the minimum of the magnetic trapping potential along the
longitudinal axis. In addition, the position of the potential
minimum is shifted towards the surface with increasing
number of flux quanta in the ring and the barrier height
(trap depth) between the dimple and the surface is reduced.
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Sketch of an atomic ensemble trapped
at the superconducting ring. (b) Optical image of parts of the
superconducting chip. Shown are four trapping wires; the
100 μm wide trapping wire used for the present experiment is
highlighted in blue. The location of the confinement wire is
sketched in yellow. The center of the superconducting ring
is located 70 μm from the right edge of the trapping wire. The
chip is mounted upside down on the cryostat, so gravity points in
the þz direction.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Cross section along the dashed line in
Fig. 1(a) with the principal magnetic x field components of the
trap and the ring in the longitudinal direction. (b) Isopotential plot
of the calculated trapping potential for four flux quanta in the
ring. An asymmetric potential with two local minima is created,
with the lower minimum (dimple) above the ring structure (black
markers on the x axis). Each contour line corresponds to an
energy change of kB × 50 nK. (c) Calculated potential along the
longitudinal axis [black line Fig. 2(b)] with four flux quanta in the
ring (solid red) and the unperturbed harmonic trap (dashed).
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This effect leads to a decrease in the number and temper-
ature of atoms trappable in this dimple. Using the method
described in Ref. [37] for the simulation of the supercurrent
densities in the trapping wire and the ring, we numerically
calculate the field distribution composed of the ring field
and the trapping field with Biot-Savart’s law. The results of
these calculations are in good agreement with simulations
based on inductance calculations (3D-MLSI software
package) [38]. Below the ring structure, the ring field
for 1Φ0 leads to a field shift of ∼3 mG as compared with
the unperturbed harmonic trap [Fig. 2(c)], corresponding to
a dimple with a depth on the order of 100 nK. Furthermore,
the alteration of the potential landscape caused by the
circular supercurrents leads to a longitudinal center-of-
mass oscillation frequency that depends on the number of
flux quanta n in the ring.
For the measurements, we first prepare the flux state of
the ring by heating up the chip to a temperature above Tc
and subsequently cool it to T ¼ 4.2 K in a homogeneous
magnetic field ~Bfreeze, applied perpendicular to the surface
and ranging from −500 to 500 mG. The magnetic fields are
calibrated by microwave spectroscopy; i.e., the atoms are
prepared in the state F ¼ 1; mF ¼ −1 and the number of
atoms in the state F ¼ 2; mF ¼ 0 is measured after appli-
cation of a microwave pulse with variable frequency.
Limited by fluctuations of the magnetic field in the labo-
ratory, the absolute value of Bfreeze is known within5 mG.
A thermal cloud of N ∼ 2 × 105 atoms with a temper-
ature of ∼250 nK is prepared below the trapping wire and
brought close to the ring, where it is held for 1 s. For each
value of Bfreeze we take nine absorption images in situ by
reflection imaging [39] along the y direction. After aver-
aging over the images, we integrate the calculated column
density along the z direction to obtain a one-dimensional
profile of the atomic cloud along the axis of weak confine-
ment to reveal the impact of the ring field along x. In
Fig. 3(a) the density profiles are plotted versus Bfreeze. We
observe steps in the integrated density profile occurring
when the number of flux quanta in the ring changes.
For certain flux states, two distinct density peaks, which
indicate the double well potential, are discernible. By
further integration of the profiles shown in Fig. 3(a), we
obtain the atom number N as a function of Bfreeze. The atom
number is normalized to the maximum number measured
in the trap and plotted in Fig. 3(b). There are clearly
visible equidistant steps with a width of ΔBfreeze ¼
65.9 2.3 mG, indicated by the blue vertical lines. The
theoretically predicted value of ΔBfreeze ¼ 66.5 mG per
flux quantum is well within the error bars of the meas-
urement. In Fig. 3(b) it is visible that we achieve a
resolution better than single flux quanta.
The measurements in Fig. 3(b) are not symmetric around
the value Bfreeze ¼ 0. As the magnetic trap itself has a
magnetic field component perpendicular to the surface,
a screening current Jscreen is induced in the ring to
compensate this field. The screening current contributes
to the trapping potential even for Bfreeze ¼ 0. Only if the
sum of the fields perpendicular to the ring is equal to the
number of trapped flux quanta, the harmonic trap is
unperturbed by the screening currents. In this case, there is
no net current around the ring, i.e., Jscreen ¼ −Jfreeze, and
only Meissner currents, which keep the superconducting
film itself field free, are present [37].
To gain a qualitative understanding of the impact of
the screening currents on the density profile, we set
up a simplified model and numerically calculate the
frozen field Bfreeze [mG]
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Measured integrated density profile
for different freezing fields. Each column represents the inte-
grated density profile averaged over nine absorption images.
Adjacent lines differ by 7 mG in the field applied during cooling.
The split in the density profile shows the emergence of the double
well potential due to the ring field. (b) Relative atom number of
an ensemble trapped at the superconducting ring, obtained by
integrating the density profile along the x axis shown in (a). The
mean atom number is calculated from nine pictures per frozen
field applied during cooling. The dashed vertical lines have a
spacing of 65.9 mG, which is the measured value for one flux
quantum. The atom number is normalized to the maximum
number measured in the trap. The red dotted lines indicate the
calculated atom numbers obtained from the numerical simulation
of the Boltzmann distribution. (c) Integrated density profile
calculated from the predicted trapping potential using Boltzmann
distributed atoms.
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modification of the trapping potential for different numbers
of flux quanta in the ring. We simulate the atomic density
in the trap using a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for
the energy, assuming a maximum temperature of Tmax ¼
230 nK. As the barrier height between the trap and the
surface (trap depth) depends on the number of flux quanta n
in the ring, we truncate the energy in the Boltzmann
distribution to the trap depth, which changes the volume
occupied by the cloud [40–42]. Furthermore, we incorporate
the loss of atoms according to a heuristic scaling of the atomic
density, assuming ρðnÞ=ρmax ¼ TdepthðnÞ=Tdepthð0Þ. The
simulations take into account the existence of a double well
potential, in which both traps have different trap depths. To
compare the calculations with the observed density profiles,
we sum over the calculated atomic density along the y and
z directions and plot the result versus the number of frozen
flux quanta n. The result is shown in Fig. 3(c), which closely
resembles the experimental data in Fig. 3(a). The number of
trapped atoms is estimated by additionally summing up the
density distribution [Fig. 3(c)] along the x direction, which
leads to the red dashed lines in Fig. 3(b). Our simple model
qualitatively and moderately quantitatively matches the
behavior of the measured atom number for different flux
quanta n and justifies the assumed scaling in the densities.
We attribute the discrepancies between experiment and
simulation to losses during the loading process of the double
well, which are not taken into account in the calculations.
In order to obtain additional information on the number
of frozen flux quanta, we have performed a measurement of
the center-of-mass oscillation frequency of the trap at the
ring for various values of Bfreeze. For this measurement, we
prepared a Bose-Einstein condensate filling only the low-
lying dimple of the potential with atoms, where the trap
frequency is expected to vary significantly with the number
of flux quanta. To measure the frequency, a center-of-mass
oscillation of the atoms along the longitudinal axis of the
trap was excited by rapidly displacing the minimum of the
magnetic potential using the current in the confinement
wire. After a variable hold time (0 to 200 ms), a microwave
pulse was applied to transfer the atoms into the untrapped
F ¼ 2; mF ¼ 0 state and the oscillation frequency was
extracted from the position of the cloud after a time of
flight of 12 ms. Figure 4 shows the measured oscillation
frequencies along the expected values extracted from our
simulation of the potential. The dashed vertical lines are
based on an atom number measurement similar to that in
Fig. 3(b) and show the expected values ofBfreeze at which the
number of flux quanta in the ring changes. The simulations
are in qualitative agreement with themeasurement and show
our resolution on the level of single flux quanta; deviations
between experiment and calculation can be attributed to
uncertainties in the applied magnetic fields.
In summary, we have demonstrated that a cold atomic
cloud of 87Rb atoms positioned close to a superconducting
ring is sensitive to the magnetic field created by single flux
quanta. The modification of the trapping potential by
this field is detectable in two trap characteristics: first, in
the trap depth and therefore in the atom number of the
ensemble, and, second, in the trapping frequency inside the
created dimple trap. We also expect that the variation of
the number of flux quanta in the ring will impact internal
degrees of freedom of the trapped atoms, such as the energy
difference between Zeeman sublevels, which is accessible
by means of Ramsey interferometry. This sensitivity paves
the way towards future experiments that, e.g., interface
superconducting quantum interference devices and cold
atomic clouds and exploit the atomic ensemble as a robust
quantum memory [43]. Strong coupling, as demonstrated
for example with nitrogen vacancy centers [44], could be
achieved for cold atoms by reducing the loop size, resulting
in larger fields per flux quantum, or by bosonic enhancement
of the coupling strength between two macroscopically
populated atomic states [33]. The impact of the applied
magnetic fields, trapped flux within the superconducting
structures, and stray light on the coherence of the super-
conducting circuits is yet to be studied, but is not expected to
fundamentally limit the coupling between the two systems.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Trapping frequencies measured for
different freezing fields. The dashed vertical lines indicate the
jumps in the number of flux quanta. The black dots with error
bars were obtained from the measurement. The dotted horizontal
lines are calculated values for different numbers of frozen flux
quanta.
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We have developed an all-optical method for measuring the lifetimes of nS and nD Rydberg states and
demonstrate its capabilities with measurements on a dilute cloud of ultracold 87Rb atoms in a cryogenic
environment. The method is based on the time-resolved observation of resonant light absorption by ground-state
atoms and selective transfer of Rydberg atoms into the ground state at varying delay times in order to reconstruct
Rydberg decay curves. Our measurements of the 87Rb 30S1/2 state indicate an increase of the lifetime at lowered
environment temperatures, as expected due to decreased blackbody radiation. For the 38D5/2 state with an
attractive dipole-dipole interaction, ionization and lifetime reduction due to collisional effects are observed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.92.012517 PACS number(s): 32.10.−f, 32.80.Ee, 32.80.Rm
I. LIFETIMES OF RYDBERG ATOMS
Rydberg atoms are promising for quantum information
processing due to their strong and highly tunable interaction
properties [1]. High-fidelity quantum gates and coherent-
state transfer between Rydberg and long-living ground states
have been proposed [2,3]. The fidelity of these operations
is, however, fundamentally limited by the finite lifetime
of Rydberg states [1]. Besides the natural decay of the
Rydberg excitation, blackbody-radiation-induced transitions
[4,5], collisions [6], and superradiance [7] may also limit the
lifetime. The characterization of the Rydberg-state decay is
thus of significant interest.
For individual Rydberg atoms at an environment tem-
perature T = 0 the lifetime of an excited state is given
by the inverse sum over all spontaneous decay rates into
lower-lying states [8]. Due to the highest energy difference,
the lowest-lying states contribute most to the decay. This is
a limiting factor for calculations because the potentials for
low-lying states cannot be described as accurately as those
of higher states, which become more and more hydrogenlike
with increasing n and l quantum numbers. In a finite-
temperature environment, transitions induced by blackbody
radiation (BBR) occur. The strongest transitions are those to
nearby dipole-allowed Rydberg states both above and below
in energy. For a perfect Planck photon distribution and well-
known temperature the corresponding rates can be calculated
with high accuracy [4,5]. The experimental verification of
BBR-induced transition rates is possible not only through
Rydberg lifetime measurements [9] but also indirectly by, e.g.,
measurements of Stark maps [10], which depend on the same
dipole matrix elements. Any incoherent repopulation of the
originally excited Rydberg state by multiple BBR transitions
can be easily included in theoretical models but is usually
negligible in magnitude. Also, blackbody-induced ionization
by transitions to continuum states can be taken into account
[11].
Direct lifetime measurements at lowered environment tem-
peratures, as well as measurements of temperature-dependent
*markus.mack@uni-tuebingen.de
†fortagh@uni-tuebingen.de
BBR transfer rates, have been conducted for Na atoms [9,12].
The most accurate values for Rb Rydberg lifetimes to date
have been measured in a room-temperature environment,
relying on the knowledge of BBR transition rates in order
to extract zero-temperature natural lifetimes. Measurements
of nS and nD states in the range of n = 27 to 44 were
conducted by exciting Rydberg atoms from a cloud of ultracold
atoms prepared in a magneto-optical trap (MOT), waiting
some varying delay time, and then applying an electric-field
pulse while monitoring the time-dependent ionization signals
(selective field ionization, SFI) [13,14]. Due to the difficulty
of accurately distinguishing between close-lying Rydberg
states which are populated because of BBR (see discussion
in [15,16]), the technique was improved in [17]. By adding
a microwave transfer of the “target” Rydberg atoms to a
higher-lying state which can be accurately discriminated, this
potential source of systematic error was eliminated. The results
of [17] generally agree with previous work and cover Rb
nS, nP , and nD states in the range 28 6 n 6 45. To our
knowledge, neither lifetimes of Rb at lowered environment
temperatures nor any BBR transition rates have yet been
measured. Consequently, an experimental verification of the
BBR rate calculations [4] for Rb is still required.
In general, the lifetime of Rydberg atoms in ultracold gases
is altered by several effects. Any electric fields lead to state
mixing and ionization [8]. Collisions between atoms, as well
as dipole-dipole and higher-order interaction between Rydberg
atoms, which may also lead to collisions [18], cause changes
of the atomic states and ionization [6,19]. Furthermore,
depending on atomic density and cloud geometry, microwave
superradiance is likely to occur, which can be triggered by
blackbody radiation [7,20]. Due to such effects, the lifetimes
of Rydberg atoms can differ greatly from the undisturbed
values, as well as from one experiment to another. Therefore,
measuring Rydberg lifetimes under the given conditions is
necessary.
While the SFI methods mentioned above can be used
when an electron or ion detector is present, an increasing
number of recent cold-atom experiments have relied solely
on optical detection, mostly employing electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) instead [21–24]. In order to enable
the determination of Rydberg lifetimes in such systems, as
well as in cases where a reduced complexity of the setup
1050-2947/2015/92(1)/012517(5) 012517-1 ©2015 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Cloud of ultracold 87Rb atoms (center)
inside the radiation shield of a cryostat (hatched). The radiation shield
is cylindrical in shape with a 4.5-mm gap and 35-mm diameter. While
the cold surface is at Tcryo, the temperature of the radiation shield is
slightly higher. The outside temperature is assumed to be close to
300 K.
compared to that of the SFI approach with the additional
microwave is desired, we developed a similarly powerful,
all-optical method for measuring state-specific lifetimes. The
approach is technologically simplified as the same lasers that
are used for Rydberg excitation are employed for detection,
requiring only an additional photodiode for the measurement
of resonant absorption.
We describe the optical lifetime measurement of Rydberg
states in Sec. II and demonstrate its application in a setup
with cold 87Rb atoms (see Fig. 1) at cryogenic environmental
temperatures in Sec. III. Factors influencing the accuracy of
the method are discussed in Sec. IV.
II. OPTICAL LIFETIME MEASUREMENT METHOD
The optical measurements presented in this article rely on
time-resolved resonant absorption detection in an effective
three-level ladder-type system, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2,
similar to the scheme in [25]. The transmission of a probe
laser pulse resonant to a closed cycling transition between a
ground state |g〉 and a quickly decaying intermediate excited
state |e〉 is monitored with a photodiode. The duration of this
pulse should be several times the expected Rydberg lifetime.
The lifetime of |e〉 must be shorter than the expected time
resolution of the final Rydberg decay curves. For Rydberg
excitation a Rydberg laser resonant to the transition between
|e〉 and the target Rydberg state |r1〉 is used simultaneously
with the probe laser. In principle, this configuration allows
excitation by means of a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage
pulse [26]. The experimental sequence, aimed at measuring
changes in the optical density due to the laser pulses, consists
of several steps. In each step, a cloud of ultracold atoms is
prepared and released from the trap, and after a given time of
flight a series of laser pulses depending on the current step is
applied, as shown in Fig. 2.
As a baseline calibration, the probe laser-light-intensity
signals without any atoms [step I, signal I0(t)] and with
ground-state atoms [step II, Ig(t)] are recorded, giving the
time-dependent optical density (Lambert-Beer law):
Doptnoexc.(t) = − ln[Ig(t)/I0(t)], (1)
In general, during the relevant time scales, the optical density
is proportional to the number of atoms in the volume of the
cloud “seen” by the probe laser beam.
In step III, the Rydberg excitation at t = 0 just before the
start of the probe pulse is added. Due to excited atoms that
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Illustration of the pulse sequence for steps
I to IV used for the optical lifetime measurement for the probe (dashed
red lines) and Rydberg (solid blue lines) lasers, resonant to the |g〉 ↔
|e〉 and |e〉 ↔ |r1〉 transitions. For the calibration (step I without
atoms and step II with atoms), only the probe laser is turned on after
t = 0 for a duration of several hundred microseconds (much greater
than the Rydberg lifetime; only the initial part is shown in the plot).
Starting at step III, at t = 0 atoms are excited to the Rydberg state
|r1〉 (Excitation). For step IV, which is repeated several times, the
long probe pulse is interrupted at time ts for a short duration, during
which an optical pumping pulse of the Rydberg laser is applied (Opt.
Pump.). ts is varied with each repetition of step IV.
are missing from the ground state, there will be increased
transmission compared to that in step II. Again, the optical
density of ground-state atoms Doptw/exc.(t) can be calculated as
in (1). In combination with the result from step II, an additional
quantity
p=g(t) = 1 − Doptw/exc.(t)/Doptnoexc.(t) (2)
can be determined, which gives the number of atoms not in
the ground state due to the excitation pulse, normalized to the
total number of atoms in the detection volume. The value of
p=g in the beginning is the fraction of atoms that have been
excited to the Rydberg state, except for transitions to other
states that have already happened due to BBR and possible
superradiance, as was noted in [25]. The whole p =g curve
represents an effective decay of all directly and indirectly
excited states, which is nearly, but generally not perfectly,
exponential in shape because of the differing lifetimes of the
constituent Rydberg states that become populated. Also, if
ionizing effects played a role, the curve will not return to
zero for long times but converge towards a finite value. The
resulting pion = p =g(t → ∞) is a measure for the strength
of any ionizing effects if other mechanisms can be excluded
that specifically remove Rydberg atoms, but not ground-state
atoms, from the detection volume or, alternatively, transfer
them into other stable states outside the probe transition. In
general, the decay curve must consist of the (as yet unknown)
parts
p =g(t) = pr1 (t) + pr=1 (t) + pion(t), (3)
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i.e., the population of the originally excited Rydberg state,
other Rydberg states, and the number of ionized atoms.
In order to separate the decay of the originally excited
Rydberg state |r1〉 from others that become populated, a state
transfer similar to the microwave transfer in [17] is employed
in step IV. However, instead of the additional microwave, the
same Rydberg laser which was used for the excitation is used
for a short optical pumping pulse at various times ts during
the expected decay of |r1〉. This pumps a fraction of atoms
still in the |r1〉 state down to the intermediate |e〉 state. During
this pulse, the probe laser needs to be turned off to prevent
any reexcitation of the Rydberg state. Because the lifetime
of the intermediate state is short, the atoms pumped back in
this fashion will reappear as ground-state atoms as soon as the
probe laser is turned on again after the optical pumping pulse.
Following the same evaluation procedure as for step III, using
(1) and (2), decay curves p=g,s(t) can be obtained. These must
consist of the same parts with equal values as (3), except for
a change in pr1 (t) at t > ts , which has been reduced by some
fraction α by the optical pumping pulse due to the Rydberg
population in |r1〉 at time t = ts , leaving
pr1,s(ts) = (1 − α)pr1 (ts). (4)
Thus, by subtracting the decay curves p =g,s(t) from the curve
without optical pumping p =g(t) of step III, information about
the original |r1〉 population at time t = ts can be obtained:
αpr1 (ts) = p =g(ts) − p =g,s(ts). (5)
As long as the optical density of the Rydberg atoms for the
Rydberg laser is small or the optical pumping is fast enough
to transfer all of the |r1〉 atoms (α = 1), α will be a constant
fraction for each ts . Repetition of step IV for different ts and
evaluation of αpr1 (ts) yields the decay of the population pr1 ,
giving the lifetime of the Rydberg state |r1〉. In the case only
spontaneous decay and BBR contribute to the lifetime, this will
be an exponential decay with a decay parameter τ independent
of α.
III. CONDUCTED MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
We employed the method in a series of experiments in
a setup where a cloud of 4 × 105 to 8 × 105 87Rb atoms
with a temperature of 1.5 μK is transferred into a gap of the
radiation shield of a tunable temperature cryostat by means
of optical tweezers (detailed in [27]). Details of the geometry
are shown in Fig. 1. For excitation and detection we used the
87Rb 5S1/2(F = 2) ↔ 5P3/2(F = 3) transition and a circular
polarization, which is commonly used for imaging purposes.
A repumping laser resonant to 5S1/2(F = 1) ↔ 5P3/2(F = 2),
which was needed for the MOT operation as well, was used
to effectively keep the F = 1 ground state unpopulated at
all times. The Rydberg excitation to |r1〉 is done by a pulse
of the probe laser, with a higher intensity (approximately five
times) than in actual probing, and, simultaneously, the Rydberg
laser pulse resonant to the 5P3/2(F = 3) ↔ 30S1/2 or 38D5/2
state. The probe and Rydberg lasers are frequency stabilized
to a frequency comb and arranged as described in [25]. The
Rydberg laser was focused down to a size of ≈100 μm with
a total power of ≈20 mW. The measurement sequence as
described in Sec. II was conducted at times of flight (TOFs)
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Time-dependent populations of states
not contributing to the probe transition, p=g (step III) and p =g,s(t)
(step IV with repetition number s and corresponding optical pumping
time ts), representing an intermediate result of the evaluation of the
measurement of the 30S1/2 state at Tcryo = 300 K and a TOF of
20.5 ms. Shaded areas show statistical errors of the signal at each
instant of time. Solid lines show exponential fits corresponding to each
measurement step. Markers show the values p=g,s(ts) obtained from
the fit. (b) 38D5/2 state at Tcryo = 160 K, showing only a fraction of
atoms returning to the ground state depending on the optical pumping
time ts , converging towards values up to pion ≈ 0.3.
of 12.0 and 20.5 ms in order to reduce the atom density to
7(3) × 109/cm−3 and 1.5(5) × 109/cm−3, respectively. The
setup did not allow for controlled compensation of stray
electric fields (which have been investigated in detail elsewhere
[28]), leaving residual fields of 6.6 V cm−1 for the 30S
state measurements and, after optimizing the cloud position,
0.5V/cm for those in the 38D state. Due to limited Rydberg
laser power, pulse durations of 1μs were chosen for both
the excitation and optical pumping pulses. In order to reduce
the statistical errors, mainly a result of photodiode and other
technical noise, >30 shots per step were averaged. The time
resolution of the photodiode signal of each shot was digitally
reduced to 0.5μs by temporal averaging. Furthermore, because
of atom-number fluctuations, (1) and (2) were individually
calculated for each single-shot measurement and corrected for
atom-number drifts. In order to decrease statistical noise, the
results of shots belonging to the same step (and repetition
number s for step IV) were averaged.
Figure 3 shows exemplary results for the number of atoms
missing from the ground state, p=g(t) and p =g,s(t), where up
to six values of ts have been used at increasing intervals. For
both states, an approximation of the curves by exponential
functions, which were used for fitting in order to determine
the points p =g,s(ts), was sufficient. While for 30S1/2 all atoms
eventually return to the ground state, for the 38D5/2 state this is
clearly not the case. This is most probably caused by ionizing
collisions due to the known attractive dipole-dipole interaction
for this state [29]. While more than half of the Rydberg atoms
are apparently already lost at t < 2μs, a small fraction was
prevented from being ionized by the optical pumping pulses.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured populations αpr1 (ts) of the
30S1/2 state, proportional to the decays of |r1〉, at several cryostat
temperatures in the range 20 to 300 K. The lines are exponential
fits to the data, giving the decay parameters τ and their estimated
error based on the fit (add ±1.0μs systematic error common to all
measurements for absolute uncertainty).
The final evaluation step yielding αpr1 (ts) is shown in Fig. 4
for the state |r1〉 = 30S1/2, measured at cryostat temperatures
in the range of 20 to 300 K, at a TOF of 20.5 ms, resulting
in values τ = 14.3(6)μs (Tcryo = 300 K) up to τ = 17.0(8)μs
(Tcryo = 20 K) with an additional common systematic error
of ±1.0μs. Compared with the established measured value
τ = 14.5(12)μs (30S1/2,T = 300 K, Fig. 2 in [14]), our result
is very compatible.
However, while in our measurements there is a clear
tendency for increased lifetimes at lowered temperatures, the
effect is not as pronounced as expected from the calculated
values from [4], giving τ = 26.6 μs at T = 0 K. In order
to check for any systematic dependencies on geometrical
effects arising due to the falling and expanding cloud, as well
as the presence of any density-dependent lifetime-reducing
effects, the measurements for 30S1/2 were repeated with a
time of flight of 12 ms. This resulted in an increase of the
atom density and the optical density by roughly a factor of
2. The resulting lifetimes for 30S1/2 were τ = 14.1(14)μs
(Tcryo = 300 K) up to τ = 16.0(7)μs (Tcryo = 20 K), i.e., no
discernible difference compared to the measurements with
TOF of 20.5 ms. Therefore, we suspect insufficient shielding
from outside thermal radiation in our setup as the main
cause for the discrepancy in comparison to theory at low
temperatures. The geometry as shown in Fig. 1 leads to a solid
angle of 4π × 0.87 covered by cold surfaces. Also, the lower
part of the radiation shield is not ideally thermally coupled to
the cryostat and is estimated to be at least 20 K warmer than
the upper surface at temperatures near Tcryo = 4.2 K, causing
the effective temperature relevant for BBR to be significantly
higher than the cryostat temperature.
The lifetime of the 38D5/2 state, with a TOF of 20.5 ms,
was measured to be 13(4) μs (Tcryo = 160 K) and 19(3) μs
(Tcryo = 20 K), much lower than the reference value of τ =
30(2)μs (T = 300 K; Fig. 2 in [14]). This lifetime reduction
comes as no surprise due to the interaction-induced ionizing
collisions already observed in Fig. 3.
IV. ACCURACY CONSIDERATIONS
The time resolution of the method presented in Sec. II is
limited by the length and timing accuracy of the excitation
and optical pumping pulses, effectively adding uncertainty
to times t = 0 and ts . For our 1-μs pulses with a timing
accuracy of <10 ns, this results in a systematic uncertainty
of ±1.0μs common to all measurements taken under the
same excitation conditions, limiting their absolute, but not
differential, accuracy. Higher laser intensities, particularly of
the Rydberg laser, would allow for shorter pulses. When
choosing the sizes for both laser beams, geometry effects need
to be considered: If there is any significant atomic motion
due to time of flight or atomic temperature, the excitation
volume should be smaller than the detection volume in order
to avoid any Rydberg atoms leaving the detection volume
during the measurement time. However, the measured Rydberg
signal will be lower for increased detection volumes, affecting
the signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, prolonged acceleration
of the atoms due to radiation pressure will lead to Doppler
shifts which can lead to systematical errors, especially with
regard to the narrow Rydberg transitions. This is particularly
relevant for the probe laser, which must be well below the
saturation intensity of the probe transition (I0 . 0.2Isat in our
experiments).
If, like in our experiments, the pulses are created using an
acousto-optical modulator (AOM) in the laser-beam path, the
probe pulse will have a certain switching time of ≈100 ns and
will show intensity drifts resulting from polarization drifts
during some device-dependent warm-up time. As long as
the signal remains proportional to the light level seen by
the atoms and the pulse shapes are well reproducible, these
drifts cancel out when calculating the Dopt(t) terms. The
optical density itself will not be constant over the duration
of the laser pulse since the atomic cloud is expanding, as well
as being accelerated downwards by gravity; however, these
effects cancel out as well in p=g(t).
The measured optical densities depend on the probe light
polarization and Zeeman substates of the atoms. For low Rabi
frequencies, optical pumping effects can become visible in
the dynamic parts of the measured signals, particularly when
turning the probe laser back on after the Rydberg laser pulses at
times ts , which in turn limits the accuracy of the determination
of pr1,s(ts). These effects become especially pronounced when
any stray magnetic fields split up the Zeeman sublevels, which
would need to be compensated well below the magnitude of the
earth’s magnetic field for high accuracy. Stray electric fields,
if sufficiently strong, would additionally lead to state mixing
affecting the underlying physical lifetime of the measured
state. According to our calculations (detailed in [10]), this
would become relevant on a 1% (probability) level at 30 V/cm
for the 30S1/2(|mj |=1/2) state and 2.2 V/cm for 38D5/2(|mj |=1/2),
i.e., not leading to significant state mixing in our setup.
Regarding the measurements taken at a lowered environ-
ment temperature, mainly two sources of systematic error
need to be taken into account: First, as mentioned before and
discussed in [8], the effective temperature as seen by the atoms
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will not be the temperature of the cryostat unless the full 4π
solid angle is covered. Second, the geometry of conducting
parts of the experimental setup, like the radiation shield of the
cryostat, can form an effective microwave resonator altering
the BBR spectrum. This becomes especially relevant if their
dimensions are close to the strongest transition wavelengths
(like the 30S ↔ 30P transition with a wavelength of 1.9 mm
or 30S ↔ 29P with a wavelength of 1.7 mm).
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have presented an optical method for the measurement
of Rydberg atom lifetimes, providing information about how
they are influenced by effects like blackbody radiation and
interactions between Rydberg atoms. Because no detector
parts or high voltages are needed inside the vacuum chamber
of the experimental setup, this method might prove particularly
useful in otherwise complex systems, including atom-chip
setups such as the one used here [27], or millikelvin systems
[30], which might eventually lead to the realization of proposed
quantum gate schemes such as those in [31,32].
While the use of an additional microwave population
transfer such as the one in [17] is not necessary for state
selectivity, it might be employed to measure the populations
of neighboring Rydberg nP and nF states by generalizing the
scheme to measure signal differences due to the microwave
transfer. This way, both the populations of, e.g., a Rydberg
nS and close-lying nP states could be monitored. This would,
for example, allow for the distinction between superradiance,
which highly depends on the population of such strongly
coupled states, and other lifetime-reducing effects.
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Coupling ultracold atoms to a superconducting
coplanar waveguide resonator
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Ensembles of trapped atoms interacting with on-chip microwave resonators are considered
as promising systems for the realization of quantum memories, novel quantum gates, and
interfaces between the microwave and optical regime. Here, we demonstrate coupling of
magnetically trapped ultracold Rb ground-state atoms to a coherently driven superconducting
coplanar resonator on an integrated atom chip. When the cavity is driven off-resonance from
the atomic transition, the microwave field strength in the cavity can be measured through
observation of the AC shift of the atomic hyperfine transition frequency. When driving the
cavity in resonance with the atoms, we observe Rabi oscillations between hyperfine states,
demonstrating coherent control of the atomic states through the cavity field. These
observations enable the preparation of coherent atomic superposition states, which are
required for the implementation of an atomic quantum memory.
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Hybrid quantum systems of superconductors and atomicspin ensembles have been proposed1–3 for quantuminformation processing to overcome the limited
coherence of superconducting qubits4,5. In the envisioned hybrid
system, information is processed by fast superconducting circuits
and stored in a cloud of cold atoms, which serves as a quantum
memory6–8. Information is transferred between the two quantum
systems using a superconducting coplanar waveguide resonator
as a quantum bus. In recent years, coupling between super-
conducting structures and spin systems such as nitrogen vacancy
centers9–13 and ions in solid-state systems14,15 has been observed.
Cold atoms coupled to superconducting resonators would,
furthermore, enable the implementation of novel quantum
gates16–19, the realization of a microwave-to-optical transdu-
cer20,21, and on-chip micromasers22. The interaction between
Rydberg atoms and three-dimensional superconducting micro-
wave resonators has been a rich research topic, especially with
regard to atom–photon interactions on the fundamental level23.
Research on planar superconducting structures, however, holds
the promise of switchable interactions between the subsystems,
integration with scalable solid-state circuitry24–26, and long
information storage times in the atomic ensemble. While long
coherence times in cold atoms have been studied extensively27–31
and trapping and manipulation of atoms in the vicinity of
superconducting chips has been demonstrated in a series of
experiments32–37, coupling between trapped atoms and planar
superconducting resonators has not been shown yet.
In this article, we demonstrate magnetic coupling of ultracold
magnetically trapped atoms to a superconducting coplanar
waveguide resonator operated at temperatures around 6 K. The
cavity is near resonant with the atomic hyperfine splitting of 87Rb
and coherently driven by an external microwave synthesizer. We
investigate both the dispersive and the resonant coupling regime.
By driving the cavity off-resonantly with respect to the atoms, the
atomic states reveal an AC-Zeeman shift under the influence
of the microwave (MW) field38. This leads to a shift of the
atomic transition frequency, which is measured by Ramsey
interferometry. We use the AC-Zeeman shift to reconstruct the
microwave intensity in the coplanar resonator. In contrast, when
the cavity is driven at a frequency corresponding to an atomic
transition, Rabi oscillations between atomic hyperfine states are
observed.
Our measurements present a vital step toward the realization of
an atom–superconductor hybrid system, paving the way toward
the implementation of an atomic quantum memory coupled to a
superconducting quantum circuit and the realization of
microwave-to-optical transducers.
Results
Atomic ensembles trapped in a coplanar waveguide resonator.
For our experiments, we magnetically trap an ensemble of
ultracold 87Rb atoms in the state 5S1/2F = 1, mF ¼ 1 :¼ 1;1j i
close to a coplanar microwave resonator on an integrated atom
chip. The chip comprises two essential structures: i) a Z-shaped
wire for magnetic trapping of neutral atoms and ii) a super-
conducting coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator (Fig. 1a, b).
The CPW resonator is an inductively coupled half-wavelength
cavity39 with a fundamental mode resonance frequency of
ωRes ≈ 2π · 6.84 GHz and a linewidth of κ ≈ 2π · 3MHz corre-
sponding to a quality factor of Q ≈ 2200 in the temperature range
(T = 6–7 K) relevant for the experiments described here. By
varying the temperature of the atom chip, the resonance
frequency of the microwave cavity can be tuned by about 30
MHz, where the atomic hyperfine transition frequency ωHF = 2π
· 6.8347 GHz lies within this tuning range. Details on the chip
design and fabrication methods can be found in Supplementary
Note 1 of this article, and details on the cavity parameters
and their temperature dependence in Supplementary Notes 2
and 3.
With the coupling inductors (Fig. 1c, d), the microwave cavity
gap close to the Z trap provides a closed superconducting loop on
the chip, in which the total magnetic flux is conserved. The other
resonator gap does not form a closed loop, as the lower ground
plane has been cut to avoid flux trapping. We take advantage of
the flux conservation by freezing a well-defined amount of
magnetic flux into the closed loop during the chip cooldown. A
conservative magnetic trapping potential for the Rb atoms in the
vicinity of the cavity mode is formed by the combination of flux-
conserving loop currents and a homogeneous external field31,40.
A homogeneous offset field along the y-axis Boff = 0.323 mT is
additionally applied to ensure a nonzero magnetic field amplitude
in the trap minimum to avoid spin-flip losses.
Nat ~ 105 atoms are magnetically trapped at a distance of ~20
μm above one of the CPW gaps and close to one of the ends of
the cavity, where the antinodes of the standing microwave
magnetic fields are located, cf. Fig. 1b, e. At this position, the
magnetic MW field of the transversal wave in the cavity is
oriented perpendicular to the quantization axis of the atomic
spins (y direction). Figure 1f depicts the coupling to the magnetic
MW field of the cavity, obtained from finite-element simulations
(Supplementary Note 4), in a cross-sectional view of the
resonator. Solid white lines indicate the calculated positions of
equal atomic density for an atomic cloud of 800 nK. From the
MW field amplitude at the position of the atoms, we estimate an
average single-atom single-photon coupling strength of
g ¼~μ ~Bph  2π  0:5Hz. The magnetic MW field and thus the
coupling can be considered constant along the atomic cloud with
an extension of ~100 μm in y direction, which is about two orders
of magnitude smaller than the cavity and thus the wavelength.
For the experiments described in this article, the cavity is driven
by an external microwave synthesizer. In the limit of high photon
numbers nph  Nat explored in this article, the cavity field can be
treated classically, and the collective coupling between an atom
and the cavity is small compared to the damping rate. In the
classical regime, the atoms couple individually to the cavity field,
hence, the Rabi frequency is independent of the number of atoms
in the cavity41.
Sensing the cavity field with cold atoms. When driving the
resonator at a frequency ωdress off-resonant to the atoms, the
atomic transition is shifted by the MW field. This AC-Zeeman
shift can be experimentally detected and used to reconstruct the
intensity of the cavity field. We measure the frequency of the
atomic transition between the magnetically trapped states |1, −1〉
and |2, 1〉 using time-domain Ramsey interferometry. The two
states exhibit the same first-order Zeeman shift, thereby strongly
reducing the sensitivity of the transition frequency to magnetic
fields. For the Ramsey measurements, the atoms are prepared in a
coherent superposition driven by a pulsed MW field ωextMW from
an external antenna and an additional radio frequency of ωRF fed
to the Z-shaped trapping wire (green arrows in Fig. 2a). After a
variable time TRamsey, a second MW+RF pulse is applied and the
relative population in the two states is measured. The populations
in the two states oscillate with the difference between the atomic
frequency and the external frequency, ωat − (ωextMW +ωRF).
During the Ramsey sequence, the CPW cavity is driven by a field
with a variable angular frequency ωdress that is off-resonant to the
atomic transition (Fig. 2b). This leads to an AC shift of the
levels which depends on the detuning Δ between ωdress and
the atomic transition frequency. For a simple two-level system,
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the off-resonant field shifts the atomic states by δdress ¼ ± Ω
2
dress
Δ ,
where Ωdress denotes the Rabi frequency of the dressing field and
Δ =ωdress −ω0 is the detuning between the dressing field and the
atomic transition frequency. The plus (minus) sign is valid for the
ground (excited) state. The level scheme of the atoms involving all
relevant fields is depicted in Fig. 2a. For a MW field which is
linearly polarized perpendicular to the quantization axis, as it is in
our case, the cavity field induces σ− and σ+-transitions with
equal field strength, as depicted by the red arrows. This field
hence couples the state |1, −1〉 to the states |2, −2〉 and |2, 0〉. The
state |2, 1〉, on the other hand, is coupled to state |1, 0〉. This leads
to a shift in the two-photon transition frequency |1, −1〉→ |2, 1〉 by
δdress ¼ Ω2dress 
3
Δ1
þ 1=2
Δ2
þ 3=2
Δ3
 
; ð1Þ
which is measured in our experiment (Supplementary Note 5 for
details). Here, Δi,i ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the detuning to the relevant
atomic hyperfine transition. The numerical factors in the
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numerator are determined by the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients of
the transitions.
For the measurement, the power of the microwave fed to the
resonator and the magnetic offset field (Boff = 0.315± 0.003 mT)
is held constant.
The measured frequency shift δdress in the Ramsey experiment
is shown in Fig. 2c. As visible in the curve measured at T = 6.8 K,
the dressing shift changes sign when the frequency of the dressing
field is crossing an atomic resonance. Variation of the dressing
frequency affects the shift in two ways, via the detuning to the
atomic transitions and via a change in the microwave intensity in
the resonator. Knowing the detuning to all involved levels, the
normalized power of the microwave in the resonator, which is
proportional to the square of the resonant Rabi frequency Ω2dress,
can be deduced from the dressing shift. The calculated Rabi
frequencies Ωdress according to Eq. (1) are shown as circles in
Fig. 2d. The measurement was repeated for different temperatures
of the superconducting chip, corresponding to different cavity
resonance frequencies. The result is compared with transmission
spectra measured using a programmable network analyzer (solid
lines in Fig. 2d). All curves are normalized to their maxima for
the sake of comparability. Lorentzian curves (dashed lines) fitted
to the data points match the transmission spectra closely in center
frequency and peak width, which is on the order of κ/2π ≈ 2 − 3
MHz. We note that there is a slight systematic offset between the
reconstructed Rabi frequencies and the transmission curves.
Possible explanations are trapping of Abrikosov vortices during
the Ramsey measurement due to cycling of applied magnetic
fields, which are known to shift the resonator frequency to lower
values, or a small temperature difference (<50 mK) between the
two measurements.
Coherent control of atomic states with cavity fields. When the
electromagnetic cavity field is resonant with one of the (allowed)
atomic transitions, the atoms undergo coherent Rabi oscillations
between the ground and excited state (Fig. 3a). The observation of
these oscillations demonstrates coherent control over the internal
atomic degrees of freedom. The Rabi frequency is given by
Ω0 ¼~μ ~BMW, where~μ is the atomic magnetic moment and~BMW
is the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic MW field. For the
observation of these oscillations, we drive the cavity with a
frequency of ω0 = 2π · 6.83242 GHz, which is in resonance with
the atomic transition |1, −1〉→ |2, 0〉, but detuned roughly by twice
the cavity linewidth κ from the cavity resonance (ωcav ≈ 2π · 6.839
GHz) at a chip temperature T = 6.9 K (Fig. 3b, c). By state-
selective absorption imaging of the atoms, we observe resonant
Rabi oscillations between the states |1, −1〉 and |2, 0〉 with a Rabi
frequency Ω0 ≈ 2π · 20 kHz. By variation of the chip temperature
between T = 6.7 and 7.0 K, the cavity frequency is shifted with
respect to the atomic transition (Fig. 3d). This leads to a mea-
surable change in the resonant Rabi frequency due to the
altered MW power in the cavity, as visible in Fig. 3e. Here, the
Rabi frequency increases with higher temperatures, as the cavity
frequency approaches the atomic transition frequency. For
temperatures around T = 7.2 K, the cavity resonance is shifted to
coincide with the atomic resonance. However, at this
temperature, the critical current of the superconducting
coupling inductances is too low to support a stable magnetic
trap.
We observe a damping in the single-photon Rabi oscillations
with a time constant of τ ≈ 50 µs. This damping is a result of the
dephasing due to the inhomogeneous MW field of the cavity and
the fact that Rabi oscillations are driven between two states with
different magnetic moments. The magnetically trapped state
|1, −1〉 is subjected to an energy shift of ~2πħ · 7MHz/mT, while
the untrapped state |2, 0〉 is in first order insensitive to magnetic
fields. As a consequence, the resonance frequency between the
two states is not uniform across the cloud, and the atoms are only
exactly on resonance at the center of the trap. A numerical
simulation of a thermal cloud at Tat = 2 µK trapped in a harmonic
magnetic potential 20 µm above the cavity gap shows a damping
time in excellent agreement with our measurement. We can
estimate the number of photons in the resonator using the
measured Rabi frequency and the simulated coupling strength per
photon. Assuming a Rabi frequency of 20 kHz, we estimate the
number of photons in the cavity nPh ≈ 1.6 × 109, so that the
thermal occupation of the cavity (nth ~ 20) is negligible.
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In order to exploit the long coherence times of cold atoms, it is
necessary to create superpositions between appropriate atomic
states, which can both be trapped in the cavity. For 87Rb, such a
state combination consists of the hyperfine levels |1, −1〉 and |2, 1〉,
which can both be trapped magnetically and exhibit excellent
coherence properties. To this end, we start with an atomic cloud
at a lower temperature of Tat = 800 nK and Nat ~ 3 × 104 atoms in
the state |1, −1〉. In order to prepare a coherent superposition of
the two states, we drive the cavity with the MW field ωMW and
employ an additional external RF field ωRF, with a detuning of Δ
= 2π · 300 kHz to the intermediate state |2, 0〉 (cf. Fig. 4a).
If the two corresponding Rabi frequencies are small compared to
the intermediate detuning, i.e., ΩMW, ΩRF  Δ, the population of
the intermediate state can be neglected. In this case, the two-
photon Rabi frequency Ω2Ph can be calculated by adiabatic
elimination of the intermediate state Ω2Ph =ΩMWΩRF/2Δ42. By
driving the two fields with variable pulse lengths (Fig. 4b), we
observe Rabi oscillations with Ω2Ph = 2π · 340 Hz, and a dephasing
on the order of τ ~ 5ms (Fig. 4c). A numerical simulation of an
ensemble of noninteracting atoms in a magnetic trap reveals
damping on the same timescale. As in the one-photon case, the
dephasing is mainly due to the variation of the microwave field
strength over the size of the atomic cloud (Supplementary
Note 6).
Discussion
To make the presented cold atom–superconductor hybrid device
a useful high-coherence quantum resource, several aspects need
to be addressed and optimized. In particular, dephasing during
the Rabi pulses should be reduced and the coupling between
atoms and the cavity increased.
Dephasing due to inhomogeneous coupling, as seen in the
experiment above, can be a limitation for the high-fidelity crea-
tion of superposition states needed in information processing.
The inhomogeneity seen by the atomic ensemble can be reduced
by reducing the cloud temperature, yielding smaller cloud
extension in the trap (Supplementary Note 6). Several experi-
ments have furthermore shown that reliable superpositions or
quantum gates can be achieved in spite of this temporal or spatial
variation of Rabi frequencies, as the related dephasing can be
overcome using more elaborate MW and RF pulses using optimal
control theory43,44.
Furthermore, future experiments should be performed
at chip temperatures in the mK regime to reduce the number
of thermal photons, so, different ways to tune the cavity
frequency need to be employed. Tuning the cavity could be
achieved by various means, such as using nonlinear kinetic
inductances45, SQUIDs46,47, or mechanical elements, as demon-
strated in ref. 48.
For our geometry, we have estimated the coupling between a
single atom and a single cavity photon to be g ≈ 2π · 0.5 Hz.
Various means can be used to increase the coupling
strength between the atoms and the cavity field. By
decreasing the width of the gap W between the center conductor
and ground planes of the cavity, the magnetic field per
photon could be increased according to Bph ∝ 1/W2, but
would require the atoms to be trapped closer to the chip
surface. By changing the resonator layout from CPW to lumped
element resonator, the inductance and dimensions of the
resonator could be decreased, leading to a significant enhance-
ment of the current per photon and hence magnetic field Bph.
Finally, the electric field of the cavity mode could be used to
couple neighboring Rydberg states, exploiting the large electric
dipole moments of Rydberg states49. A similar experiment
has been demonstrated with flying Rydberg atoms above a
CPW transmission line50. For our geometry, the transition
between the states 57S1/2 and 57P3/2 lies close to the third
harmonic of our resonator. The dipole matrix element of this
transition is d ~ 2700 ea0, yielding a single-photon single-atom
coupling strength of g/2π ≈ 0.1 MHz.
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated coupling of
ultracold ground-state atoms to a driven superconducting
CPW resonator. Coupling was shown both in resonant Rabi
oscillation and in dressing the frequency of an atomic clock state
pair. Future measurements will explore collective effects of cold
atoms to the cavity mode and work toward strong coupling
between the superconducting resonator and Rydberg atoms.
These experiments are the first step toward the implementation of
cold atoms as a quantum resource in a hybrid quantum
architecture.
Methods
Atomic cloud preparation. The atomic ensemble is prepared in a room-
temperature setup and transported to a position below the superconducting atom
chip using an optical dipole trap that is moved using a lens mounted on an
air-bearing translation stage (cf. ref. 51 for details). Atoms are subsequently
trapped in a magnetic trap generated by currents in the Z-shaped Nb wire and an
external homogeneous bias field. The Z-wire configuration leads to a Ioffe-
Pritchard- type magnetic microtrap with a nonzero offset field Boff at the trap
minimum. We load ~106 atoms at a temperature of ~1 µK into the magnetic chip
trap. After adiabatic compression, the cloud is transferred into the mode volume of
the resonator by rotating the external bias field and switching off the current in the
Z trap. Screening currents in the resonator, which conserve the flux in the closed
superconducting loop, lead to the formation of a magnetic trap with oscillation
frequencies ωx = 2π · 400 s−1, ωy = 2π · 25 s−1, and ωz = 2π · 600 s−1 below the gap of
the waveguide cavity, 20 µm from the chip surface. During the transfer into the
tight trap, the atomic cloud is heated up to a temperature of Tat ~ 2 μK. At the
cavity position, we perform radiofrequency evaporation to further cool the atomic
ensemble.
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Experimental cycle and state-selective detection. In order to measure the
atomic state, the following experimental cycle is repeated every ~26 s. After pre-
paration of an atomic cloud, transporting it to the superconducting chip, and
loading into the cavity, as described above, all atoms are in the hyperfine state |1,
−1〉. Subsequently, we apply one MW (+RF) pulse of variable length tRabi for the
measurement of Rabi oscillations, or two π/2-pulses of fixed length with a variable
hold time tRamsey in-between for the Ramsey interferometry sequence. At the end of
the sequence, we can measure the number of atoms in both of the states. First, the
number of atoms in F = 2 is measured by illuminating the cloud with light resonant
to the 5S1/2, F = 2→ 5P3/2, and F = 3 transition. The shadow of the atoms is imaged
on a CCD camera and the measured optical density is used to determine the atom
number. We then pump the atoms from F = 1 into F = 2 by illumination with a
laser resonant with the 5S1/2, F = 1→ 5P3/2, and F = 2 transition. From the 5P3/2, F =
2 state, the atoms decay into 5P1/2, F = 2 in ~30 ns, and the atoms are imaged on a
second CCD camera as described above.
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this article are available
from the authors on reasonable request.
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